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ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

 
BETWEEN: 

TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 
Plaintiff 

- and - 

PROFITLY INCORPORATED, DMCB HOLDINGS INC., IVAN AVRAMENKO, 
ALEXANDRA STINSON, and JOHN DOE  

 
Defendants 

 
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 

 
 I, Taylan McRae-Yu, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH 
AND SAY: 
 
1. I am the Plaintiff and prospective class representative in this prospective class proceeding, 

and, as such, I have personal knowledge of the matters sworn herein. Where I have made 

statements based on information and belief, I have stated the source of the information and believe 

it to be true. 

Background  

2. I have been involved in the blockchain and cryptocurrency space as a consumer and 

investor for nearly a decade.  

3. One major misconception about cryptocurrency that I often come across is that 

cryptocurrencies are payment systems. In my experience, this actually represents one of the use 

cases of cryptocurrency. For example, Ethereum, currently the second largest cryptocurrency by 

CV-23-00092340-00CP



2 

 

market capitalization after Bitcoin, is a “smart contract” protocol that launched in 2015. The 

Ethereum “Whitepaper” explaining the proposal for Ethereum is attached as Exhibit “A”.  

4. Smart contract protocols, like Ethereum, allow for self-executing agreements between two 

or more parties to occur on the blockchain through decentralized applications (“DApps”). These 

DApps allow end users to interact directly with a smart contract in question through the use of 

Ether (“ETH”), the native cryptocurrency token for the Ethereum network.  

5. Transactions that occur on Ethereum are “transparent” in the sense that they are public. For 

example, Ethereum has a public blockchain explorer known as Etherscan (etherscan.io)., an image 

of which is attached as Exhibit “B”. By plugging in an Ethereum cryptocurrency wallet address 

into the search bar of the Etherscan website, all transactions that a cryptocurrency wallet in 

question has conducted become visible. However, the identity of the individual(s) who have 

ownership over a specific Ethereum cryptocurrency wallet is unknown unless discovered through 

some other means. 

6. Ethereum Name Service (ENS) (ens.domains) is an Ethereum smart contract protocol 

which allows individuals to connecting Ethereum domain names to their cryptocurrency wallet for 

the purpose of attaching identity to a cryptocurrency wallet. Attached as Exhibit “C” is the landing 

page for the ENS website.  

7. For example, the founder of Ethereum, Vitalik Buterin, is known by his ENS domain 

“vitalik.eth”. We can see that the Ethereum cryptocurrency address connected to “vitalik.eth” is 

0xd8dA6BF26964aF9D7eEd9e03E53415D37aA96045 by entering “vitalik.eth” directly into the 

Etherscan website, an example of which is attached as Exhibit “D”. All transactions that Vitalik 

Buterin has ever conducted through this wallet are visible to the public.    

https://etherscan.io/
https://ens.domains/
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8. Transactions viewed on the Etherscan website will provide a transaction value in ETH and 

its equivalent United States Dollar (USD) value on the day of the transaction. Conversions from 

USD to Canadian dollars (CAD), as outlined below, were arrived at by converting the USD value 

of a transaction to the CAD equivalent on the day of the transaction as provided on the 

exchangerates.org.uk website. For example, see the attached Exhibit “E” for August 2021 

exchange rates from this website for USD to CAD.  

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) 

9. I first learned about Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) around the end of 2020. Since then, I 

have purchased hundreds of NFTs on the Ethereum network. An NFT is a token that has unique 

identifiers or metadata tied to it, allowing one NFT to be distinguished from another. NFTs are 

especially popular for showcasing art.  

10. For example, Cryptopunks are one of the most popular NFT art collections. In this case, 

the creators “Larva Labs”, launched a smart contract “housing” 10,000 unique Cryptopunk tokens. 

Users could interact directly with the smart contract at the initial point of sale, using their Ethereum 

cryptocurrency wallet, and receive a Cryptopunk token (with a token identification number 

between 0 and 9,999). Each of the tokens 0 to 9,999 are connected to unique “Cryptopunk” art. 

Attached as Exhibit “F” is the landing page for the Cryptopunks website (cryptopunks.app).  

11. The initial interaction with the smart contract is a process known as “minting”. Once all 

tokens in a collection have been “minted”, the collection is deemed to be sold out. Purchasers of 

the tokens in question can then use NFT marketplaces, such as Opensea, to sell their tokens on the 

secondary market. Attached as Exhibit “G” is a screenshot showing the Cryptopunk NFT 

collection on Opensea, where secondary market purchases of Cryptopunks can be made.   

https://www.exchangerates.org.uk/
https://cryptopunks.app/
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12. Collections like Cryptopunks are popular for a number of reasons. Firstly, Cryptopunks 

represent one of the first “profile picture” (PFP) collections on the Ethereum network and have 

become popular as a marker of digital identity. For example, a Cryptopunk owner can connect 

their Ethereum cryptocurrency wallet to a social media platform like Twitter, and have their 

authenticated and verified Cryptopunk serve as their PFP. Secondly, because they are limited to 

only 10,000 pieces, Cryptopunks fetch a premium price, generally around $100,000 USD per 

piece, with more desirable pieces having sold for millions of dollars. As such, there is a certain 

prestige associated with ownership of a Cryptopunk. 

13. Historically, the purchase of NFTs like Cryptopunks gave the purchaser only an ownership 

right in the digital asset housing art and nothing more.  

Utility  

14. Before deciding to purchase an NFT, I research the project, primarily by reviewing its 

website, Twitter, and by partaking in the community Discord (a “live” chat platform where 

members of the public can join a specific community channel through an invite link). The Twitter 

and Discord channel allow me to determine how active the project founders are and how they 

interact with community members, including answering their questions or responding to criticism.  

15. Most NFT collections I have come across also contain a specific section on their website 

pertaining to terms associated with ownership, which I will also review.  

16. In May 2021, I came across an NFT collection known as Bored Ape Yacht Club (BAYC).  

17. The BAYC website (boredapeyachtclub.com), the landing page for which is attached as 

Exhibit “H”, contained a number of items that I viewed as being both relatively novel and 

exciting. Firstly, the BAYC website explicitly stated “Your Bored Ape doubles as your Yacht Club 

membership card, and grants access to members-only benefits”. In addition, the BAYC website 

https://boredapeyachtclub.com/#/
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used a term which I had not previously seen called a “roadmap”. The roadmap in question included 

a number of “goalposts” that the BAYC team would work towards after a certain percentage of 

NFT sales occurred. This included: exclusive BAYC merch store featuring limited edition tees, 

hoodies, and other goods; a “mutant ape (NFT Breeding)”; and a Bored Ape liquidity pool.  

18. Following a review of the BAYC website, Twitter, and Discord, I purchased BAYC #5256 

on May 3, 2021 for 0.490 ETH (1,681.78 USD or approximately $2,065.05 CAD). Attached as 

Exhibit “I” is an Etherscan confirmation showing this purchase.  

19. The BAYC team has since not only delivered on their roadmap, but has continued to reward 

BAYC holders with exclusive members-only perks as follows: 

i. On July 2021, the BAYC team announced that for each BAYC NFT one held in their 

cryptocurrency wallet, they could “mint” a new collection known as the “Bored Ape 

Kennel Club”. Attached as Exhibit “J” attached is information on the BAYC website 

pertaining to the Bored Ape Kennel Club NFT;  

ii. In August 2021, for each BAYC NFT they held in their cryptocurrency wallet, BAYC 

NFT holders were airdropped a free “mutant serum” from the “Bored Ape Chemistry 

Club” collection. This serum could be used to “mutate” a BAYC into an entirely new 

NFT collection known as the “Mutant Ape Yacht Club”.  Exhibit “K” attached is a 

screenshot of the Opensea for the “Bored Ape Chemistry Club” and Exhibit “L” 

attached is a screenshot of the Opensea page for the “Mutant Ape Yacht Club”;  

iii. In March 2022, the BAYC team released a cryptocurrency token known as “ApeCoin”. 

Exhibit “M” attached is the “about” page from the ApeCoin website (apecoin.com); 

and 

https://apecoin.com/
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iv. In April 2022, BAYC holders were given free “land” in a blockchain “metaverse” 

named “The Otherside” that the BAYC team is building. Exhibit “N” attached is the 

whitepaper, referred to as the “Otherside Litepaper”, taken from the Otherside website 

(otherside.xyz).  

20. The BAYC collection is the first NFT collections to successfully execute on the idea of 

some sort of “membership benefit” or “utility”, specifically in the form of a roadmap, to ownership 

of an NFT.  

21. Towards the summer of 2021, more and more NFT collections were launching daily, with 

dozens if not hundreds of NFT collections launching on any given day. Given BAYC’s success, 

nearly every collection I came across on the Ethereum blockchain was touting an extensive 

“roadmap” and “utility” associated with the purchase of their NFT comprising some combination 

of physical merchandise, future NFT airdrops, and a metaverse or blockchain game that the team 

would be building.  

22. Projects were essentially competing in terms of marketing/promotion and promises of 

utility, in the hopes that their project would mint out. In addition, projects further gain revenue 

from secondary marketplace royalties for every secondary marketplace sale which are set by the 

NFT project itself. For example, the BAYC collection carries a 2.5% royalty, Attached as Exhibit 

“O” is the Opensea page for BAYC, showing the “creator earnings” (royalties) of 2.5%.  

23. Unfortunately, a number of projects that fully minted out turned out to be an outright scam. 

Within the NFT community, a “rug pull” became a fairly common term to refer to instances where 

an NFT team “ran off” with the proceeds of a mint without delivering the actual utility they 

promised holders. In most cases, the anonymity of the blockchain makes it difficult, if not 

impossible, to identity the individuals behind a particular project. Additionally, an individual may 

https://otherside.xyz/litepaper
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have spent only a few hundred dollars on an NFT, making it unlikely they would pursue legal 

action.   

24. In other cases, projects turned out to be what was termed a “slow rug” in the NFT 

community. For example, projects delivered only a portion of the utility they had promised holders 

or simply stated that they were “building” and developing the utility they had promised to 

purchasers, but never delivered anything.  

Boneheads (Pre-Mint) 

25. In or around July 2021, I came across an NFT project on Twitter known as “Boneheads”. 

I began to follow the Twitter page for the Boneheads NFT project and joined the community 

Discord. Attached as Exhibit “P” is a screenshot of the Twitter page for the Boneheads NFT 

project.  

26. There are a number of things that attracted me to the Boneheads NFT project. Firstly, I 

found the NFT art to be distinctive and visually appealing. A screenshot of the Opensea page for 

the Boneheads NFT which shows the Boneheads NFT art is attached as Exhibit “Q”. Secondly, 

it was clear that the team had put significant effort into marketing and promotion of the Boneheads 

NFT project, as evidenced by the tens of thousands of active Discord members at the time and the 

fact that each “tweet” the team put out on Twitter received dozens, if not hundreds of likes and/or 

re-tweets. Additionally, the development team was extremely active in the Discord and was 

essentially available around the clock to engage with the community and answer questions, 

including responding to criticism and concerns of prospective purchasers. 

27. The Boneheads team represented themselves as a team with significant experience in 

technology and start-ups, with the expertise/background to deliver on their ambitious roadmap. 
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For example, the Boneheads website (boneheads.io) contains an “About” page, a copy of which is 

attached as Exhibit “R” states the following:  

i. “Seven brilliant collaborators spent over 1,500+ hours developing over 500+ attributes 

across 8 categories, in 8K high-resolution…”; 

ii. “This is a real business, with experienced investors, and a clearly defined objective…”; 

iii. “Our core team has spent the better part of our adult lives building startups and helping 

others achieve their goals in a collaborative way”; 

iv. “Together, we’ve cultivated over 40 years of experience in design, product 

management, manufacturing, and marketing, to bring you our brainchild – 

Boneheads.”; and  

v. “From inception, #Boneheads has been a collaborative effort spanning more than 6 

countries and 14 talented individuals”.  

28. The “About” page and of the Boneheads website also makes it clear that what the proceeds 

from the mint would be used towards:  

i.  “#Boneheads are priced in accordance to the level of effort, quality, funding spent to 

date, and to the funding that is required for us to deliver on our vision and roadmap”; 

and  

ii. “By pricing our #Boneheads a little bit higher than what the community is used to, we 

believe this will give more individuals an opportunity to participate and join our 

burgeoning community, and it will give us the necessary runway for attracting talent 

and building our platform.”.  

29. The Boneheads NFT team promised holders that purchase of their NFT would be 

accompanied by relatively novel utility and an ambitious roadmap and that funds from the sale of 

https://boneheads.io/connect
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Boneheads would be used to deliver on this roadmap. In addition to the “About” page, the 

Boneheads website contained a “Roadmap” page, a “Benefits” page, and an “FAQ” page which 

are respectively attached as Exhibit “S”, Exhibit “T”, and Exhibit “U”, which outlined, in detail, 

the utility that would flow with ownership of the Boneheads NFT. This included: 

i. “There will be a 10% royalty on secondary sales, this will go towards establishing a 

community-powered creator fund” (Exhibit “R”);  

ii. “Our goal is to create a multimedia franchise spanning the rapidly evolving physical 

and digital design + fashion + gaming + art spectrum and iterate until we’ve developed 

something that is truly unique and imaginative” (Exhibit “R”); 

iii. “We will be putting relentless focus into developing the backbone of our business, 

which will be a physical + digital identity fashion gaming wearables NFT platform 

from which you will be able to mint and forge digital + physical collectibles” (Exhibit 

“R”); 

iv. “We plan on making and developing physical + digital products and representations of 

anything that we think is cool in the world, life life-size 5FT Boneheads sculptures, 

toys, fuzzy zebra print mini backpacks, studded boxing gloves, and more” (Exhibit 

“R”); 

v. “Our business model is mint + forge. You will be able to forge physical collectibles 

(grails, clothing, accessories, and more) of the digital representations that we release 

through NFTs through the Cabana.” (Exhibit “R”); 

vi. “Only token holders will be able to participate in the exclusive drops that we release” 

(Exhibit “R”);  
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vii. “…every single item will come with a numbered verifiable scannable QR code/NFC 

tag that will be verifiable on-chain” (Exhibit “R”); 

viii.  “Code-based digitals” including 5% community wallet; 3D boneheads, boning = 

breeding, the spa = liquidity pool; and consumer facing avatar app (Exhibit “S”); 

ix. “NFT post-sale physicals” including mouse-pads; area rugs; and paintings (Exhibit 

“S”); 

x. “Physical collectibles” including 5FT lifesize sculptures; 2.4 FT sculptures; 4FT area 

rugs; boxing gloves; trucker hats; mini backpacks; puffer jackets; biker jackets; t-shirts; 

hoodies; slides; and socks (Exhibit “S”); 

xi.  “Owning a #BONEHEAD grants you a lifetime membership (as long as you hold it in 

your wallet) to the Cabana, the forging HQ, where you will be able to forge physical 

and digital collectibles” (Exhibit “T”); 

xii. “The more #BONEHEAD that you own, the more items you will be able to forge” 

(Exhibit “T”);  

xiii. “Token holders will have access to several claimables that we currently have on the 

roadmap” (Exhibit “T”);  

xiv. “Token holders will be the first to have an opportunity to access and test our consumer-

facing avatar creation app during the beta release. This app will allow you to create a 

personal avatar for yourself using an expansive catalog of clothing and accessories to 

suit your unique style” (Exhibit “T”); and  

xv. “Owning a #BONEHEAD will grant you exclusive access to special roadmap perks, 

such as access to the Cabana – which will be a physical + digital identity fashion-
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gaming wearables platform from which you can mint and forge digital + physical 

collectibles” (Exhibit “U”).  

30. In addition to these specific promises about the utility/benefits/roadmap, the Boneheads 

team promised token holders the following giveaways: 

i. On July 17, 2021, the Boneheads team stated on their Discord, “little unofficial 

leak…everyone that buys a Bonehead will get an opportunity to participate in a 

secondary credit sale for a chance to win $1M”. A screenshot of this is attached as 

Exhibit “V”; and 

ii. On July 19, 2021, the Boneheads team tweeted on their Twitter “wait so…and one 

lucky randomized holder gets a monetary mystery box valued at a quarter million 

dollars, revealed instantly at the end of the mint….$250K???????....”. A screenshot of 

this Tweet is attached as Exhibit “W”.  

31. Because of the significant utility/benefit that was being promised to purchasers/holders of 

the Boneheads NFT for which specific and intentional detail was provided as I have outlined 

above, I made the decision to participate in the mint for the Boneheads NFT on August 20, 2021. 

I would not have made this purchase had there not been these extensive promises of utility tied to 

NFT ownership.  

Boneheads (Mint) 

32. The smart contract for the Boneheads NFT was opened for public minting on August 20, 

2021 at approximately 7:58PM +UTC. Exhibit “X” attached is the Etherscan page corresponding 

to the first successful public mint for the Boneheads NFT.  
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33. The “mint” was officially sold out on August 20, 2021 at 8:34:52 PM +UTC, less than 40 

minutes after launch. Exhibit “Y” attached is the Etherscan page for the final set of mints of the 

Boneheads NFT.  

34. I purchased a total of 36 Boneheads NFTs during the mint on August 20, 2021. The total 

cost for this purchase was 3.6 ETH (0.1 ETH per mint), valued at $11,831.40 USD (or $15,169.03 

CAD approximately on the day of the transaction). Exhibit “Z” attached are the Etherscan pages 

for these transactions.  

35. The Boneheads NFT mint generated 950.5 ETH (approximately $3,123,818.25 USD or 

$4,005,047.38 CAD). Attached as Exhibit “AA” is the Etherscan showing the transfer of 950.5 

ETH from the “BONEHEADS: BONE Token” Contract with Ethereum Address 

0xf9C2874A88ED6C5a8115CB5693996C8fE22B3CE2 into a contract with Ethereum Address 

0xb1FA950B59eE7e228e5f666Bf33d64E8158aC1A3 (“C1A3”)  

36. As Exhibit “AB” attached shows, the 950.5 ETH were distributed from “CIA3”wallet 

among three Ethereum Addresses: 

i. 47.525 ETH was sent to Ethereum Address 

0x6351a222B024165abE0ab3008fbB2Aa18C986878 (shown as “*no-op.eth”). This 

individual appears to be a software engineer paid for work on the project; 

ii. 95.05 ETH was sent to Ethereum Address 

0x6027B4c9Ad98ad5Dc9Ee984Ed699a2079d401416 (shown as “westcoastnft.eth”). 

West Coast NFT is a smart contract developer that was paid for their work on the 

Boneheads smart contract; and 

iii. 807.925 ETH was sent to “BONEHEADS: Deployer” (Ethereum Address: 

0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F).   
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37. In addition to the 950.5 ETH ($3,123,818.25 USD (approximately $4,005,047.38 CAD)), 

the “BONEHEADS: Deployer” address received and continues to receive a royalty from every 

secondary market sale of the Boneheads NFT. The Boneheads team has received at least 27.0958 

ETH (($87,811.97 USD ($112,072.43 CAD)) in royalty payments to date. Exhibit “AC” shows 

Etherscan transactions to the “Boneheads: Deployer” from the “Opensea: Royalties Distributor” 

wallet.  

38. Immediately after the mint sold out, the Boneheads Discord chat was put to “slow” mode, 

meaning community members were limited to sending a message once every few minutes. Within 

the NFT community, this behavior is seen as problematic because it is an initial red flag that the 

project is about to be rug pulled. In the past, I have been part of rug pulls where shortly after the 

completion of the mint, the Discord channel for the NFT project has been muted and then deleted, 

leaving almost no way for community members who have been defrauded by a project to 

communicate with one other. Members of the community, including myself, who expressed 

concern on the Discord channel were immediately, and without any warning, banned/booted from 

the channel, which was a complete “180” with how the team had been interacting with the 

community members just moments earlier. 

39. At approximately 5:02 pm EST on August 20, 2021, just an hour after the mint for the 

Boneheads NFT had sold out, and during a period where significant secondary volume had taken 

place, the Boneheads team abruptly announced on the Discord channel that they would be back on 

Monday (August 23, 2021). This announcement is attached as Exhibit “AD”. The Discord 

moderators for Boneheads also expressed concern about this behavior. 
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Boneheads (Months Following The Mint) 

40. In the weeks and months following the Boneheads mint, the Boneheads team became less 

and less active on Discord and social media. Whenever they were questioned about when utility 

would be delivered to NFT holders, the Boneheads team would either ban members from Discord 

or block them on Twitter. The Boneheads team also periodically made promises of utility to keep 

the ruse going. Not only did this lead to consumers who purchased the Boneheads NFT holding 

out hope, it led to new waves of consumers purchasing the NFT on the secondary market.  

41. As of June 2023, 22 months after the sale of the Boneheads NFT, not a single roadmap or 

utility item has been delivered to consumers. Even the simplest roadmap items, like t-shirts and 

pants, have not been delivered. None of the promised giveaways have actually taken place.  

42. Following the sale of the mint, the Boneheads team stated on their website that a flagship 

store for the Boneheads brand would be opening in Los Angeles in Early 2022. A screenshot of 

this is attached as Exhibit “AE”. This was reinforced from the Boneheads teams Twitter account 

on December 31, 2022 , a screenshot of which is attached as Exhibit “AF”. No such flagship store 

has ever been opened.  

43. The Boneheads team provided almost no updates from January to June 2022. It was around 

this time that I connected with @zachxbt (“Zach XBT”) on Twitter, an independent blockchain 

investigator dedicated to investigating blockchain fraud. Zach XBT has nearly 400,000 followers 

on Twitter and is highly respected in the cryptocurrency/blockchain space, having helped 

authorities in various jurisdictions with his investigations. Attached as Exhibit “AG” is a 

screenshot of Zach XBT’s Twitter profile page.  

44. On July 14, 2022, Zach XBT released the results of his independent investigation on the 

Boneheads NFT project on his Twitter, stating that the project was a $3.1 million rug pull. 
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Screenshots of ZachXBT’s Twitter thread corresponding to this investigation are attached as 

Exhibit “AH”.   

45. Despite months of inactivity, the Boneheads team responded in under an hour to Zach 

XBT’s tweets. The Boneheads team stated that they were not a “rug” but a “deliberately slow 

creative process” and then teased an image of a new collection, hinting that its release would 

happen in August 2022, marking the anniversary of the Boneheads mint. No such collection was 

released. Screenshots from this Twitter post is attached hereto as Exhibit “AI”.  

46. On August 27, 2022, Zach XBT released another tweet on his Twitter account. The tweet 

showed direct messages that were sent to him by the Boneheads team at the time he released his 

July 14, 2022 investigation results. The messages state “our brand activations are officially 

launching the week of the 24th of August, lots of fun stuff, please feel free to check back then and 

if you’re willing: provide an update to your thread”. Screenshots of ZachXBT’s tweet are attached 

as Exhibit “AJ”.   

47. In response to this tweet, the Boneheads team turned around and stated that as of November 

1, 2022, “drops” would be releasing on the first of every month for Boneheads NFT holders to 

claim for a limited time of 24 hours. No such drops have ever been released. A corresponding 

screenshot from the Boneheads website is attached as Exhibit “AK”.  

48. The Boneheads team deleted dozens of social media posts in order to obscure promises and 

statements made to consumers. Many tweets from can be found using the Internet Archive “Way 

Back Machine”. For example, an August 25, 2021 Twitter thread from the account of one of the 

Boneheads founders, following a rant, provides a date of October 1, 2021 for a “3D Convergence 

Event” which never took place. A screenshot of this tweet is attached as Exhibit “AL”.  
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49. As it is abundantly clear, not only has the Boneheads team not delivered any of the 

promised utility they stated they would deliver to holders, they have repeatedly misled, lied to, and 

further induced consumers to purchase the Boneheads NFT. At every instance where an accusation 

of fraud or rug pull has been levied against them, the Boneheads team has simply provided a future 

date where an item of utility will be delivered, with no actual delivery taking place.  

Identity of Boneheads Team  

50. I believe that the reason the Boneheads team has simply not disappeared following the mint 

is because they made a few critical mistakes which has allowed their identities to be known.  

51. I previously worked as a licensed collections agent in Quebec for iQor Canada, with clients 

including major telecommunications companies, such as Bell and Rogers. As such, I have first-

hand experience with locating people, especially as it relates to social media.  

52. On August 6, 2021, the Boneheads Twitter account introduced three individuals, 

@ivybonee, @nikkibonee, and @lexibone, as the creators of the project. Based on my interactions 

on Twitter and Discord, I believe these are the three are individuals behind the Boneheads NFT 

project. A screenshot of this tweet is attached as Exhibit “AM”.  

53. On August 20, 2021, subscribers to the Boneheads “newsletter” received an email reminder 

about the Boneheads mint. Included in the footer of the email was an address “1034 County Road 

3, Belleville, ON, K8N 4Z1”. A screenshot of this newsletter including the address is attached as 

Exhibit “AN”.   

54. After conducting searches into the address, I was able to find two connected corporations 

and two named individuals who I believe are part of the Boneheads team. The corporate documents 

for these corporations show the following:  
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i. DMCB Holdings Inc. is a federal corporation registered at 12 Amber Place, Belleville, 

ON, K8P 0B5 with Ivan Avramenko serving as director, with a listed personal 

addresses at 12 Amber Place, Belleville, ON, K8P 0B5 and 1034 County Road 3, 

Belleville, ON, K8N 4Z1 and a Phone Number of 416-995-7010. The corporate 

documents for this corporation are attached as Exhibit “AO”; and 

ii. Profitly Incorporated is a federal corporation registered at 12 Amber Place, Belleville, 

ON, K8P 0B5. Ivan Avramenko (12 Amber Place, Belleville, ON, K8P 0B5) and 

Alexandra Stinson (1034 County Road 3, Belleville, ON, K8N 4Z1) at the current 

directors of this corporation. The corporate documents for this corporation are attached 

as Exhibit “AP”. Attached as Exhibit “AQ” is the result of a corporate search 

conducted on June 5, 2023 which show that Profitly Incorporated is currently 

undergoing dissolution.   

55. On July 28 2021, in advanced of the project mint, the Discord user “BONESTAR”, who is 

listed as a co-founder of the Boneheads project, shared the phone number +1-416-995-7010 with 

a freelance developer (“LazyFrank”) contracted to configure the Boneheads Discord server. I have 

attached a screenshot of this conversation as Exhibit “AR”. This corresponds to Ivan 

Avramenko’s phone number as shown in Exhibit “AO” and leads to a voicemail under the same 

name.  

56. Alexandra Stinson operated the Twitter handle @lexibone and the “TikTok” social media 

accounts under “lexiiistinson” and “alexandrasilver”. I was able to “screenshot” some of the social 

media content on Alexandra’s TikTok before it was deleted which shows images the Boneheads 

mint, attached hereto as Exhibit “AS”, and images of a Boneheads Carpet, attached hereto as 

Exhibit “AT”.  
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57. The Twitter handle @Ivybonee is the former Twitter handle of Ivan Avramenko and 

0xA1e43fcB51656354931D47458EceaDBC6545df57 is one of his cryptocurrency wallet 

addresses (it is represented as “ivybone.eth” in ENS form). Alexandra shared images of Ivan on 

her TikTok account, a screenshot of which is attached hereto as “Exhibit AU” where he is also 

seen wearing a set of Boneheads pants, a screenshot of which is attached hereto as Exhibit “AV”.  

58. The third individual, @nikkibonee is the active Twitter handle of the third unknown 

Boneheads creators who controls, at minimum, the Ethereum Address 

0xca5a943044d32fc18c4487195A2Bf9D60918cD55 (given the short-hand name 

“nikkibone.eth”). I have attached a screenshot of the still active Twitter profile page of this 

individual as Exhibit “AW”, and a screenshot of the Opensea profile page corresponding to their 

cryptocurrency wallet as Exhibit “AX”. I have been unable to tie an identity to this individual. 

59. Given that thousands of individuals including myself had been victims of the rug pull 

perpetuated by the Boneheads team, I began to seek legal advice in the summer of 2022 to see if 

any lawyers in Ontario would be willing to take on this case. After a series of unsuccessful 

consultations, I was eventually advised that I should just pursue the matter in Small Claims Court. 

This was generally because the counsel I consulted did not have a deep understanding of NFTs.  

60. As such, on July 11, 2022, I filed a “Plaintiff’s Claim” with the Small Claims Court in 

Belleville against Profitly Incorporated, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit “AY”. The 

process server who served the Plaintiff’s Claim was met with extreme hostility during his service, 

and stated that it was the most difficult personal service attempt in his 20 years of being a process 

server. The process server refused to provide me with an Affidavit of Service evidencing the 

service. 
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61. To my surprise, on August 4, 2022, Ivan Avramenko, on behalf of Profitly Incorporated 

responded with a Defence which is attached hereto as Exhibit “AZ”.  

62. In or around the fall of 2022, I came across my current counsel who had only recently 

launched a sole practice focused primarily on cryptocurrency, blockchain and NFTs. I 

subsequently entered into an agreement with my counsel to pursue this matter as a class action. 

63. I understand the seriousness of an allegation of fraud and do not make it lightly. However, 

I believe the Boneheads team defrauded thousands of consumers, including myself, into 

purchasing their NFT through extensive promises of utility as I have outlined.   

Assets At A Risk of Dissipation  

64. The “Breadcrumbs” application (breadcrumbs.app), is an investigation tool that is helpful to 

visualize blockchain data such as the movement of cryptocurrency funds. Attached hereto as 

Exhibit “BA” is the landing page for the Breadcrumbs website.   

65. The “BONEHEADS: Deployer” address, which received 807.925 ETH ($2,655,245.51 USD 

(approximately $3,404,290.27 CAD)) from the mint proceeds and has received a royalty on every 

secondary market sale of Boneheads NFTs, as of June 5, 2023, currently holds just 1.128 ETH 

($2,036.79 USD or approximately $1,738.26 CAD worth) and approximately $1,755 USD 

(approximately $2,359.42 CAD) in “Token holdings”. Attached as Exhibit “BB” is a copy of the 

Etherscan page for the BONEHEADS: Deployer wallet.  

66. Over the past 22 months, the Boneheads team has slowly and meticulously 

removed/dissipated funds from the “BONEHEADS: Deployer” address into and between other 

Ethereum addresses they control, and either directly or between multiple accounts and into 

centralized exchanges.  

https://www.breadcrumbs.app/
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67. Centralized exchanges are the “off-ramps” through which cryptocurrency funds can be 

converted into fiat currency, such as Canadian dollars, and transferred into bank accounts. 

Transactions that take place once cryptocurrency funds are in centralized exchanges are not 

transactions that occur on / are viewable on the blockchain.  

68. Exhibit “BC” attached is a visualization using the Breadcrumbs applications of some of the 

transactions involving a transfer of funds, to, from, and between cryptocurrency wallets that appear 

to be controlled by the Boneheads team. Exhibit “BC” also shows transactions from wallets that 

appears to be controlled by the Boneheads team into centralized exchanges.  

69. Exhibit “BD” (“Table 1”), attached hereto, is a table outlining most of these transactions. 

Values shown in Table 1 correspond with the actual value in USD and CAD, on the day of the 

transaction. Each of the rows of transactions in Table 1 are supported by blockchain data on 

Etherscan, corresponding to attached Exhibits “BE” – “BS”.   

70. Table 1 outlines transactions involving 11 cryptocurrency wallets that appear to be under 

the control of the Boneheads team: 

i. “BONEHEADS: Deployer” / “Boneheads.eth” - 

0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F;  

ii. “BNHDZVAULT” - 0xa8c2bc23c4d51642c7c8767e1d2d6647f7281317;  

iii. “ivybone.eth” - 0xa1e43fcb51656354931d47458eceadbc6545df57; 

iv. “AF4A” - 0x3acef2d359f430cee5e205262a884d6087dda4fa; 

v. “3C85” - 0xbaf331f090320502380ea975562c0c72e2da3c85; 

vi. “blockbone.eth” - 0x17cA15f1FD9593aE035b9fe5B5aCAB95402B1518; 

vii. “ticasso.eth” - 0x652aa165Ee33ba02570C4FC7d41B0a05B4fD8147; 

viii. “58B8” - 0x82ef36b1c710e4384eb20d70074bc972972d58b8; 
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ix. “praisegod.eth” - 0xd697255b298cf5d90f3f0c9a0e525ba8e829c952; 

x. “bonestar.eth” - 0x0bc42633195913892c48a224a846ddae067898ed; and 

xi. “bonestars.eth” - 0xea415b3b5e02b2259019763e2e81c48668b80f0e.  

71. Funds totaling approximately $943,678.20 CAD have been moved from these accounts into 

a number of centralized exchanges as shown in Table 1 and summarized as follows: 

i. 31 ETH ($99,984.30 USD ($126,120.19 CAD)) in funds were moved from the 

“BONEHEADS: Deployer” into “Coinbase Exchange 1” on August 29, 2021; 

ii. 28 ETH ($110,314.12 USD ($138,179.47 CAD)) in funds were moved from the 

“BONEHEADS: Deployer” into “Kraken Exchange 1” on September 3, 2021; 

iii. 25.358 ETH ($98,567.28 USD ($123,475.23 CAD)) in funds were moved from 

“BNHDZVAULT” into “Kraken Exchange 2” on September 4, 2021; 

iv. 94.45 ETH ($160,008.35 USD ($212,734.08 CAD)) have been moved to “Kraken 

Exchange 3” from “BNHDZVAULT” across a series of transactions spanning May 23, 

2022 to April 3, 2023; 

v. 15.25 ETH ($23,880.13 USD ($31,510.41 CAD)) were been moved to “Kraken 

Exchange 3” from “ivybone.eth” on March 6, 2023; 

vi. 72.877 ETH ($220,516.21 USD ($277,308.80 CAD)) were moved from “3C85” to 

“Robinhood Exchange” between March 20, 2022 to April 1, 2022;  

vii. 3 ETH ($12,870.30 USD ($15,937.29 CAD)) were moved from “ticasso.eth” into 

“Kucoin 4” on October 31, 2021; and 

viii. 4.78 ETH ($14,608.64 USD ($18,412.73 CAD)) were moved from “BNHDZVAULT” 

to “Robinhood Exchange” on April 18, 2022.  
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72. Blockchain data on Etherscan shows one final account with the cryptocurrency wallet 

address 0x7D7e14Fd2b185d9A0ADA62Ae4b59A5Ea8Ab7Ec05 (“EC05”) which may be under 

the control of the Boneheads team. The address received 0.5 ETH directly to the BONEHEADS: 

Deployer address on January 27, 2022 and sent 30 ETH directly to the BONEHEADS: Deployer 

address on March 23, 2022. Exhibit “BT” attached is the Etherscan page outlining all the 

transactions for this cryptocurrency wallet.  

73. Attached as Exhibit “BU” is Table 2 which shows how the funds received by the 

Boneheads team were used on extravagant NFT purchases. Each of the rows in Table 2 are 

supported by attached Exhibits “BV” – “CH” which show Opensea or Etherscan transactions for 

these purchases. Table 2 only looks at some of the larger purchases made by the Boneheads team:  

i. “BONEHEADS: Deployer” – Currently holds over 1,800 NFTs. Table 2 looks at11 

NFT collections purchased by this wallet totaling 188 individual NFTs. The total cost 

for just these 188 NFTs was approximately $1,235,928.14 CAD;  

ii. “BNHDZVAULT” – This account purchased 2 NFTs on January 28, 2022 at a total 

cost of approximately $103,758.21 CAD; and  

iii. “ivybone.eth” – This account made a total of 14 NFT purchases on May 1, 2022 for a 

total of approximately  $446,483.60 CAD.  

74. In total, across these the “BONEHEADS: Deployer”, “BNHDZVAULT” and 

“ivybone.eth” accounts, 204 NFTs purchases totaling $1,786,169.95 CAD are shown in Table 2.  

75. Zapper (zapper.xyz) is a tool which estimates the value of cryptocurrency wallets, based 

on current market price of their NFT and cryptocurrency holdings.  

76. Attached as Exhibits “CI” – “CK” are Zapper results showing the current value, as of 

June 5 2023, of the Boneheads teams main wallet holdings are as follows:  

https://zapper.xyz/account/0x8c0ff426dfa77a87be3729456d1d27fdc8f2de5f
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i. “BONEHEADS: Deployer” - $149,009.08 USD ($200,101.31 CAD) (Exhibit “ ”   

ii. “BNHD A ” - $37,225.36 USD ($49,989.19 CAD) (Exhibit “CJ”  and 

iii. “i ybone eth” - $13,648.12 USD ($18,327.78 CAD) (Exhibit “CK”   

77. Based on Exhibit “B ” attached, as of June 5, 2023, the “E 0 ” wallet currently has a 

balance of 71.69 ETH ($130,034.47 USD ($174,620.68 CAD)) and holds $87,302.02 in USDC 

stablecoin (a cryptocurrency pegged in value to USD) which is worth approximately $117,236.13 

CAD.  

Irreparable Harm 

78. The “BONEHEADS: Deployer” received 807.925 ETH ($2,655,245.51 USD 

(approximately $3,404,290.27 CAD)) and 27.0958 ETH (($87,811.97 USD ($112,072.43 CAD)) 

in royalty payments. The total amount received by the BONEHEADS: Deployer wallet alone, is 

thus, in excess of $3,500,000 CAD. 

79. As outlined above, nearly $1,000,000 CAD worth of cryptocurrency token has been moved 

to centralized exchanges and at least $1.78 million CAD has been used to fund extravagant NFT 

purchases. The total value of assets that are trackable on the Ethereum blockchain are worth 

approximately $500,000 CAD.   

80. Without a Mareva injunction, consumers like myself face the real possibility of non-

recovery of funds, a significant percentage of which have already been dissipated by the 

Boneheads team. 

Undertaking As To Damages  

81. I am requesting that I be relieved of my obligation to pay an undertaking as to damages. 

82. I am bringing this injunction on behalf of a Class of representatives. I also believe this class 

action is of public interest, given the rise of blockchain related fraud and the effect it has on every 
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day consumers like myself. Attached as Exhibit “CL” is the Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre Bulletin 

relating to cryptocurrency investments showing the growing concern around cryptocurrency scam.  

83. If the Court were to require an undertaking as to damages, it would defeat my ability to 

seek this Mareva injunction on behalf of my Class. 

Substituted Service  

84. I have been advised by my counsel that the Rules of Civil Procedure require personal 

service of court documents on the Defendants unless it is impractical to do so.  

85. Unless service of the Mareva Order is effected to all defendants at once or around the same 

time, any of the Defendants with control over the remaining assets may be able to dissipate the 

cryptocurrency or NFT assets listed above within minutes, if not seconds, through various means 

on the blockchain.  

86. I have spoken to my counsel about a strategy to effect service to all the Defendant’s in this 

case which will ensure the relevant materials come to the attention of all Defendants in and around 

the same time.  

87. The registered corporate addresses of both Profitly Incorporated and DMCB Holdings Inc. 

is listed as 12 Amber Place, Belleville, ON, K8P 0B5 which is a residential property. However, 

this property was sold and is currently owned by a Mr. and Mrs. Nurse. I do not believe that any 

of the Defendants actually live on this property and do not believe that service would be successful 

by attempting delivery to this address. I have attached a screenshot as Exhibit “CM” which shows 

that ownership for this property changed on June 9, 2021.  

88. Additionally, the 1034 County Road 3, Belleville, ON, K8N 4Z1 is a residential address 

which I believe is the home address of one the parents or relatives Alexandra Stinson. I base this 

belief on my interaction with the process server who attempted service here.  
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89. I was able to locate a Kijiji listings relating to a moving sale for a Belleville townhouse by 

Alexandra Stinson posted some time in or around April 2023. I have attached screenshots of this 

as Exhibit “C ”. The Kijiji listing has since been removed.  

90. Alexandra Stinson also posted some items as part of her moving sale on Facebook 

marketplace, some of which are currently still listed. Attached as Exhibit “CO” is a screenshot of 

Alexandra Stinson s Facebook marketplace listings.  

91. Attached as Exhibit “CP” are a series of posts from Alexandra Stinson s Instagram 

account, which show she has been in Marabella, Spain since April 2023. The latest such post was 

posted on June 4, 2023. I believe Alexandra is still in Marabella, Spain based on Google searching 

of locations that have been tagged in Ale andra s photos.  

92. Attached as Exhibit “CQ” is an Instagram post which shows Ivan Avramaneko was in 

Spain with Alexandra Stinson as of May 2023. 

93. Given that none of the named individual Defendants appear to be in Canada, I believe 

service can be effected to them as follows:  

94. I believe service can successfully be effected as follows:  

i. Because of the lainti s claim, Ivan Avramenko s and Profitly n orporated s email 

addresses have been provided to me (ivan@profitly.app and legal@profitly.app). I 

believe that if I were to contact Ivan through both of these email addresses, the service 

materials would come to his attention. Additionally, I can serve Ivan with the service 

materials for both Profitly Incorporated and DMCB Holdings Inc., for which he is a 

co-director and sole director, respectively.   

ii. I believe Alexandra Stinson can be served directly on the social media platforms 

including Facebook, and Instagram. My plan for Facebook is to message Alexandra 

mailto:ivan@profitly.app
mailto:legal@profitly.app
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pretending to be a buyer of an item and then serve her with the documents. If for any 

reasons, Alexandra Stinson states that she can meet me in person, I will instead hire a 

process server to serve her personally. Alexandra, as a director of Profitly Incorporated, 

will also be served with the materials for Profitly Incorporated.   

95. The fifth unnamed and unknown “ ohn Doe” Defendant would not be captured by this 

service. This Defendant is known only by their Twitter handle @nikkibonee and Ethereum 

Address 0xca5a943044d32fc18c4487195A2Bf9D60918cD55 “ni ibone eth”   

96. I believe combining service through Twitter and by airdropping an NFT into their 

cryptocurrency wallet, the court documents in question would come to the attention of this 

Defendant.  

97. Exhibit “AX” shows the Opensea account (an NFT marketplace) for John Doe. NFTs in 

this indi idual s cryptocurrency wallet are visible to the public (there are currently 4 NFTs in this 

wallet). We would know the materials have come to the attention of John Doe through several 

means: 

i. The NFT itself will display the pages of the court documents like a digital book. If John 

Doe takes any positive steps, including transferring the NFT out of their cryptocurrency 

wallet to another wallet or moving the NFT from the front of their Opensea profile page 

to their “hidden” items tab, it will mean they have interacted with the NFT. No one 

other than the Ethereum cryptocurrency wallet holder / controller can take these steps; 

and  

ii. The NFT will contain a link “grappling hoo ”  If John Doe click on the link, the 

webpage displaying the service materials will register that the materials have been 

viewed. Only John Doe will be able to click this link.  
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98. Service on Twitter will be done via both a direct message and a public tweet to John Doe s 

Twitter account. We would know the materials have come to the attention of John Doe through 

several means: 

i. John Doe takes positive steps following the delivery of the service materials including 

blocking me from their Twitter account or deleting their Twitter account; 

ii. The service materials will contain a grappling hook link. If John Doe clicks on the link,  

the webpage displaying the service materials will register that the materials have been 

viewed. Only John Doe will be able to click this link. 

99. I believe the combination of substituted service through Twitter and an NFT airdrop will 

bring the service materials to the attention of John Doe.   

Full and Frank Disclosure of Material Facts 

100. I have been advised by counsel that I must fully and frankly disclose all material facts 

known as this motion is to be heard without the Defendants present.  

101. I am fully disclosing that I made some unscrupulous remarks to the Boneheads team via 

Twitter. I am not trying to justify this behavior but these remarks were made after the Boneheads 

team had made a series of promises that they did not fulfill, making it evident to me that the project 

was operating fraudulently.  
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This is Exhibit “A” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 
 

     

         
   

 

When Satoshi Nakamoto first set the Bitcoin blockchain into motion in January 2009, he was                

simultaneously introducing two radical and untested concepts. The first is the "bitcoin", a decentralized              

peer-to-peer online currency that maintains a value without any backing, intrinsic value or central issuer. So                

far, the "bitcoin" as a currency unit has taken up the bulk of the public attention, both in terms of the political                      

aspects of a currency without a central bank and its extreme upward and downward volatility in price.                 

However, there is also another, equally important, part to Satoshi's grand experiment: the concept of a proof of                  

work-based blockchain to allow for public agreement on the order of transactions. Bitcoin as an application can                 

be described as a first-to-file system: if one entity has 50 BTC, and simultaneously sends the same 50 BTC to                    

A and to B, only the transaction that gets confirmed first will process. There is no intrinsic way of determining                    

from two transactions which came earlier, and for decades this stymied the development of decentralized               

digital currency. Satoshi's blockchain was the first credible decentralized solution. And now, attention is              

rapidly starting to shift toward this second part of Bitcoin's technology, and how the blockchain concept can be                  

used for more than just money. 

Commonly cited applications include using on-blockchain digital assets to represent custom currencies and             

financial instruments ("colored coins"), the ownership of an underlying physical device ("smart property"),             

non-fungible assets such as domain names ("Namecoin") as well as more advanced applications such as               

decentralized exchange, financial derivatives, peer-to-peer gambling and on-blockchain identity and          

reputation systems. Another important area of inquiry is "smart contracts" - systems which automatically              

move digital assets according to arbitrary pre-specified rules. For example, one might have a treasury contract                

of the form "A can withdraw up to X currency units per day, B can withdraw up to Y per day, A and B together                         

can withdraw anything, and A can shut off B's ability to withdraw". The logical extension of this is                  

decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) - long-term smart contracts that contain the assets and             

encode the bylaws of an entire organization. What Ethereum intends to provide is a blockchain with a built-in                  

fully fledged Turing-complete programming language that can be used to create "contracts" that can be used                

to encode arbitrary state transition functions, allowing users to create any of the systems described above, as                 

well as many others that we have not yet imagined, simply by writing up the logic in a few lines of code. 
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Ethereum: A Next-Generation Smart Contract and Decentralized Application Platform.
By Vitalik Buterin (2014).
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History 

The concept of decentralized digital currency, as well as alternative applications like property registries,              

has been around for decades. The anonymous e-cash protocols of the 1980s and the 1990s, mostly                

reliant on a cryptographic primitive known as Chaumian blinding, provided a currency with a high degree                

of privacy, but the protocols largely failed to gain traction because of their reliance on a centralized                 

intermediary. In 1998, Wei Dai's b-money became the first proposal to introduce the idea of creating                

money through solving computational puzzles as well as decentralized consensus, but the proposal             

was scant on details as to how decentralized consensus could actually be implemented. In 2005, Hal                

Finney introduced a concept of "reusable proofs of work", a system which uses ideas from b-money                

together with Adam Back's computationally difficult Hashcash puzzles to create a concept for a              

cryptocurrency, but once again fell short of the ideal by relying on trusted computing as a backend. 

Because currency is a first-to-file application, where the order of transactions is often of critical               

importance, decentralized currencies require a solution to decentralized consensus. The main roadblock            

that all pre-Bitcoin currency protocols faced is the fact that, while there had been plenty of research on                  

creating secure Byzantine-fault-tolerant multiparty consensus systems for many years, all of the            

protocols described were solving only half of the problem. The protocols assumed that all participants in                

the system were known, and produced security margins of the form "if N parties participate, then the                 

system can tolerate up to N/4 malicious actors". The problem is, however, that in an anonymous setting                 

such security margins are vulnerable to sybil attacks, where a single attacker creates thousands of               

simulated nodes on a server or botnet and uses these nodes to unilaterally secure a majority share. 

The innovation provided by Satoshi is the idea of combining a very simple decentralized consensus               

protocol, based on nodes combining transactions into a "block" every ten minutes creating an              

ever-growing blockchain, with proof of work as a mechanism through which nodes gain the right to                

participate in the system. While nodes with a large amount of computational power do have               

proportionately greater influence, coming up with more computational power than the entire network             

combined is much harder than simulating a million nodes. Despite the Bitcoin blockchain model's              

crudeness and simplicity, it has proven to be good enough, and would over the next five years become                  

the bedrock of over two hundred currencies and protocols around the world. 
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Bitcoin As A State Transition System 

 

From a technical standpoint, the Bitcoin ledger can be thought of as a state transition system, where there is                   

a "state" consisting of the ownership status of all existing bitcoins and a "state transition function" that takes                  

a state and a transaction and outputs a new state which is the result. In a standard banking system, for                    

example, the state is a balance sheet, a transaction is a request to move $X from A to B, and the state                      

transition function reduces the value in A's account by $X and increases the value in B's account by $X. If A's                     

account has less than $X in the first place, the state transition function returns an error. Hence, one can                   

formally define: 

APPLY(S,TX) -> S' or ERROR 

 

In the banking system defined above: 

APPLY({ Alice: $50, Bob: $50 },"send $20 from Alice to Bob") = { Alice: $30,                             
Bob: $70 } 

 

But: 

APPLY({ Alice: $50, Bob: $50 },"send $70 from Alice to Bob") = ERROR 
 

The "state" in Bitcoin is the collection of all coins (technically, "unspent transaction outputs" or UTXO) that                 

have been minted and not yet spent, with each UTXO having a denomination and an owner (defined by a                   

20-byte address which is essentially a cryptographic public key[1]). A transaction contains one or more inputs,                

with each input containing a reference to an existing UTXO and a cryptographic signature produced by the                 

private key associated with the owner's address, and one or more outputs, with each output containing a new                  

UTXO to be added to the state. 
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The state transition function APPLY(S,TX) -> S' can be defined roughly as follows: 

1. For each input in TX: 

i. If the referenced UTXO is not in S, return an error. 

ii. If the provided signature does not match the owner of the UTXO, return an error. 

2. If the sum of the denominations of all input UTXO is less than the sum of the denominations of                   

all output UTXO,  return an error. 

3. Return S with all input UTXO removed and all output UTXO added. 

The first half of the first step prevents transaction senders from spending coins that do not exist, the second                   

half of the first step prevents transaction senders from spending other people's coins, and the second step                 

enforces conservation of value. In order to use this for payment, the protocol is as follows. Suppose Alice wants                   

to send 11.7 BTC to Bob. First, Alice will look for a set of available UTXO that she owns that totals up to at least                         

11.7 BTC. Realistically, Alice will not be able to get exactly 11.7 BTC; say that the smallest she can get is                     

6+4+2=12. She then creates a transaction with those three inputs and two outputs. The first output will be 11.7                   

BTC with Bob's address as its owner, and the second output will be the remaining 0.3 BTC "change", with the                    

owner being Alice herself. 

 

Mining 

If we had access to a trustworthy centralized service, this system would be trivial to implement; it                 
could simply be coded exactly as described. However, with Bitcoin we are trying to build a                
decentralized currency system, so we will need to combine the state transition system with a               
consensus system in order to ensure that everyone agrees on the order of transactions. Bitcoin's               
decentralized consensus process requires nodes in the network to continuously attempt to produce             
packages of transactions called "blocks". The network is intended to produce roughly one block every               
ten minutes, with each block containing a timestamp, a nonce, a reference to (ie. hash of) the                 
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previous block and a list of all of the transactions that have taken place since the previous block.                  
Over time, this creates a persistent, ever-growing, "blockchain" that constantly updates to represent             
the latest state of the Bitcoin ledger. 

 

The algorithm for checking if a block is valid, expressed in this paradigm, is as follows: 

1. Check if the previous block referenced by the block exists and is valid 

2. Check that the timestamp of the block is greater than that of the previous block[2] and less than 2                   

hours into the future. 

3. Check that the proof of work on the block is valid. 

4. Let S[0] be the state at the end of the previous block. 

5. Suppose TX is the block's transaction list with n transactions. For all i in 0...n-1, setS[i+1] =                 

APPLY(S[i],TX[i]) If any application returns an error, exit and return false. 

6. Return true, and register S[n] as the state at the end of this block 

 

Essentially, each transaction in the block must provide a state transition that is valid. Note that the state is                   

not encoded in the block in any way; it is purely an abstraction to be remembered by the validating node and                     

can only be (securely) computed for any block by starting from the genesis state and sequentially applying                 

every transaction in every block. Additionally, note that the order in which the miner includes transactions into                 

the block matters; if there are two transactions A and B in a block such that B spends a UTXO created by A,                       

then the block will be valid if A comes before B but not otherwise. 

The interesting part of the block validation algorithm is the concept of "proof of work": the condition is that the                    

SHA256 hash of every block, treated as a 256-bit number, must be less than a dynamically adjusted target,                  

which as of the time of this writing is approximately 2190. The purpose of this is to make block creation                    

computationally "hard", thereby preventing sybil attackers from remaking the entire blockchain in their favor.              

Because SHA256 is designed to be a completely unpredictable pseudorandom function, the only way to create                

a valid block is simply trial and error, repeatedly incrementing the nonce and seeing if the new hash matches.                   

At the current target of 2192, this means an average of 264 tries; in general, the target is recalibrated by the                     

network every 2016 blocks so that on average a new block is produced by some node in the network every ten                     

minutes. In order to compensate miners for this computational work, the miner of every block is entitled to                  

include a transaction giving themselves 25 BTC out of nowhere. Additionally, if any transaction has a higher                 

total denomination in its inputs than in its outputs, the difference also goes to the miner as a "transaction                   

fee". Incidentally, this is also the only mechanism by which BTC are issued; the genesis state contained no                  

coins at all. 
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In order to better understand the purpose of mining, let us examine what happens in the event of a malicious                    

attacker. Since Bitcoin's underlying cryptography is known to be secure, the attacker will target the one part of                  

the Bitcoin system that is not protected by cryptography directly: the order of transactions. The attacker's                

strategy is simple: 

1. Send 100 BTC to a merchant in exchange for some product (preferably a rapid-delivery digital               

good) 

2. Wait for the delivery of the product 

3. Produce another transaction sending the same 100 BTC to himself 

4. Try to convince the network that his transaction to himself was the one that came first. 

Once step (1) has taken place, after a few minutes some miner will include the transaction in a block, say                    

block number 270000. After about one hour, five more blocks will have been added to the chain after that block,                    

with each of those blocks indirectly pointing to the transaction and thus "confirming" it. At this point, the                  

merchant will accept the payment as finalized and deliver the product; since we are assuming this is a digital                   

good, delivery is instant. Now, the attacker creates another transaction sending the 100 BTC to himself. If the                  

attacker simply releases it into the wild, the transaction will not be processed; miners will attempt to run                  

APPLY(S,TX) and notice that TX consumes a UTXO which is no longer in the state. So instead, the attacker                   

creates a "fork" of the blockchain, starting by mining another version of block 270000 pointing to the same                  

block 269999 as a parent but with the new transaction in place of the old one. Because the block data is                     

different, this requires redoing the proof of work. Furthermore, the attacker's new version of block 270000 has a                  

different hash, so the original blocks 270001 to 270005 do not "point" to it; thus, the original chain and the                    

attacker's new chain are completely separate. The rule is that in a fork the longest blockchain (ie. the one                   

backed by the largest quantity of proof of work) is taken to be the truth, and so legitimate miners will work on                      

the 270005 chain while the attacker alone is working on the 270000 chain. In order for the attacker to make                    

his blockchain the longest, he would need to have more computational power than the rest of the network                  

combined in order to catch up (hence, "51% attack"). 
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Merkle Trees 

Left: it suffices to present only a small number of nodes in a Merkle tree to give a proof of the validity of a branch. 

Right: any attempt to change any part of the Merkle tree will eventually lead to an inconsistency somewhere up the                    
chain. 

 

 

An important scalability feature of Bitcoin is that the block is stored in a multi-level data structure. The "hash"                   

of a block is actually only the hash of the block header, a roughly 200-byte piece of data that contains the                     

timestamp, nonce, previous block hash and the root hash of a data structure called the Merkle tree storing all                   

transactions in the block.  

A Merkle tree is a type of binary tree, composed of a set of nodes with a large number of leaf nodes at the                        

bottom of the tree containing the underlying data, a set of intermediate nodes where each node is the hash of                    

its two children, and finally a single root node, also formed from the hash of its two children, representing the                    

"top" of the tree. The purpose of the Merkle tree is to allow the data in a block to be delivered piecemeal: a node                        

can download only the header of a block from one source, the small part of the tree relevant to them from                     
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another source, and still be assured that all of the data is correct. The reason why this works is that hashes                     

propagate upward: if a malicious user attempts to swap in a fake transaction into the bottom of a Merkle tree,                    

this change will cause a change in the node above, and then a change in the node above that, finally                    

changing the root of the tree and therefore the hash of the block, causing the protocol to register it as a                     

completely different block (almost certainly with an invalid proof of work). 

The Merkle tree protocol is arguably essential to long-term sustainability. A "full node" in the Bitcoin network,                 

one that stores and processes the entirety of every block, takes up about 15 GB of disk space in the Bitcoin                     

network as of April 2014, and is growing by over a gigabyte per month. Currently, this is viable for some desktop                     

computers and not phones, and later on in the future only businesses and hobbyists will be able to participate.                   

A protocol known as "simplified payment verification" (SPV) allows for another class of nodes to exist, called                 

"light nodes", which download the block headers, verify the proof of work on the block headers, and then                  

download only the "branches" associated with transactions that are relevant to them. This allows light nodes                

to determine with a strong guarantee of security what the status of any Bitcoin transaction, and their current                  

balance, is while downloading only a very small portion of the entire blockchain. 

Alternative Blockchain Applications 

The idea of taking the underlying blockchain idea and applying it to other concepts also has a long history. In                    

2005, Nick Szabo came out with the concept of "secure property titles with owner authority", a document                 

describing how "new advances in replicated database technology" will allow for a blockchain-based system for               

storing a registry of who owns what land, creating an elaborate framework including concepts such as                

homesteading, adverse possession and Georgian land tax. However, there was unfortunately no effective             

replicated database system available at the time, and so the protocol was never implemented in practice.                

After 2009, however, once Bitcoin's decentralized consensus was developed a number of alternative             

applications rapidly began to emerge: 

● Namecoin - created in 2010, Namecoin is best described as a decentralized name registration              

database. In decentralized protocols like Tor, Bitcoin and BitMessage, there needs to be some way               

of identifying accounts so that other people can interact with them, but in all existing solutions the                 

only kind of identifier available is a pseudorandom hash         

like1LW79wp5ZBqaHW1jL5TCiBCrhQYtHagUWy. Ideally, one would like to be able to have an           

account with a name like "george". However, the problem is that if one person can create an                 

account named "george" then someone else can use the same process to register "george" for               

themselves as well and impersonate them. The only solution is a first-to-file paradigm, where the               

first registrant succeeds and the second fails - a problem perfectly suited for the Bitcoin consensus                

protocol. Namecoin is the oldest, and most successful, implementation of a name registration             

system using such an idea. 

● Colored coins - the purpose of colored coins is to serve as a protocol to allow people to create their                    

own digital currencies - or, in the important trivial case of a currency with one unit, digital tokens,                  
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on the Bitcoin blockchain. In the colored coins protocol, one "issues" a new currency by publicly                

assigning a color to a specific Bitcoin UTXO, and the protocol recursively defines the color of other                 

UTXO to be the same as the color of the inputs that the transaction creating them spent (some                  

special rules apply in the case of mixed-color inputs). This allows users to maintain wallets               

containing only UTXO of a specific color and send them around much like regular bitcoins,               

backtracking through the blockchain to determine the color of any UTXO that they receive. 

● Metacoins - the idea behind a metacoin is to have a protocol that lives on top of Bitcoin, using                   

Bitcoin transactions to store metacoin transactions but having a different state transition function,             

APPLY'. Because the metacoin protocol cannot prevent invalid metacoin transactions from           

appearing in the Bitcoin blockchain, a rule is added that if APPLY'(S,TX) returns an error, the                

protocol defaults to APPLY'(S,TX) = S. This provides an easy mechanism for creating an arbitrary               

cryptocurrency protocol, potentially with advanced features that cannot be implemented inside of            

Bitcoin itself, but with a very low development cost since the complexities of mining and networking                

are already handled by the Bitcoin protocol. 

Thus, in general, there are two approaches toward building a consensus protocol: building an independent               

network, and building a protocol on top of Bitcoin. The former approach, while reasonably successful in the                 

case of applications like Namecoin, is difficult to implement; each individual implementation needs to              

bootstrap an independent blockchain, as well as building and testing all of the necessary state transition and                 

networking code. Additionally, we predict that the set of applications for decentralized consensus technology              

will follow a power law distribution where the vast majority of applications would be too small to warrant their                   

own blockchain, and we note that there exist large classes of decentralized applications, particularly              

decentralized autonomous organizations, that need to interact with each other. 

The Bitcoin-based approach, on the other hand, has the flaw that it does not inherit the simplified payment                  

verification features of Bitcoin. SPV works for Bitcoin because it can use blockchain depth as a proxy for                  

validity; at some point, once the ancestors of a transaction go far enough back, it is safe to say that they were                      

legitimately part of the state. Blockchain-based meta-protocols, on the other hand, cannot force the blockchain               

not to include transactions that are not valid within the context of their own protocols. Hence, a fully secure                   

SPV meta-protocol implementation would need to backward scan all the way to the beginning of the Bitcoin                 

blockchain to determine whether or not certain transactions are valid. Currently, all "light" implementations of               

Bitcoin-based meta-protocols rely on a trusted server to provide the data, arguably a highly suboptimal result                

especially when one of the primary purposes of a cryptocurrency is to eliminate the need for trust. 

Scripting 

Even without any extensions, the Bitcoin protocol actually does facilitate a weak version of a concept of "smart                  

contracts". UTXO in Bitcoin can be owned not just by a public key, but also by a more complicated script                    

expressed in a simple stack-based programming language. In this paradigm, a transaction spending that              

UTXO must provide data that satisfies the script. Indeed, even the basic public key ownership mechanism is                 
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implemented via a script: the script takes an elliptic curve signature as input, verifies it against the                 

transaction and the address that owns the UTXO, and returns 1 if the verification is successful and 0                  

otherwise. Other, more complicated, scripts exist for various additional use cases. For example, one can               

construct a script that requires signatures from two out of a given three private keys to validate ("multisig"), a                   

setup useful for corporate accounts, secure savings accounts and some merchant escrow situations. Scripts              

can also be used to pay bounties for solutions to computational problems, and one can even construct a script                   

that says something like "this Bitcoin UTXO is yours if you can provide an SPV proof that you sent a Dogecoin                     

transaction of this denomination to me", essentially allowing decentralized cross-cryptocurrency exchange. 

However, the scripting language as implemented in Bitcoin has several important limitations: 

● Lack of Turing-completeness - that is to say, while there is a large subset of computation                

that the Bitcoin scripting language supports, it does not nearly support everything. The main              

category that is missing is loops. This is done to avoid infinite loops during transaction verification;                

theoretically it is a surmountable obstacle for script programmers, since any loop can be simulated               

by simply repeating the underlying code many times with an if statement, but it does lead to scripts                  

that are very space-inefficient. For example, implementing an alternative elliptic curve signature            

algorithm would likely require 256 repeated multiplication rounds all individually included in the             

code. 

● Value-blindness - there is no way for a UTXO script to provide fine-grained control over the                

amount that can be withdrawn. For example, one powerful use case of an oracle contract would be a                  

hedging contract, where A and B put in $1000 worth of BTC and after 30 days the script sends $1000                    

worth of BTC to A and the rest to B. This would require an oracle to determine the value of 1 BTC in                       

USD, but even then it is a massive improvement in terms of trust and infrastructure requirement over                 

the fully centralized solutions that are available now. However, because UTXO are all-or-nothing, the              

only way to achieve this is through the very inefficient hack of having many UTXO of varying                 

denominations (eg. one UTXO of 2k for every k up to 30) and having the oracle pick which UTXO to                    

send to A and which to B. 

● Lack of state - UTXO can either be spent or unspent; there is no opportunity for multi-stage                 

contracts or scripts which keep any other internal state beyond that. This makes it hard to make                 

multi-stage options contracts, decentralized exchange offers or two-stage cryptographic commitment          

protocols (necessary for secure computational bounties). It also means that UTXO can only be used               

to build simple, one-off contracts and not more complex "stateful" contracts such as decentralized              

organizations, and makes meta-protocols difficult to implement. Binary state combined with           

value-blindness also mean that another important application, withdrawal limits, is impossible. 

● Blockchain-blindness - UTXO are blind to blockchain data such as the nonce and previous              

hash. This severely limits applications in gambling, and several other categories, by depriving the              

scripting language of a potentially valuable source of randomness. 
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Thus, we see three approaches to building advanced applications on top of cryptocurrency: building a new                

blockchain, using scripting on top of Bitcoin, and building a meta-protocol on top of Bitcoin. Building a new                  

blockchain allows for unlimited freedom in building a feature set, but at the cost of development time and                  

bootstrapping effort. Using scripting is easy to implement and standardize, but is very limited in its                

capabilities, and meta-protocols, while easy, suffer from faults in scalability. With Ethereum, we intend to build                

a generalized framework that can provide the advantages of all three paradigms at the same time. 

 

Ethereum 

The intent of Ethereum is to merge together and improve upon the concepts of scripting, altcoins and on-chain                  

meta-protocols, and allow developers to create arbitrary consensus-based applications that have the            

scalability, standardization, feature-completeness, ease of development and interoperability offered by these           

different paradigms all at the same time. Ethereum does this by building what is essentially the ultimate                 

abstract foundational layer: a blockchain with a built-in Turing-complete programming language, allowing            

anyone to write smart contracts and decentralized applications where they can create their own arbitrary               

rules for ownership, transaction formats and state transition functions. A bare-bones version of Namecoin can               

be written in two lines of code, and other protocols like currencies and reputation systems can be built in under                    

twenty. Smart contracts, cryptographic "boxes" that contain value and only unlock it if certain conditions are                

met, can also be built on top of our platform, with vastly more power than that offered by Bitcoin scripting                    

because of the added powers of Turing-completeness, value-awareness, blockchain-awareness and state. 

Ethereum Accounts 

In Ethereum, the state is made up of objects called "accounts", with each account having a 20-byte address                  

and state transitions being direct transfers of value and information between accounts. An Ethereum account               

contains four fields: 

● The nonce, a counter used to make sure each transaction can only be processed once 

● The account's current ether balance 

● The account's contract code, if present 

● The account's storage (empty by default) 

"Ether" is the main internal crypto-fuel of Ethereum, and is used to pay transaction fees. In general, there are                   

two types of accounts: externally owned accounts, controlled by private keys, and contract accounts, controlled               

by their contract code. An externally owned account has no code, and one can send messages from an                  

externally owned account by creating and signing a transaction; in a contract account, every time the                
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contract account receives a message its code activates, allowing it to read and write to internal storage and                  

send other messages or create contracts in turn. 

 

Messages and Transactions 

"Messages" in Ethereum are somewhat similar to “transactions” in Bitcoin, but with three important              

differences. First, an Ethereum message can be created either by an external entity or a contract, whereas a                  

Bitcoin transaction can only be created externally. Second, there is an explicit option for Ethereum messages                

to contain data. Finally, the recipient of an Ethereum message, if it is a contract account, has the option to                    

return a response; this means that Ethereum messages also encompass the concept of functions. 

The term "transaction" is used in Ethereum to refer to the signed data package that stores a message to be                    

sent from an externally owned account. Transactions contain the recipient of the message, a signature               

identifying the sender, the amount of ether and the data to send, as well as two values called STARTGAS and                    

GASPRICE. In order to prevent exponential blowup and infinite loops in code, each transaction is required to set                  

a limit to how many computational steps of code execution it can spawn, including both the initial message                  

and any additional messages that get spawned during execution. STARTGAS is this limit, and GASPRICE is                

the fee to pay to the miner per computational step. If transaction execution "runs out of gas", all state changes                    

revert - except for the payment of the fees, and if transaction execution halts with some gas remaining then                   

the remaining portion of the fees is refunded to the sender. There is also a separate transaction type, and                   

corresponding message type, for creating a contract; the address of a contract is calculated based on the                 

hash of the account nonce and transaction data. 

An important consequence of the message mechanism is the "first class citizen" property of Ethereum - the                 

idea that contracts have equivalent powers to external accounts, including the ability to send message and                

create other contracts. This allows contracts to simultaneously serve many different roles: for example, one               

might have a member of a decentralized organization (a contract) be an escrow account (another contract)                

between an paranoid individual employing custom quantum-proof Lamport signatures (a third contract) and             

a co-signing entity which itself uses an account with five keys for security (a fourth contract). The strength of                   

the Ethereum platform is that the decentralized organization and the escrow contract do not need to care                 

about what kind of account each party to the contract is. 
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Ethereum State Transition Function 

 

The Ethereum state transition function, APPLY(S,TX) -> S' can be defined as follows: 

1. Check if the transaction is well-formed (ie. has the right number of values), the signature is valid,                 

and the nonce matches the nonce in the sender's account. If not, return an error. 

2. Calculate the transaction fee as STARTGAS * GASPRICE, and determine the sending address from              

the signature. Subtract the fee from the sender's account balance and increment the sender's              

nonce. If there is not enough balance to spend, return an error. 

3. Initialize GAS = STARTGAS, and take off a certain quantity of gas per byte to pay for the bytes in                    

the transaction. 

4. Transfer the transaction value from the sender's account to the receiving account. If the receiving               

account does not yet exist, create it. If the receiving account is a contract, run the contract's code                  

either to completion or until the execution runs out of gas. 

5. If the value transfer failed because the sender did not have enough money, or the code execution                 

ran out of gas, revert all state changes except the payment of the fees, and add the fees to the                    

miner's account. 

6. Otherwise, refund the fees for all remaining gas to the sender, and send the fees paid for gas                  

consumed to the miner. 
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For example, suppose that the contract's code is: 

if !contract.storage[msg.data[0]]: 

    contract.storage[msg.data[0]] = msg.data[1] 

Note that in reality the contract code is written in the low-level EVM code; this example is written in Serpent,                    

our high-level language, for clarity, and can be compiled down to EVM code. Suppose that the contract's                 

storage starts off empty, and a transaction is sent with 10 ether value, 2000 gas, 0.001 ether gasprice, and                   

two data fields: [ 2, 'CHARLIE' ][3]. The process for the state transition function in this case is as follows: 

1. Check that the transaction is valid and well formed. 

2. Check that the transaction sender has at least 2000 * 0.001 = 2 ether. If it is, then subtract 2 ether                     

from the sender's account. 

3. Initialize gas = 2000; assuming the transaction is 170 bytes long and the byte-fee is 5, subtract                 

850 so that there is 1150 gas left. 

4. Subtract 10 more ether from the sender's account, and add it to the contract's account. 

5. Run the code. In this case, this is simple: it checks if the contract's storage at index 2 is used,                    

notices that it is not, and so it sets the storage at index 2 to the value CHARLIE. Suppose this takes                     

187 gas, so the remaining amount of gas is 1150 - 187 = 963 

6. Add 963 * 0.001 = 0.963 ether back to the sender's account, and return the resulting state. 

If there was no contract at the receiving end of the transaction, then the total transaction fee would simply be                    

equal to the provided GASPRICE multiplied by the length of the transaction in bytes, and the data sent                  

alongside the transaction would be irrelevant. Additionally, note that contract-initiated messages can assign             

a gas limit to the computation that they spawn, and if the sub-computation runs out of gas it gets reverted                    

only to the point of the message call. Hence, just like transactions, contracts can secure their limited                 

computational resources by setting strict limits on the sub-computations that they spawn. 
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Code Execution 

The code in Ethereum contracts is written in a low-level, stack-based bytecode language, referred to as                

"Ethereum virtual machine code" or "EVM code". The code consists of a series of bytes, where each byte                  

represents an operation. In general, code execution is an infinite loop that consists of repeatedly carrying out                 

the operation at the current program counter (which begins at zero) and then incrementing the program                

counter by one, until the end of the code is reached or an error or STOP or RETURN instruction is detected. The                      

operations have access to three types of space in which to store data: 

● The stack, a last-in-first-out container to which 32-byte values can be pushed and popped 

● Memory, an infinitely expandable byte array 

● The contract's long-term storage, a key/value store where keys and values are both 32              

bytes. Unlike stack and memory, which reset after computation ends, storage persists for the long               

term. 

The code can also access the value, sender and data of the incoming message, as well as block header data,                    

and the code can also return a byte array of data as an output. 

The formal execution model of EVM code is surprisingly simple. While the Ethereum virtual machine is                

running, its full computational state can be defined by the tuple (block_state, transaction, message, code,               

memory, stack, pc, gas), where block_state is the global state containing all accounts and includes balances                

and storage. Every round of execution, the current instruction is found by taking the pc-th byte of code, and                   

each instruction has its own definition in terms of how it affects the tuple. For example, ADD pops two items off                     

the stack and pushes their sum, reduces gas by 1 and increments pc by 1, and SSTORE pushes the top two                     

items off the stack and inserts the second item into the contract's storage at the index specified by the first                    

item, as well as reducing gas by up to 200 and incrementing pc by 1. Although there are many ways to                     

optimize Ethereum via just-in-time compilation, a basic implementation of Ethereum can be done in a few                

hundred lines of code. 
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Blockchain and Mining 

 

The Ethereum blockchain is in many ways similar to the Bitcoin blockchain, although it does have some                 

differences. The main difference between Ethereum and Bitcoin with regard to the blockchain architecture is               

that, unlike Bitcoin, Ethereum blocks contain a copy of both the transaction list and the most recent state.                  

Aside from that, two other values, the block number and the difficulty, are also stored in the block. The block                    

validation algorithm in Ethereum is as follows: 

1. Check if the previous block referenced exists and is valid. 

2. Check that the timestamp of the block is greater than that of the referenced previous block and                 

less than 15 minutes into the future 

3. Check that the block number, difficulty, transaction root, uncle root and gas limit (various low-level               

Ethereum-specific concepts) are valid. 

4. Check that the proof of work on the block is valid. 

5. Let S[0] be the STATE_ROOT of the previous block. 

6. Let TX be the block's transaction list, with n transactions. For all in in 0...n-1, setS[i+1] =                 

APPLY(S[i],TX[i]). If any applications returns an error, or if the total gas consumed in the block up                 

until this point exceeds the GASLIMIT, return an error. 

7. Let S_FINAL be S[n], but adding the block reward paid to the miner. 

8. Check if S_FINAL is the same as the STATE_ROOT. If it is, the block is valid; otherwise, it is not valid. 
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The approach may seem highly inefficient at first glance, because it needs to store the entire state with each                   

block, but in reality efficiency should be comparable to that of Bitcoin. The reason is that the state is stored in                     

the tree structure, and after every block only a small part of the tree needs to be changed. Thus, in general,                     

between two adjacent blocks the vast majority of the tree should be the same, and therefore the data can be                    

stored once and referenced twice using pointers (ie. hashes of subtrees). A special kind of tree known as a                   

"Patricia tree" is used to accomplish this, including a modification to the Merkle tree concept that allows for                  

nodes to be inserted and deleted, and not just changed, efficiently. Additionally, because all of the state                 

information is part of the last block, there is no need to store the entire blockchain history - a strategy which, if                      

it could be applied to Bitcoin, can be calculated to provide 5-20x savings in space. 

Applications 

In general, there are three types of applications on top of Ethereum. The first category is financial applications,                  

providing users with more powerful ways of managing and entering into contracts using their money. This                

includes sub-currencies, financial derivatives, hedging contracts, savings wallets, wills, and ultimately even            

some classes of full-scale employment contracts. The second category is semi-financial applications, where             

money is involved but there is also a heavy non-monetary side to what is being done; a perfect example is                    

self-enforcing bounties for solutions to computational problems. Finally, there are applications such as online              

voting and decentralized governance that are not financial at all. 

Token Systems 

On-blockchain token systems have many applications ranging from sub-currencies representing assets such            

as USD or gold to company stocks, individual tokens representing smart property, secure unforgeable coupons,               

and even token systems with no ties to conventional value at all, used as point systems for incentivization.                  

Token systems are surprisingly easy to implement in Ethereum. The key point to understand is that all a                  

currency, or token systen, fundamentally is is a database with one operation: subtract X units from A and give                   

X units to B, with the proviso that (i) X had at least X units before the transaction and (2) the transaction is                       

approved by A. All that it takes to implement a token system is to implement this logic into a contract. 
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The basic code for implementing a token system in Serpent looks as follows: 

from = msg.sender 
to = msg.data[0] 
value = msg.data[1] 
 
if contract.storage[from] >= value: 
    contract.storage[from] = contract.storage[from] - value 
    contract.storage[to] = contract.storage[to] + value 
 

This is essentially a literal implementation of the "banking system" state transition function described further               

above in this document. A few extra lines of code need to be added to provide for the initial step of distributing                      

the currency units in the first place and a few other edge cases, and ideally a function would be added to let                      

other contracts query for the balance of an address. But that's all there is to it. Theoretically, Ethereum-based                  

token systems acting as sub-currencies can potentially include another important feature that on-chain             

Bitcoin-based meta-currencies lack: the ability to pay transaction fees directly in that currency. The way this                

would be implemented is that the contract would maintain an ether balance with which it would refund ether                  

used to pay fees to the sender, and it would refill this balance by collecting the internal currency units that it                     

takes in fees and reselling them in a constant running auction. Users would thus need to "activate" their                  

accounts with ether, but once the ether is there it would be reusable because the contract would refund it each                    

time. 

Financial derivatives and Stable-Value Currencies 

Financial derivatives are the most common application of a "smart contract", and one of the simplest to                 

implement in code. The main challenge in implementing financial contracts is that the majority of them                

require reference to an external price ticker; for example, a very desirable application is a smart contract that                  

hedges against the volatility of ether (or another cryptocurrency) with respect to the US dollar, but doing this                  

requires the contract to know what the value of ETH/USD is. The simplest way to do this is through a "data                     

feed" contract maintained by a specific party (eg. NASDAQ) designed so that that party has the ability to                  

update the contract as needed, and providing an interface that allows other contracts to send a message to                  

that contract and get back a response that provides the price. 

Given that critical ingredient, the hedging contract would look as follows: 

1. Wait for party A to input 1000 ether. 

2. Wait for party B to input 1000 ether. 

3. Record the USD value of 1000 ether, calculated by querying the data feed contract, in storage, say this                  

is $x. 

4. After 30 days, allow A or B to "ping" the contract in order to send $x worth of ether (calculated by                     

querying the data feed contract again to get the new price) to A and the rest to B. 
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Such a contract would have significant potential in crypto-commerce. One of the main problems cited about                

cryptocurrency is the fact that it's volatile; although many users and merchants may want the security and                 

convenience of dealing with cryptographic assets, they many not wish to face that prospect of losing 23% of                  

the value of their funds in a single day. Up until now, the most commonly proposed solution has been                   

issuer-backed assets; the idea is that an issuer creates a sub-currency in which they have the right to issue                   

and revoke units, and provide one unit of the currency to anyone who provides them (offline) with one unit of a                     

specified underlying asset (eg. gold, USD). The issuer then promises to provide one unit of the underlying                 

asset to anyone who sends back one unit of the crypto-asset. This mechanism allows any non-cryptographic                

asset to be "uplifted" into a cryptographic asset, provided that the issuer can be trusted. 

In practice, however, issuers are not always trustworthy, and in some cases the banking infrastructure is too                 

weak, or too hostile, for such services to exist. Financial derivatives provide an alternative. Here, instead of a                  

single issuer providing the funds to back up an asset, a decentralized market of speculators, betting that the                  

price of a cryptographic reference asset will go up, plays that role. Unlike issuers, speculators have no option to                   

default on their side of the bargain because the hedging contract holds their funds in escrow. Note that this                   

approach is not fully decentralized, because a trusted source is still needed to provide the price ticker,                 

although arguably even still this is a massive improvement in terms of reducing infrastructure requirements               

(unlike being an issuer, issuing a price feed requires no licenses and can likely be categorized as free speech)                   

and reducing the potential for fraud. 
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Identity and Reputation Systems 

The earliest alternative cryptocurrency of all, Namecoin, attempted to use a Bitcoin-like blockchain to provide a                

name registration system, where users can register their names in a public database alongside other data.                

The major cited use case is for a DNS system, mapping domain names like "bitcoin.org" (or, in Namecoin's                  

case, "bitcoin.bit") to an IP address. Other use cases include email authentication and potentially more               

advanced reputation systems. Here is the basic contract to provide a Namecoin-like name registration system               

on Ethereum: 

if !contract.storage[tx.data[0]]: 
    contract.storage[tx.data[0]] = tx.data[1] 

 

The contract is very simple; all it is is a database inside the Ethereum network that can be added to, but not                      

modified or removed from. Anyone can register a name with some value, and that registration then sticks                 

forever. A more sophisticated name registration contract will also have a "function clause" allowing other               

contracts to query it, as well as a mechanism for the "owner" (ie. the first registerer) of a name to change the                      

data or transfer ownership. One can even add reputation and web-of-trust functionality on top. 

 

Decentralized File Storage 

Over the past few years, there have emerged a number of popular online file storage startups, the most                  

prominent being Dropbox, seeking to allow users to upload a backup of their hard drive and have the service                   

store the backup and allow the user to access it in exchange for a monthly fee. However, at this point the file                      

storage market is at times relatively inefficient; a cursory look at various existing solutions shows that,                

particularly at the "uncanny valley" 20-200 GB level at which neither free quotas nor enterprise-level discounts                

kick in, monthly prices for mainstream file storage costs are such that you are paying for more than the cost of                     

the entire hard drive in a single month. Ethereum contracts can allow for the development of a decentralized                  

file storage ecosystem, where individual users can earn small quantities of money by renting out their own                 

hard drives and unused space can be used to further drive down the costs of file storage. 

The key underpinning piece of such a device would be what we have termed the "decentralized Dropbox                 

contract". This contract works as follows. First, one splits the desired data up into blocks, encrypting each block                  

for privacy, and builds a Merkle tree out of it. One then makes a contract with the rule that, every N blocks, the                       

contract would pick a random index in the Merkle tree (using the previous block hash, accessible from                 

contract code, as a source of randomness), and give X ether to the first entity to supply a transaction with a                     
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simplified payment verification-like proof of ownership of the block at that particular index in the tree. When a                  

user wants to re-download their file, they can use a micropayment channel protocol (eg. pay 1 szabo per 32                   

kilobytes) to recover the file; the most fee-efficient approach is for the payer not to publish the transaction until                   

the end, instead replacing the transaction with a slightly more lucrative one with the same nonce after every                  

32 kilobytes. 

An important feature of the protocol is that, although it may seem like one is trusting many random nodes not                    

to decide to forget the file, one can reduce that risk down to near-zero by splitting the file into many pieces via                      

secret sharing, and watching the contracts to see each piece is still in some node's possession. If a contract is                    

still paying out money, that provides a cryptographic proof that someone out there is still storing the file. 

 

Decentralized Autonomous Organizations 

The general concept of a "decentralized organization" is that of a virtual entity that has a certain set of                   

members or shareholders which, perhaps with a 67% majority, have the right to spend the entity's funds and                  

modify its code. The members would collectively decide on how the organization should allocate its funds.                

Methods for allocating a DAO's funds could range from bounties, salaries to even more exotic mechanisms                

such as an internal currency to reward work. This essentially replicates the legal trappings of a traditional                 

company or nonprofit but using only cryptographic blockchain technology for enforcement. So far much of the                

talk around DAOs has been around the "capitalist" model of a "decentralized autonomous corporation" (DAC)               

with dividend-receiving shareholders and tradable shares; an alternative, perhaps described as a            

"decentralized autonomous community", would have all members have an equal share in the decision              

making and require 67% of existing members to agree to add or remove a member. The requirement that one                   

person can only have one membership would then need to be enforced collectively by the group. 

A general outline for how to code a DO is as follows. The simplest design is simply a piece of self-modifying                     

code that changes if two thirds of members agree on a change. Although code is theoretically immutable, one                  

can easily get around this and have de-facto mutability by having chunks of the code in separate contracts,                  

and having the address of which contracts to call stored in the modifiable storage. In a simple                 

implementation of such a DAO contract, there would be three transaction types, distinguished by the data                

provided in the transaction: 

● [0,i,K,V] to register a proposal with index i to change the address at storage index K to                 

value V 

● [0,i] to register a vote in favor of proposal i 

● [2,i] to finalize proposal i if enough votes have been made 

The contract would then have clauses for each of these. It would maintain a record of all open storage                   

changes, along with a list of who voted for them. It would also have a list of all members. When any storage                      
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change gets to two thirds of members voting for it, a finalizing transaction could execute the change. A more                   

sophisticated skeleton would also have built-in voting ability for features like sending a transaction, adding               

members and removing members, and may even provide for Liquid Democracy-style vote delegation (ie.              

anyone can assign someone to vote for them, and assignment is transitive so if A assigns B and B assigns C                     

then C determines A's vote). This design would allow the DO to grow organically as a decentralized                 

community, allowing people to eventually delegate the task of filtering out who is a member to specialists,                 

although unlike in the "current system" specialists can easily pop in and out of existence over time as                  

individual community members change their alignments. 

An alternative model is for a decentralized corporation, where any account can have zero or more shares, and                  

two thirds of the shares are required to make a decision. A complete skeleton would involve asset                 

management functionality, the ability to make an offer to buy or sell shares, and the ability to accept offers                   

(preferably with an order-matching mechanism inside the contract). Delegation would also exist Liquid             

Democracy-style, generalizing the concept of a "board of directors". 

In the future, more advanced mechanisms for organizational governance may be implemented; it is at this                

point that a decentralized organization (DO) can start to be described as a decentralized autonomous               

organization (DAO). The difference between a DO and a DAO is fuzzy, but the general dividing line is whether                   

the governance is generally carried out via a political-like process or an “automatic” process; a good intuitive                 

test is the “no common language” criterion: can the organization still function if no two members spoke the                  

same language? Clearly, a simple traditional shareholder-style corporation would fail, whereas something like             

the Bitcoin protocol would be much more likely to succeed. Robin Hanson’s futarchy, a mechanism for                

organizational governance via prediction markets, is a good example of what truly “autonomous” governance              

might look like. Note that one should not necessarily assume that all DAOs are superior to all DOs; automation                   

is simply a paradigm that is likely to have have very large benefits in certain particular places and may not be                     

practical in others, and many semi-DAOs are also likely to exist. 

Further Applications 

1. Savings wallets. Suppose that Alice wants to keep her funds safe, but is worried that she will lose or                    

someone will hack her private key. She puts ether into a contract with Bob, a bank, as follows: 

● Alice alone can withdraw a maximum of 1% of the funds per day. 

● Bob alone can withdraw a maximum of 1% of the funds per day, but Alice has the ability to make a                     

transaction with her key shutting off this ability. 

● Alice and Bob together can withdraw anything. 

Normally, 1% per day is enough for Alice, and if Alice wants to withdraw more she can contact Bob for help. If                      

Alice's key gets hacked, she runs to Bob to move the funds to a new contract. If she loses her key, Bob will get                        

the funds out eventually. If Bob turns out to be malicious, then she can turn off his ability to withdraw. 
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2. Crop insurance. One can easily make a financial derivatives contract but using a data feed of the weather                   

instead of any price index. If a farmer in Iowa purchases a derivative that pays out inversely based on the                    

precipitation in Iowa, then if there is a drought, the farmer will automatically receive money and if there is                   

enough rain the farmer will be happy because their crops would do well. 

3. A decentralized data feed. For financial contracts for difference, it may actually be possible to decentralize                 

the data feed via a protocol called "SchellingCoin". SchellingCoin basically works as follows: N parties all put                 

into the system the value of a given datum (eg. the ETH/USD price), the values are sorted, and everyone                   

between the 25th and 75th percentile gets one token as a reward. Everyone has the incentive to provide the                   

answer that everyone else will provide, and the only value that a large number of players can realistically                  

agree on is the obvious default: the truth. This creates a decentralized protocol that can theoretically provide                 

any number of values, including the ETH/USD price, the temperature in Berlin or even the result of a particular                   

hard computation. 

4. Smart multi-signature escrow. Bitcoin allows multisignature transaction contracts where, for example,            

three out of a given five keys can spend the funds. Ethereum allows for more granularity; for example, four out                    

of five can spend everything, three out of five can spend up to 10% per day, and two out of five can spend up to                         

0.5% per day. Additionally, Ethereum multisig is asynchronous - two parties can register their signatures on                

the blockchain at different times and the last signature will automatically send the transaction. 

5. Cloud computing. The EVM technology can also be used to create a verifiable computing environment,                

allowing users to ask others to carry out computations and then optionally ask for proofs that computations at                  

certain randomly selected checkpoints were done correctly. This allows for the creation of a cloud computing                

market where any user can participate with their desktop, laptop or specialized server, and spot-checking               

together with security deposits can be used to ensure that the system is trustworthy (ie. nodes cannot                 

profitably cheat). Although such a system may not be suitable for all tasks; tasks that require a high level of                    

inter-process communication, for example, cannot easily be done on a large cloud of nodes. Other tasks,                

however, are much easier to parallelize; projects like SETI@home, folding@home and genetic algorithms can              

easily be implemented on top of such a platform. 

6. Peer-to-peer gambling. Any number of peer-to-peer gambling protocols, such as Frank Stajano and              

Richard Clayton's Cyberdice, can be implemented on the Ethereum blockchain. The simplest gambling             

protocol is actually simply a contract for difference on the next block hash, and more advanced protocols can                  

be built up from there, creating gambling services with near-zero fees that have no ability to cheat. 

7. Prediction markets. Provided an oracle or SchellingCoin, prediction markets are also easy to implement,               

and prediction markets together with SchellingCoin may prove to be the first mainstream application of               

futarchy as a governance protocol for decentralized organizations. 

8. On-chain decentralized marketplaces, using the identity and reputation system as a base. 
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Miscellanea And Concerns 

Modified GHOST Implementation 

The "Greedy Heaviest Observed Subtree" (GHOST) protocol is an innovation first introduced by Yonatan              

Sompolinsky and Aviv Zohar in December 2013. The motivation behind GHOST is that blockchains with fast                

confirmation times currently suffer from reduced security due to a high stale rate - because blocks take a                  

certain time to propagate through the network, if miner A mines a block and then miner B happens to mine                    

another block before miner A's block propagates to B, miner B's block will end up wasted and will not contribute                    

to network security. Furthermore, there is a centralization issue: if miner A is a mining pool with 30%                  

hashpower and B has 10% hashpower, A will have a risk of producing a stale block 70% of the time (since the                      

other 30% of the time A produced the last block and so will get mining data immediately) whereas B will have                     

a risk of producing a stale block 90% of the time. Thus, if the block interval is short enough for the stale rate to                        

be high, A will be substantially more efficient simply by virtue of its size. With these two effects combined,                   

blockchains which produce blocks quickly are very likely to lead to one mining pool having a large enough                  

percentage of the network hashpower to have de facto control over the mining process. 

As described by Sompolinsky and Zohar, GHOST solves the first issue of network security loss by including                 

stale blocks in the calculation of which chain is the "longest"; that is to say, not just the parent and further                     

ancestors of a block, but also the stale children of the block's ancestors (in Ethereum jargon, "uncles") are                  

added to the calculation of which block has the largest total proof of work backing it. To solve the second issue                     

of centralization bias, we go beyond the protocol described by Sompolinsky and Zohar, and also allow stales to                  

be registered into the main chain to receive a block reward: a stale block receives 93.75% of its base reward,                    

and the nephew that includes the stale block receives the remaining 6.25%. Transaction fees, however, are not                 

awarded to uncles. 

Ethereum implements a simplified version of GHOST which only goes down five levels. Specifically, a stale                

block can only be included as an uncle by the 2nd to 5th generation child of its parent, and not any block with                       

a more distant relation (eg. 6th generation child of a parent, or 3rd generation child of a grandparent). This                   

was done for several reasons. First, unlimited GHOST would include too many complications into the               

calculation of which uncles for a given block are valid. Second, unlimited GHOST with compensation as used                 

in Ethereum removes the incentive for a miner to mine on the main chain and not the chain of a public                     

attacker. Finally, calculations show that five-level GHOST with incentivization is over 95% efficient even with a                

15s block time, and miners with 25% hashpower show centralization gains of less than 3%. 
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Fees 

Because every transaction published into the blockchain imposes on the network the cost of needing to                

download and verify it, there is a need for some regulatory mechanism, typically involving transaction fees, to                 

prevent abuse. The default approach, used in Bitcoin, is to have purely voluntary fees, relying on miners to act                   

as the gatekeepers and set dynamic minimums. This approach has been received very favorably in the                

Bitcoin community particularly because it is "market-based", allowing supply and demand between miners             

and transaction senders determine the price. The problem with this line of reasoning is, however, that                

transaction processing is not a market; although it is intuitively attractive to construe transaction processing               

as a service that the miner is offering to the sender, in reality every transaction that a miner includes will need                     

to be processed by every node in the network, so the vast majority of the cost of transaction processing is borne                     

by third parties and not the miner that is making the decision of whether or not to include it. Hence,                    

tragedy-of-the-commons problems are very likely to occur. 

However, as it turns out this flaw in the market-based mechanism, when given a particular inaccurate                

simplifying assumption, magically cancels itself out. The argument is as follows. Suppose that: 

1. A transaction leads to k operations, offering the reward kR to any miner that includes it where R is                   

set by the sender and k and R are (roughly) visible to the miner beforehand. 

2. An operation has a processing cost of C to any node (ie. all nodes have equal efficiency) 

3. There are N mining nodes, each with exactly equal processing power (ie. 1/N of total) 

4. No non-mining full nodes exist. 

A miner would be willing to process a transaction if the expected reward is greater than the cost. Thus, the                    

expected reward is kR/N since the miner has a 1/N chance of processing the next block, and the processing                   

cost for the miner is simply kC. Hence, miners will include transactions where kR/N > kC, or R > NC. Note that R                       

is the per-operation fee provided by the sender, and is thus a lower bound on the benefit that the sender derives                     

from the transaction, and NC is the cost to the entire network together of processing an operation. Hence,                  

miners have the incentive to include only those transactions for which the total utilitarian benefit exceeds the                 

cost. 

However, there are several important deviations from those assumptions in reality: 

1. The miner does pay a higher cost to process the transaction than the other verifying nodes, since                 

the extra verification time delays block propagation and thus increases the chance the block will               

become a stale. 

2. There do exist non-mining full nodes. 
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3. The mining power distribution may end up radically inegalitarian in practice. 

4. Speculators, political enemies and crazies whose utility function includes causing harm to the             

network do exist, and they can cleverly set up contracts whose cost is much lower than the cost                  

paid by other verifying nodes. 

 

Point 1 above provides a tendency for the miner to include fewer transactions, and point 2 increases NC;                  

hence, these two effects at least partially cancel each other out. Points 3 and 4 are the major issue; to solve                     

them we simply institute a floating cap: no block can have more operations than BLK_LIMIT_FACTOR times the                 

long-term exponential moving average. Specifically: 

blk.oplimit = floor((blk.parent.oplimit * (EMAFACTOR - 1) + floor(parent.opcount * BLK_LIMIT_FACTOR)) /            

EMA_FACTOR) 

BLK_LIMIT_FACTOR and EMA_FACTOR are constants that will be set to 65536 and 1.5 for the time being, but                  

will likely be changed after further analysis. 

Computation And Turing-Completeness 

An important note is that the Ethereum virtual machine is Turing-complete; this means that EVM code can                 

encode any computation that can be conceivably carried out, including infinite loops. EVM code allows looping                

in two ways. First, there is a JUMP instruction that allows the program to jump back to a previous spot in the                      

code, and a JUMPI instruction to do conditional jumping, allowing for statements like while x < 27: x = x * 2.                      

Second, contracts can call other contracts, potentially allowing for looping through recursion. This naturally              

leads to a problem: can malicious users essentially shut miners and full nodes down by forcing them to enter                   

into an infinite loop? The issue arises because of a problem in computer science known as the halting problem:                   

there is no way to tell, in the general case, whether or not a given program will ever halt. 

As described in the state transition section, our solution works by requiring a transaction to set a maximum                  

number of computational steps that it is allowed to take, and if execution takes longer computation is reverted                  

but fees are still paid. Messages work in the same way. To show the motivation behind our solution, consider                   

the following examples: 

● An attacker creates a contract which runs an infinite loop, and then sends a transaction               

activating that loop to the miner. The miner will process the transaction, running the infinite loop,                

and wait for it to run out of gas. Even though the execution runs out of gas and stops halfway                    

through, the transaction is still valid and the miner still claims the fee from the attacker for each                  

computational step. 

● An attacker creates a very long infinite loop with the intent of forcing the miner to keep                 

computing for such a long time that by the time computation finishes a few more blocks will have                  

come out and it will not be possible for the miner to include the transaction to claim the fee. However,                    
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the attacker will be required to submit a value for STARTGAS limiting the number of computational                

steps that execution can take, so the miner will know ahead of time that the computation will take an                   

excessively large number of steps. 

● An attacker sees a contract with code of some form like send(A,contract.storage[A]);            

contract.storage[A] = 0, and sends a transaction with just enough gas to run the first step but not the                   

second (ie. making a withdrawal but not letting the balance go down). The contract author does not                 

need to worry about protecting against such attacks, because if execution stops halfway through the               

changes get reverted. 

● A financial contract works by taking the median of nine proprietary data feeds in order to                

minimize risk. An attacker takes over one of the data feeds, which is designed to be modifiable via                  

the variable-address-call mechanism described in the section on DAOs, and converts it to run an               

infinite loop, thereby attempting to force any attempts to claim funds from the financial contract to                

run out of gas. However, the financial contract can set a gas limit on the message to prevent this                   

problem. 

The alternative to Turing-completeness is Turing-incompleteness, where JUMP and JUMPI do not exist and              

only one copy of each contract is allowed to exist in the call stack at any given time. With this system, the fee                       

system described and the uncertainties around the effectiveness of our solution might not be necessary, as                

the cost of executing a contract would be bounded above by its size. Additionally, Turing-incompleteness is not                 

even that big a limitation; out of all the contract examples we have conceived internally, so far only one                   

required a loop, and even that loop could be removed by making 26 repetitions of a one-line piece of code.                    

Given the serious implications of Turing-completeness, and the limited benefit, why not simply have a               

Turing-incomplete language? In reality, however, Turing-incompleteness is far from a neat solution to the              

problem. To see why, consider the following contracts: 

C0: call(C1); call(C1); 
C1: call(C2); call(C2); 
C2: call(C3); call(C3); 
... 
C49: call(C50); call(C50); 
C50: (run one step of a program and record the change in storage) 

 

Now, send a transaction to A. Thus, in 51 transactions, we have a contract that takes up 250 computational                   

steps. Miners could try to detect such logic bombs ahead of time by maintaining a value alongside each                  

contract specifying the maximum number of computational steps that it can take, and calculating this for                

contracts calling other contracts recursively, but that would require miners to forbid contracts that create               

other contracts (since the creation and execution of all 50 contracts above could easily be rolled into a single                   

contract). Another problematic point is that the address field of a message is a variable, so in general it may                    

not even be possible to tell which other contracts a given contract will call ahead of time. Hence, all in all, we                      

have a surprising conclusion: Turing-completeness is surprisingly easy to manage, and the lack of              
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Turing-completeness is equally surprisingly difficult to manage unless the exact same controls are in place -                

but in that case why not just let the protocol be Turing-complete? 

 

Currency And Issuance 

The Ethereum network includes its own built-in currency, ether, which serves the dual purpose of providing a                 

primary liquidity layer to allow for efficient exchange between various types of digital assets and, more                

importantly, of providing a mechanism for paying transaction fees. For convenience and to avoid future               

argument (see the current mBTC/uBTC/satoshi debate in Bitcoin), the denominations will be pre-labelled: 

● 1: wei 

● 10^12: szabo 

● 10^15: finney 

● 10^18: ether 

This should be taken as an expanded version of the concept of "dollars" and "cents" or "BTC" and "satoshi". In the near future, we expect "ether" to be                            

used for ordinary transactions, "finney" for microtransactions and "szabo" and "wei" for technical discussions around fees and protocol                  

implementation. 

The issuance model will be as follows: 

● Ether will be released in a currency sale at the price of 1337-2000 ether per BTC, a                 

mechanism intended to fund the Ethereum organization and pay for development that has been              

used with success by a number of other cryptographic platforms. Earlier buyers will benefit from larger                

discounts. The BTC received from the sale will be used entirely to pay salaries and bounties to                 

developers, researchers and projects in the cryptocurrency ecosystem. 

● 0.099x the total amount sold will be allocated to early contributors who participated in              

development before BTC funding or certainty of funding was available, and another 0.099x will be               

allocated to long-term research projects. 

● 0.26x the total amount sold will be allocated to miners per year forever after that point. 
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Issuance Breakdown 

The permanent linear supply growth model reduces the risk of what some see as excessive wealth                

concentration in Bitcoin, and gives individuals living in present and future eras a fair chance to acquire                 

currency units, while at the same time discouraging depreciation of ether because the "supply growth rate" as                 

a percentage still tends to zero over time. We also theorize that because coins are always lost over time due to                     

carelessness, death, etc, and coin loss can be modeled as a percentage of the total supply per year, that the                    

total currency supply in circulation will in fact eventually stabilize at a value equal to the annual issuance                  

divided by the loss rate (eg. at a loss rate of 1%, once the supply reaches 26X then 0.26X will be mined and                       

0.26X lost every year, creating an equilibrium). 

 
Group At launch After 1 year After 5 years 

Currency units 1.198X 1.458X 2.498X 

Purchasers 83.5% 68.6% 40.0% 

Early contributor distribution 8.26% 6.79% 3.96% 

Long-term endowment 8.26% 6.79% 3.96% 

Miners 0% 17.8% 52.0% 

 

Despite the linear currency issuance, just like with Bitcoin over time the supply growth rate nevertheless tends                 

to zero. 
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Mining Centralization 

The Bitcoin mining algorithm basically works by having miners compute SHA256 on slightly modified              

versions of the block header millions of times over and over again, until eventually one node comes up with a                    

version whose hash is less than the target (currently around 2190). However, this mining algorithm is                

vulnerable to two forms of centralization. First, the mining ecosystem has come to be dominated by ASICs                 

(application-specific integrated circuits), computer chips designed for, and therefore thousands of times more             

efficient at, the specific task of Bitcoin mining. This means that Bitcoin mining is no longer a highly                  

decentralized and egalitarian pursuit, requiring millions of dollars of capital to effectively participate in.              

Second, most Bitcoin miners do not actually perform block validation locally; instead, they rely on a                

centralized mining pool to provide the block headers. This problem is arguably worse: as of the time of this                   

writing, the top two mining pools indirectly control roughly 50% of processing power in the Bitcoin network,                 

although this is mitigated by the fact that miners can switch to other mining pools if a pool or coalition                    

attempts a 51% attack. 

The current intent at Ethereum is to use a mining algorithm based on randomly generating a unique hash                  

function for every 1000 nonces, using a sufficiently broad range of computation to remove the benefit of                 

specialized hardware. Such a strategy will certainly not reduce the gain of centralization to zero, but it does                  

not need to. Note that each individual user, on their private laptop or desktop, can perform a certain quantity of                    

mining activity almost for free, paying only electricity costs, but after the point of 100% CPU utilization of their                   

computer additional mining will require them to pay for both electricity and hardware. ASIC mining companies                

need to pay for electricity and hardware starting from the first hash. Hence, if the centralization gain can be                   

kept to below this ratio, (E + H) / E, then even if ASICs are made there will still be room for ordinary miners. 

Additionally, we intend to design the mining algorithm so that mining requires access to the entire                

blockchain, forcing miners to store the entire blockchain and at least be capable of verifying every transaction.                 

This removes the need for centralized mining pools; although mining pools can still serve the legitimate role                 

of evening out the randomness of reward distribution, this function can be served equally well by peer-to-peer                 

pools with no central control. It additionally helps fight centralization, by increasing the number of full nodes in                  

the network so that the network remains reasonably decentralized even if most ordinary users prefer light                

clients. 
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Scalability 

One common concern about Ethereum is the issue of scalability. Like Bitcoin, Ethereum suffers from the flaw                 

that every transaction needs to be processed by every node in the network. With Bitcoin, the size of the current                    

blockchain rests at about 20 GB, growing by about 1 MB per hour. If the Bitcoin network were to process Visa's                     

2000 transactions per second, it would grow by 1 MB per three seconds (1 GB per hour, 8 TB per year).                     

Ethereum is likely to suffer a similar growth pattern, worsened by the fact that there will be many applications                   

on top of the Ethereum blockchain instead of just a currency as is the case with Bitcoin, but ameliorated by the                     

fact that Ethereum full nodes need to store just the state instead of the entire blockchain history. 

The problem with such a large blockchain size is centralization risk. If the blockchain size increases to, say,                  

100 TB, then the likely scenario would be that only a very small number of large businesses would run full                    

nodes, with all regular users using light SPV nodes. In such a situation, there arises the potential concern that                   

the full nodes could band together and all agree to cheat in some profitable fashion (eg. change the block                   

reward, give themselves BTC). Light nodes would have no way of detecting this immediately. Of course, at                 

least one honest full node would likely exist, and after a few hours information about the fraud would trickle out                    

through channels like Reddit, but at that point it would be too late: it would be up to the ordinary users to                      

organize an effort to blacklist the given blocks, a massive and likely infeasible coordination problem on a                 

similar scale as that of pulling off a successful 51% attack. In the case of Bitcoin, this is currently a problem,                     

but there exists a blockchain modification suggested by Peter Todd which will alleviate this issue. 

In the near term, Ethereum will use two additional strategies to cope with this problem. First, because of the                   

blockchain-based mining algorithms, at least every miner will be forced to be a full node, creating a lower                  

bound on the number of full nodes. Second and more importantly, however, we will include an intermediate                 

state tree root in the blockchain after processing each transaction. Even if block validation is centralized, as                 

long as one honest verifying node exists, the centralization problem can be circumvented via a verification                

protocol. If a miner publishes an invalid block, that block must either be badly formatted, or the state S[n] is                    

incorrect. Since S[0] is known to be correct, there must be some first state S[i] that is incorrect where S[i-1] is                     

correct. The verifying node would provide the index i, along with a "proof of invalidity" consisting of the subset                   

of Patricia tree nodes needing to process APPLY(S[i-1],TX[i]) -> S[i]. Nodes would be able to use those nodes to                   

run that part of the computation, and see that the S[i] generated does not match the S[i] provided. 

Another, more sophisticated, attack would involve the malicious miners publishing incomplete blocks, so the              

full information does not even exist to determine whether or not blocks are valid. The solution to this is a                    

challenge-response protocol: verification nodes issue "challenges" in the form of target transaction indices,             

and upon receiving a node a light node treats the block as untrusted until another node, whether the miner or                    

another verifier, provides a subset of Patricia nodes as a proof of validity. 
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Putting It All Together: Decentralized Applications 

The contract mechanism described above allows anyone to build what is essentially a command line               

application run on a virtual machine that is executed by consensus across the entire network, allowing it to                  

modify a globally accessible state as its “hard drive”. However, for most people, the command line interface                 

that is the transaction sending mechanism is not sufficiently user-friendly to make decentralization an              

attractive mainstream alternative. To this end, a complete “decentralized application” should consist of both              

low-level business-logic components, whether implemented entirely on Ethereum, using a combination of            

Ethereum and other systems (eg. a P2P messaging layer, one of which is currently planned to be put into the                    

Ethereum clients) or other systems entirely, and high-level graphical user interface components. The             

Ethereum client’s design is to serve as a web browser, but include support for a “eth” Javascript API object,                   

which specialized web pages viewed in the client will be able to use to interact with the Ethereum blockchain.                   

From the point of view of the “traditional” web, these web pages are entirely static content, since the blockchain                   

and other decentralized protocols will serve as a complete replacement for the server for the purpose of                 

handling user-initiated requests. Eventually, decentralized protocols, hopefully themselves in some fashion           

using Ethereum, may be used to store the web pages themselves. 

Conclusion 

The Ethereum protocol was originally conceived as an upgraded version of a cryptocurrency, providing              

advanced features such as on-blockchain escrow, withdrawal limits and financial contracts, gambling            

markets and the like via a highly generalized programming language. The Ethereum protocol would not               

"support" any of the applications directly, but the existence of a Turing-complete programming language              

means that arbitrary contracts can theoretically be created for any transaction type or application. What is                

more interesting about Ethereum, however, is that the Ethereum protocol moves far beyond just currency.               

Protocols and decentralized applications around decentralized file storage, decentralized computation and           

decentralized prediction markets, among dozens of other such concepts, have the potential to substantially              

increase the efficiency of the computational industry, and provide a massive boost to other peer-to-peer               

protocols by adding for the first time an economic layer. Finally, there is also a substantial array of                  

applications that have nothing to do with money at all. 

The concept of an arbitrary state transition function as implemented by the Ethereum protocol provides for a                 

platform with unique potential; rather than being a closed-ended, single-purpose protocol intended for a              

specific array of applications in data storage, gambling or finance, Ethereum is open-ended by design, and we                 

believe that it is extremely well-suited to serving as a foundational layer for a very large number of both                   

financial and non-financial protocols in the years to come. 
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Notes and Further Reading 

Notes 

1. A sophisticated reader may notice that in fact a Bitcoin address is the hash of the elliptic curve                  

public key, and not the public key itself. However, it is in fact perfectly legitimate cryptographic terminology to                  

refer to the pubkey hash as a public key itself. This is because Bitcoin's cryptography can be considered to be a                     

custom digital signature algorithm, where the public key consists of the hash of the ECC pubkey, the signature                  

consists of the ECC pubkey concatenated with the ECC signature, and the verification algorithm involves               

checking the ECC pubkey in the signature against the ECC pubkey hash provided as a public key and then                   

verifying the ECC signature against the ECC pubkey. 

2. Technically, the median of the 11 previous blocks. 

3. Internally, 2 and "CHARLIE" are both numbers, with the latter being in big-endian base 256               

representation. Numbers can be at least 0 and at most 2^256-1. 

          Further Reading 

1. Intrinsic value: https://tinyurl.com/BitcoinMag-IntrinsicValue 

2. Smart property: https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Smart_Property 

3. Smart contracts: https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Contracts 

4. B-money: http://www.weidai.com/bmoney.txt 

5. Reusable proofs of work: http://www.finney.org/~hal/rpow/ 

6. Secure property titles with owner authority: http://szabo.best.vwh.net/securetitle.html 

7. Bitcoin whitepaper: http://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf 

8. Namecoin: https://namecoin.org/ 

9. Zooko's triangle: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zooko's_triangle 

10. Colored coins whitepaper: https://tinyurl.com/coloredcoin-whitepaper 

11. Mastercoin whitepaper: https://github.com/mastercoin-MSC/spec 

12. Decentralized autonomous corporations, Bitcoin Magazine: https://tinyurl.com/Bootstrapping-DACs 

13. Simplified payment verification:https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Scalability#Simplifiedpaymentverification 

14. Merkle trees: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merkle_tree 

15. Patricia trees: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patricia_tree 

16. GHOST: http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/~avivz/pubs/13/btc_scalability_full.pdf 

17. StorJ and Autonomous Agents, Jeff Garzik: https://tinyurl.com/storj-agents 

18. Mike Hearn on Smart Property at Turing Festival: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pu4PAMFPo5Y 
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http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fbitcoinmagazine.com%2F8640%2Fan-exploration-of-intrinsic-value-what-it-is-why-bitcoin-doesnt-have-it-and-why-bitcoin-does-have-it%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHIhJ5joZ_huTAMKn106C0c2k7t7w
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fen.bitcoin.it%2Fwiki%2FSmart_Property&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNElWKF15LOphty2dNlvkzibH2sdww
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fen.bitcoin.it%2Fwiki%2FContracts&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFHAmRWXSdixVlYGdN0CgpERVuHtQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.weidai.com%2Fbmoney.txt&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEythBdNq0vi1G--o4hwyuOSCbiqA
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.finney.org%2F%257Ehal%2Frpow%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFzG0g7MWXcLfkI1yqvMfqEeiPE2A
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fszabo.best.vwh.net%2Fsecuretitle.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHUvy9y6t8vE-5eaUtfyeLzkka1Bg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fbitcoin.org%2Fbitcoin.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH4HwdYO83I-RG9O6myCy3Pr7cYdQ
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fnamecoin.org%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGEuQ4vE088yVm6TQQNLhfqHjoL6w
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FZooko's_triangle&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEph_UL1f3SnMB6wXEp1VYRs7TA9w
https://docs.google.com/a/buterin.com/document/d/1AnkP_cVZTCMLIzw4DvsW6M8Q2JC0lIzrTLuoWu2z1BE/edit
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fgithub.com%2Fmastercoin-MSC%2Fspec&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGm2mIJuey8xhk6q_PeHY_QGPucDw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fbitcoinmagazine.com%2F7050%2Fbootstrapping-a-decentralized-autonomous-corporation-part-i%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNF8xImt3YrVAid-X0DOflDgk1JSjg
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fen.bitcoin.it%2Fwiki%2FScalability%23Simplifiedpaymentverification&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEsg5bnTnVZrKyE_Vsx0rMD2qj79A
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMerkle_tree&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFOXWjLyDwfXd5NwRHbKAv2LVV8Mw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FPatricia_tree&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHqP4Dk_9jAwfUvioZo4EeWJH3Nxg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cs.huji.ac.il%2F%257Eavivz%2Fpubs%2F13%2Fbtc_scalability_full.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNE-LgXSNn5wcivnuJZ_Fd1Lx8GeSg
http://garzikrants.blogspot.ca/2013/01/storj-and-bitcoin-autonomous-agents.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pu4PAMFPo5Y


19. Ethereum RLP: https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/%5BEnglish%5D-RLP 

20. Ethereum Merkle Patricia trees: https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/%5BEnglish%5D-Patricia-Tree 

21. Peter Todd on Merkle sum trees:http://sourceforge.net/p/bitcoin/mailman/message/31709140/ 
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https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fgithub.com%2Fethereum%2Fwiki%2Fwiki%2F%255BEnglish%255D-RLP&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGEa9TI9rK93ndhD11kKkRXyMDeGA
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fgithub.com%2Fethereum%2Fwiki%2Fwiki%2F%255BEnglish%255D-Patricia-Tree&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFFj9qkmNJwzbULVlmmWZQUlrlU7w
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fsourceforge.net%2Fp%2Fbitcoin%2Fmailman%2Fmessage%2F31709140%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHbBgsoHkHJTsRpKPa55-32-KnQCg
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The Ethereum Blockchain Explorer

Search by Address / Txn Hash / Block / Token / Domain Name

ETHER PRICE

$1,864.78 @ 0.06983 BTC (-2.11%)

 MARKET CAP

$224,213,125,023.00

 TRANSACTIONS

1,990.03 M (13.2 TPS)
MED GAS PRICE

41 Gwei ($1.61)

 LAST FINALIZED BLOCK

17414341
LAST SAFE BLOCK

17414404

TRANSACTION HISTORY IN 14 DAYS

Ad

Latest Blocks

Block 17414425 12 secs ago

Block 17414424 36 secs ago

Fee Recipient Fee Recipient: 0xe…
205 txns in 24 secs 0.02881 Eth

Fee Recipient beaverbuild

https://etherscan.io/chart/etherprice
https://etherscan.io/stat/supply
https://etherscan.io/txs
https://etherscan.io/gastracker
https://etherscan.io/block/17414425
https://etherscan.io/block/17414424
https://etherscan.io/address/0xe688b84b23f322a994a53dbf8e15fa82cdb71127
https://etherscan.io/txs?block=17414425
https://etherscan.io/address/0x95222290dd7278aa3ddd389cc1e1d165cc4bafe5


Block 17414423 48 secs ago

Block 17414422 1 min ago

Block 17414421 1 min ago

Block 17414420 1 min ago

VIEW ALL BLOCKS 

143 txns in 12 secs 0.05801 Eth

Fee Recipient builder0x69
128 txns in 12 secs 0.07102 Eth

Fee Recipient Fee Recipient: 0xF…
150 txns in 12 secs 0.0754 Eth

Fee Recipient MEV Builder: 0xb4…
123 txns in 12 secs 0.04139 Eth

Fee Recipient rsync-builder
116 txns in 12 secs 0.02835 Eth

Latest Transactions

TX# 0x3d6486d35993… 12 secs ago
From 0x17d3c3...a3F3D563
To 0x18CE21...cE11dF65 0.00298 Eth

TX# 0x0601024932da… 12 secs ago

From 0x6f1603...01885B0e
To 0xF5c80c...BF522AbD 0 Eth

TX# 0x9295a016e25d… 12 secs ago

From 0x0292ae...AB6B299E
To 0x1c76B8...D8f76d9c 0 Eth

TX# 0xae5ffa60d25ad… 12 secs ago
From 0xeca5A1...5E5b277D
To 0xC02aaA...3C756Cc2 1.281 Eth

https://etherscan.io/block/17414423
https://etherscan.io/block/17414422
https://etherscan.io/block/17414421
https://etherscan.io/block/17414420
https://etherscan.io/blocks
https://etherscan.io/txs?block=17414424
https://etherscan.io/address/0x690b9a9e9aa1c9db991c7721a92d351db4fac990
https://etherscan.io/txs?block=17414423
https://etherscan.io/address/0xf17d119effa0dcbe24d3fa346860be851150358f
https://etherscan.io/txs?block=17414422
https://etherscan.io/address/0xb4c9e4617a16be36b92689b9e07e9f64757c1792
https://etherscan.io/txs?block=17414421
https://etherscan.io/address/0x1f9090aae28b8a3dceadf281b0f12828e676c326
https://etherscan.io/txs?block=17414420
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x3d6486d359932f38b4a8107f2700e84fda1860a01da270103f37e3be4a2fc64a
https://etherscan.io/address/0x17d3c369932e200eab7264eca79e3f72a3f3d563
https://etherscan.io/address/0x18ce212976551bbf6f26b93837cb5958ce11df65
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x0601024932dabdf7d30ff32b0f46c0f6e5ae247039de47019b0bd768c7c2021e
https://etherscan.io/address/0x6f1603700c8e71ceedd2b95699b4606e01885b0e
https://etherscan.io/address/0xf5c80c305803280b587f8cabbccdc4d9bf522abd
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x9295a016e25d183646b3d48b160569bfe68e1bf60b1bba721893b2d933f41213
https://etherscan.io/address/0x0292aec2c8ed62faee91793a8aaf3014ab6b299e
https://etherscan.io/address/0x1c76b8bee27e15a14d86697a13b74a62d8f76d9c
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xae5ffa60d25ad5a227e3ad5a8baa6bac8826ce137fd2975565d62b30a022b1c2
https://etherscan.io/address/0xeca5a16b1fdcd2e18bda3950a952c6375e5b277d
https://etherscan.io/address/0xc02aaa39b223fe8d0a0e5c4f27ead9083c756cc2


TX# 0xe1c6140963e8… 12 secs ago

From 0xf396Cd...Fa465CDC
To 0xC2c862...05246Fd8 0.00262 Eth

TX# 0x523e02a538b7… 12 secs ago
From 0xeE0e3e...54Afe1A9
To 0x111111...3A960582 0.054 Eth

VIEW ALL TRANSACTIONS 

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xe1c6140963e8efc3a865f8e4085f652ab3088f810c7dd400bdc82efde7168dac
https://etherscan.io/address/0xf396cd7b2d17fcee753c4071e84b5a1dfa465cdc
https://etherscan.io/address/0xc2c862322e9c97d6244a3506655da95f05246fd8
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x523e02a538b728070db1c5dd7460b35b1f1ecfc59499ebb8e78bb85711c255e5
https://etherscan.io/address/0xee0e3e916b8b1e5e06be67b7b8e0c38354afe1a9
https://etherscan.io/address/0x1111111254eeb25477b68fb85ed929f73a960582
https://etherscan.io/txs
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https://app.ens.domains/
https://ens.domains/


ENS is the most widely integrated blockchain naming
standard.

2.73m
Names

570
Integrations

697k



Owners

name.eth



.com .org .io .app

.xyz .art

https://medium.com/the-ethereum-name-service/cloudflare-and-fleek-make-ens-ipfs-site-deployment-as-easy-as-ever-262c990a7514
https://medium.com/the-ethereum-name-service/step-by-step-guide-to-importing-a-dns-domain-name-to-ens-d2d15feb03e8
https://coinbase.com/
https://wallet.coinbase.com/
https://rainbow.me/
https://trustwallet.com/


https://coinbase.com/
https://wallet.coinbase.com/
https://rainbow.me/
https://trustwallet.com/
https://uniswap.io/
https://etherscan.io/
https://tryshowtime.com/
https://opensea.io/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/coinbase-wallet-extension/hnfanknocfeofbddgcijnmhnfnkdnaad
https://brave.com/
https://metamask.io/
https://status.im/


Subscribe to our mailing list

Join our Discord community

Discuss on our forum

https://ensdomains.substack.com/p/coming-soon
https://chat.ens.domains/
https://discuss.ens.domains/


Read our documentation

Email the support team

#create-a-ticket in Discord

https://docs.ens.domains/
mailto:support@ens.domains
https://chat.ens.domains/


Twitter

Medium

GitHub

https://twitter.com/ensdomains
https://medium.com/the-ethereum-name-service
https://github.com/ensdomains
mailto:press@ens.domains
https://docs.ens.domains/bug-bounty-program
https://github.com/ensdomains/media-kit/releases/latest/
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Domain Name Lookup

Domain names allow users to interact with other addresses on-chain using human-readable names instead of long and
complicated address hashes.

Learn more ›

Domain Name Lookup / Search Results

Result for: vitalik.eth

Search by Address or Domain Name

Overview of ENS

 Resolved Address:

0xd8dA6BF26964aF9D7eEd9e03E53415D37aA96045 

 Expiration Date:

  2034.06.03 at 19:57

 Registrant:

0xd8dA6BF26964aF9D7eEd9e03E53415D37aA96045    Lookup names 

 Controller:

0xd8dA6BF26964aF9D7eEd9e03E53415D37aA96045   Lookup names 

+ Click to show more

Related Transactions

Transactions Age From Action

0x6d90347f92d30aee0… 13 hrs 5 mins ago 0x6A75aC...2e5f1E6D  purchaseDomains

0xd5d554f2757ce4dc0… 3 days 18 hrs ago 0x26fA93...A506d751  ownerMintSubdomains



https://info.etherscan.com/domain-names-on-etherscan/
https://etherscan.io/name-lookup
https://etherscan.io/address/0xd8dA6BF26964aF9D7eEd9e03E53415D37aA96045
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/address/0xd8dA6BF26964aF9D7eEd9e03E53415D37aA96045
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/name-lookup-search?id=0xd8dA6BF26964aF9D7eEd9e03E53415D37aA96045
https://etherscan.io/address/0xd8dA6BF26964aF9D7eEd9e03E53415D37aA96045
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/name-lookup-search?id=0xd8dA6BF26964aF9D7eEd9e03E53415D37aA96045
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x6d90347f92d30aee0079cd06675db88c37034cc4538b8b059a234cba0869edaf
https://etherscan.io/address/0x6a75ac02b0a2f8e016ffda57611540022e5f1e6d
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xd5d554f2757ce4dc08f3eaf8d24d1460230107f85d577ea4e04b676bfe1de48f
https://etherscan.io/address/0x26fa93b4c9145d2bf71e642b2eae75c8a506d751
javascript:;


Transactions Age From Action

0xc78814a2c4b07f9f0… 23 days 4 hrs ago 0xd8dA6B...7aA96045  setSubnodeRecord

0x6e09164805b5e873… 29 days 7 hrs ago 0x62F470...c1E004a5  proveAndClaimWithRes

0x52763530978d3bfc9… 40 days 16 hrs ago 0x946BB9...9a94fA3F  setSubnodeOwner

0x2447736349ecd710… 50 days 2 hrs ago 0x917698...39f44b42  setSubnodeRecord

0xacc9a009bc27e253… 68 days 19 hrs ago 0x39c4B3...12F4b6c4  grabSubdomain

0x3858d89285a1bc9e… 71 days 15 hrs ago 0xDAB330...93eeA9a4  setSubnodeRecord

0x0ea3c743cef393c84… 89 days 6 hrs ago 0x05bB8D...d86746E4  buySubnode

0x733224f17e0672692… 100 days 18 hrs ago 0x8953cD...56cB38A7  setSubnodeRecord

0xcfb42c399286d6a26… 113 days 21 hrs ago 0xB38565...2f745b8A  setSubnodeRecord

0xdc96677be8a4e6a4… 116 days 6 hrs ago 0x95586B...9fBf4652  registerSubnode

0xde4bfa5078c9c35f8… 116 days 16 hrs ago 0x70Fd9e...d716F86e  register

0xf744dc0d9fa52824f… 145 days 22 hrs ago 0x7bF925...55AD36be  {Unknown Function}

0x7c99f393efaa72466… 160 days 8 hrs ago 0xa1bc85...b537DF73  setSubnodeRecord

0x1d50169e1bc1d4a5f… 160 days 8 hrs ago 0xa1bc85...b537DF73  setSubnodeRecord

0x5d7b96e8b298bff60… 160 days 8 hrs ago 0xa1bc85...b537DF73  setSubnodeRecord

0x78fd2633eb39f67d6… 163 days 14 hrs ago 0x0490e3...a6324656  registerSubdomain

0x77ba345c6eb1b280… 187 days 19 hrs ago 0xB2551F...5ebEb40e  setSubnodeRecord

0x53033d2d50b44016… 197 days 2 hrs ago 0x60203B...11D2A407  setSubnodeRecord

0x9f6d53fd60b4dd574… 197 days 9 hrs ago 0xDDd396...BF076364  claimSubdomain

0x7453ac87a2d7c54d… 212 days 20 hrs ago 0x5A1336...14792b65  setDomain

0x7e959dec923808f98… 215 days 5 hrs ago 0xD6dD42...200D03c0  setSubnodeRecord

0xdf19748655ab899ae… 215 days 5 hrs ago 0xD6dD42...200D03c0  setSubnodeRecord

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xc78814a2c4b07f9f039738c7e56d8ad09ac737d8bbf0c460a48678987029292c
https://etherscan.io/address/0xd8da6bf26964af9d7eed9e03e53415d37aa96045
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x6e09164805b5e8734f8fad0b95b64bd23397ae0729b58e6c2da5159afd79e5fc
https://etherscan.io/address/0x62f4706c61a7b3bf6db74faff7e5e48ac1e004a5
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x52763530978d3bfc998245962df51e465ecae88e78864bfee328619701abc277
https://etherscan.io/address/0x946bb9e19530a503ec377b25012010989a94fa3f
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x2447736349ecd710373fffd208985f91a33e691d915f711112ef52e9a1df0d5a
https://etherscan.io/address/0x91769843cec84adcf7a48df9dbd9694a39f44b42
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xacc9a009bc27e253bc924e3159ebdb2c04cf87eb42b3cd6588165818a37f08e8
https://etherscan.io/address/0x39c4b3f102577f71a2bb1db360ae801a12f4b6c4
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x3858d89285a1bc9e04d9674557d5bd5ba42cfde62f97821b3452c2deb80cadf6
https://etherscan.io/address/0xdab3301d07f8c1b748b576701d3e556493eea9a4
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x0ea3c743cef393c84c8d0b99ec615b775aac5b13160a8267e4d16fc78dba6389
https://etherscan.io/address/0x05bb8db0e2f5cf91d3f8631c24c7921dd86746e4
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x733224f17e06726927b54eb77067612d6ecd7c91d3debfbf9ebffcd3c6e61f76
https://etherscan.io/address/0x8953cd748349e46ec2e013accd818dac56cb38a7
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xcfb42c399286d6a2677c9b54320985143af6b5bf6279ba3474267d70456d7e79
https://etherscan.io/address/0xb38565ee50eb6f8a49d6c50c624bc40c2f745b8a
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xdc96677be8a4e6a433e492aaca5ee394e7b76263a0e1ed33b83e1eb69b217f8c
https://etherscan.io/address/0x95586b3670a7b12c614486911e89144f9fbf4652
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xde4bfa5078c9c35f875da2f14e56567b9c21ec5b7170577137439bafaa6cb3ac
https://etherscan.io/address/0x70fd9e2e903e5a43c12fcfd9c6f28378d716f86e
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xf744dc0d9fa52824f5d96f72eecbff4fc1386a09b34e16c7127fcc37cfcb4458
https://etherscan.io/address/0x7bf925893f7713e00493a67ef0f0127855ad36be
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x7c99f393efaa7246657cf038ec8f6a829620f9bb21a60ee2bfc31bed5a808594
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Transactions Age From Action

0xa1f3e0da9a36a4797… 217 days 6 hrs ago 0xb9f424...D8275374  claimSubdomain

0x8ed83ef866895981e… 226 days 23 hrs ago 0x384973...e897f234  registerSubdomain

0x478f6421afa3e5e17… 227 days 6 hrs ago 0xfAB225...0a6ac1a9  setSubnodeOwner

0xb189b23c4283be8d… 227 days 6 hrs ago 0xfAB225...0a6ac1a9  setSubnodeRecord

0xcc55204b78686088… 251 days 17 hrs ago 0x93a86f...957fc647  setSubnodeRecord

0x5352611b2ecd8b96… 252 days 23 hrs ago 0xE0Def7...a9a9A496  setSubnodeRecord

0x988f35612df2b05c8… 253 days 21 hrs ago 0xC60Bc5...e92db490  setSubnodeRecord

0xa0c5a2df8fa4f8d69… 256 days 16 hrs ago 0xcB3577...33D46eC6  register

0x6050db79f0f574e93… 259 days 17 hrs ago 0x8574e3...13BCd156  mint

0x3eb1db026b10a072… 264 days 7 hrs ago 0x16CAc4...31dC865D  setSubnodeRecord

0x2422b070aa5d79dc… 273 days 11 hrs ago 0x0c2364...30FB928e  renew
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0xf54e43b7ea6ae82ed… 300 days 11 hrs ago 0x754632...c2431320  renew

0x0e93f22406c0a62b1… 317 days 8 hrs ago 0xb96846...e9714473  registerSubdomain

0x033605d543a9eca0… 345 days 11 hrs ago 0x4b44F8...2C94107e  registerSubdomain
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0xe4add275ed6d9c2b… 382 days 11 hrs ago 0x005f77...4C49069F  setSubnodeRecord

0x37dcf80ab8e26f367… 406 days 15 hrs ago 0xedC549...133fE8d8  setSubnodeRecord

0xd486930cfc1b16206… 443 days 1 hr ago 0x7c49Af...e038363d  setSubnodeRecord

0x127a7c7e34e0f0a4a… 555 days 1 hr ago 0xF27696...59342fA6  execute

0x7a0eeacf5aeab976d… 561 days 52 mins ago 0x016E8E...8De72b8b  inviteInstallToken_q31n
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Transactions Age From Action

0xe00522bcc7c2bc53f… 626 days 22 hrs ago 0xC8Fa92...93F3a096  register

0xc0ff895e97eafd30e7… 647 days 14 hrs ago 0x618629...fC539cfE  claimGlyph

0x793e079fbc427cba0… 728 days 4 hrs ago 0x3243Ed...cF0F68f2  executeMetaTx

0xe8085d999e1084f97… 750 days 17 hrs ago 0xDE0f33...ccFBB46d  setSubnodeRecord

0x9362caa3b26f40a8f… 759 days 12 hrs ago 0x0f1C01...3d8b412e  setSubnodeRecord

0xbb13efab7f1f798f63… 839 days 19 hrs ago 0xd8dA6B...7aA96045  setResolver

0x2b36da5e623b152b… 926 days 23 hrs ago 0x5247cb...6cf57cBa  register

0x818d94225b89d66a… 971 days 5 hrs ago 0x412410...8b0A1257  executeMetaTx

0xab2cc289b49a5ccc… 1038 days 4 hrs ago 0xd8dA6B...7aA96045  renew

0xc3625d14c03f7512d… 1075 days 2 hrs ago 0x310e21...faddDAF6  create

0xa46b9c76d9ba86abf… 1087 days 10 hrs ago 0x0103a4...fdEF5A4F  setSubnodeRecord

0xe35c14eb31991dc3… 1099 days 3 hrs ago 0x29709b...0F1C5D68  createProxyWithNonce

0x356677feb564659fc… 1208 days 19 hrs ago 0xA80000...d1952d1c  createProxy

0x9734339fcb68fb566… 1210 days 13 hrs ago 0x0904Da...a3b99859  migrateSubdomain

0xc3f86218c67bee825… 1214 days 18 hrs ago 0x0904Da...a3b99859  migrateAll

0x230ed470cd563dce… 1215 days 20 hrs ago 0xe74Ab7...30be29b6  migrateNames

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xe00522bcc7c2bc53f927b62c3e8a42c831deb60a7818c40c59751b2dd23205f3
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https://etherscan.io/address/0xd8da6bf26964af9d7eed9e03e53415d37aa96045
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x2b36da5e623b152bdb2313e7734a5df849e310d1a7d08ceaea7ee1008f2565c5
https://etherscan.io/address/0x5247cb423b36888c0aadb915847f29306cf57cba
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x818d94225b89d66a4fa61c374e36658ed0deec93efb9f6d821f387989c932d22
https://etherscan.io/address/0x4124109608be3d401edcd85e8947e8388b0a1257
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xab2cc289b49a5ccc797a699e831f5b9672c12cc69f6077ca8075bc6c8d18e760
https://etherscan.io/address/0xd8da6bf26964af9d7eed9e03e53415d37aa96045
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xc3625d14c03f7512dd5fb9df90bb6765ab118d0eeb46f723d0d8354320800725
https://etherscan.io/address/0x310e21b055f797fd65a5d91c47b29cfdfadddaf6
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xa46b9c76d9ba86abf33f63c2c8a6a5769c08c0f20620104ed8a3186bf7b7e6a7
https://etherscan.io/address/0x0103a4966daba5a947df52b0b892d8b3fdef5a4f
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xe35c14eb31991dc39b673770928d4e29274b15d824da6ccf6e8eb824da493c6c
https://etherscan.io/address/0x29709b7d78d49d7a51be2ee091fba3b80f1c5d68
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x356677feb564659fc9677a35f1d3ac9f2da8e47344592cabc7d4e469795d2572
https://etherscan.io/address/0xa80000228cf1a6d4d267aa7ea2ba5841d1952d1c
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x9734339fcb68fb56604d26d8de9585a2850875cfc40e2968972dcc78f3c9bfe8
https://etherscan.io/address/0x0904dac3347ea47d208f3fd67402d039a3b99859
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xc3f86218c67bee8256b74b9b65d746a40bb5318a8b57948b804dbbbc3d0d7864
https://etherscan.io/address/0x0904dac3347ea47d208f3fd67402d039a3b99859
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x230ed470cd563dce257d392e02cb185bcb43478bb402991312e6b551ee8d9e31
https://etherscan.io/address/0xe74ab71711981a31d3c38edfe702989f30be29b6
javascript:;
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Transaction Details 〈  〉

Overview Internal Txns Logs (3) State Comments More ⌄

Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Play ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0x2806de6646e8a196adfdd28b95e7f9d487a5333d7de3a80a414a1dca3364f8ae  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 12359213 5055747 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 763 days 9 hrs ago (May-03-2021 05:06:41 AM +UTC)

⚡ Transaction Action:

 Sale: 1 NFT On OpenSea

 Sponsored:

 From:

0xtay.eth 

 Interacted With (To):

 0x7Be8076f4EA4A4AD08075C2508e481d6C946D12b (OpenSea: Wyvern Exchange v1)  

Transfer 0.0245 ETH From OpenSea: Wyvern Exchang… To OpenSea: Wallet
Transfer 0.4655 ETH From OpenSea: Wyvern Exchang… To 0xdF36E5...5986fbBF

 ERC-721 Tokens Transferred:

ERC-721 Token ID [5256] BoredApeYach... (BAYC)
From 0xdF36E5...5986fbBF To 0xe241be...690ae924

 Value:

 0.49 ETH   $1,681.78
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 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of
all transactions in the network. Learn more about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

 Transaction Fee:

0.009188205 ETH $17.16

 Gas Price:

39 Gwei (0.000000039 ETH)

 Ether Price:

$3,432.21 / ETH

 Gas Limit & Usage by Txn:

273,242 |  235,595 (86.22%)

 Other Attributes:

Nonce: 25 Position In Block: 97

 Input Data:

Function: atomicMatch_(address[14] addrs, uint256[18] uints, uint8[8] 
feeMethodsSidesKindsHowToCalls, bytes calldataBuy, bytes calldataSell, 
bytes replacementPatternBuy, bytes replacementPatternSell, bytes 
staticExtradataBuy, bytes staticExtradataSell, uint8[2] vs, bytes32[5] 
rssMetadata)

MethodID: 0xab834bab
[0]:  0000000000000000000000007be8076f4ea4a4ad08075c2508e481d6c946d12b
[1] 000000000000000000000000 241b db5 6270 5 96219 52f59 7 3690 924

 Decode Input Data

More Details: – Click to show less

View Input As ⌄

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In

https://info.etherscan.com/understanding-an-ethereum-transaction/
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/#ContentPlaceHolder1_collapseContent
https://etherscan.io/login?returntx=0x2806de6646e8a196adfdd28b95e7f9d487a5333d7de3a80a414a1dca3364f8ae
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This document is the litepaper for the world-building metaverse platform
known as Otherside. It is designed to communicate and explain principles of
the platform, capabilities of its developers, and possibilities for community
co-creation.

Consider this litepaper a stepping stone. It will eventually be replaced by a
Codex that will continually evolve with Voyager input to share the most up-
to-date information, announcements, and decisions that shape Otherside.

It has already been immensely inspiring to receive your support thus far and
we cannot wait to continue this journey as we discover novel ways to
collaborate and forge our unique path.

https://otherside.xyz/


Otherside is a world-building platform that provides an exciting environment
to play, create, compete, connect, and explore together. Initially, users will
experience Otherside through a narrative gameplay experience (aka The
Voyager’s Journey) co-developed by Yuga Labs and Improbable and based
on the technology from M². In the future, we look forward to seeing what new
experiences and games our community can create to expand the possibilities
of the metaverse. The tools and utility of Otherside will be continually and
iteratively shaped by the participation and needs of our community. In Phase
1, only Otherdeed holders (aka Voyagers) and selected third-party
developers will be able to participate and contribute to the first stages of the
platform’s features and uses.

https://otherside.xyz/


Phase 1 marks the beginning of development for the Otherside platform. All
Voyagers are invited to take part in Voyager’s Journey, an 11-part storyline
surrounding a mysterious Obelisk that has appeared in the Otherside
universe. Team up with other Voyagers, develop your own experiences on
your slice of the Otherside, and discover and shape what can be harvested,
crafted, traded, bought, and sold. Voyagers will play a large role in shaping
the core capabilities of the platform through exclusive events, playtesting
opportunities, and as co-developers of our Otherside Development Kits
(ODKs).

https://otherside.xyz/


We believe in the extraordinary power of community and have seen firsthand
how it can be a significant force for good in this industry. We aim to
incentivize, empower, and recognize the expression, creativity, and ingenuity
of Otherside’s community of contributors. This deep connection to our most
passionate supporters and creatives will be key to understanding what
functionalities, moderation, tools, and support our community needs as we
grow this bottom-up ecosystem together.

We are committed to an open and transparent approach where Voyagers can
directly participate in important events that will shape the future of the
platform. Large scale playtests will allow the community to try out new
systems, content, and mechanics while pushing the limits of Otherside’s
technology. Developers and Voyagers will be able to get their hands dirty by
using and giving feedback on software development kits (SDKs), and more
casual players will be able to use in-game building tools to their hearts’
delight. As the platform transitions into new phases of development, there
will be increasing numbers of exciting ways for the community to have an
impact on its future.

https://otherside.xyz/


An Otherdeed NFT represents more than a simple picture of land, it’s an
access token to participate in playtesting and co-creation of Otherside.
Additionally, each Otherdeed NFT depicts a plot of land that will be available
in Otherside (aka a Plot), with a unique composition of natural elements,
resources, elemental attributes, and more. As a Voyager, you will have
genuine ownership and control over a Plot. What you do on the Plot is your
choice (within community informed guidelines). Your actions have the
potential to influence the inherent utility of its natural resources, any items
you craft, and whatever sweet loot you might stumble across in your
adventures.

Otherside will support interoperability in the future, giving Voyagers a chance
to bring their own outside collections and NFTs to life within our metaverse.
Voyagers will also be able to share experiences and creations between their
lands through linking them. This is just the beginning - as this space grows,
so will the number of other amazing projects that we want to recognize.
Alongside Voyager feedback, we will be working to establish smart and safe
industry standards to unite the web3 community.

https://otherside.xyz/


We are focused on providing real incentives and structure through a
collaborative ecosystem and network of contributors and by giving Voyagers
and developers the opportunity to network with peers, industry
professionals, designers, engineers, and any other piece of the puzzle that
they might need to bring their visions to life.

Communities have made incredible contributions to the web2 and web3
space and it is our goal to empower them to build bigger and better than ever
before. As a platform, Otherside will seek to connect in deep ways with its
userbase and partner with established and respected entities in the industry
to provide the education, experience, and leadership necessary to build the
metaverse of tomorrow.

https://otherside.xyz/


In order to plant the seeds for a successful community, we are starting
development on Otherside with Voyagers, who are our first adopters and
believers. They are a crucial part of Otherside’s history and are invited to join
the Voyager’s Journey. This interactive experience will serve as an important
first step to connecting with the Voyagers and understanding their group and
individual needs as we work together to develop optimized avenues for
maximum fun and entertainment. In Phase 1, only Voyagers and selected
developers will have access to the platform and be given unique
opportunities to network and collaborate with each other and industry
professionals.

Unlike traditional development operating in secret, Yuga and Improbable take
an open, transparent, and iterative approach to the development of Otherside
that leads to results you can see faster. We will use your feedback to course
correct, change directions as we discover things good and bad along the
way. We’re developing Otherside out in the open with you; we’re inviting you
to come with us on this journey. This requires trust, open communication and
shared motive for success.

https://otherside.xyz/


The sort of experiences we’re building have never been done before in the
digital space. To ensure the best possible outcome, we will frequently
playtest at huge scale with Voyagers, trying out new systems, content and
mechanics, and pushing Otherside’s technology to its limits together.

With a large potential audience, it is essential to define the correct
moderation rules to ensure the best experience for anyone who visits or
partakes in Otherside. We are committed to creating governance systems
that are built from the bottom-up and truly representative of the evolving
community needs. We bring extensive experience to the table from the work
we have accomplished with our other communities and look forward to
working with you all to build the basis of what’s necessary for Otherside. You
will hear more in the future about our plans for the community as we begin
preparation for Otherside together.

https://otherside.xyz/


We are inviting Otherdeed NFT holders along to participate in the Voyager’s
Journey, a narrative gameplay experience that will introduce and educate
players on the fundamentals of how to participate in Otherside. Each major
Stage of the Voyager’s Journey is marked on the Obelisk page and will be
explained in more detail here.

https://otherside.xyz/obelisk
https://otherside.xyz/


All Voyagers that complete each Stage of this experience in accordance with
the rules will be eligible to receive additional incentives related to Otherside
in the future. The section below will be continually updated with the official
rules and stipulations to qualify completion and will be announced prior to the
beginning of each Stage of the Voyager’s Journey.

The first stage of the Voyager’s Journey will be a series of tech demos,
allowing Voyagers to journey into Otherside and participate in an evolving
story. Voyagers will also get several chances with playtest sessions to help
our developers push the limits of the platform technology.

“First Trip” is the first of several “Trips” that Voyager’s will be able to
participate in. The inaugural First Trip was held on Saturday, July 16th, 2022
at 12ET. Each subsequent Trip will take place on a different date in order to
accommodate as many Voyagers as possible. Specific details on date and
time will always be announced on our official social media accounts.

In order for an Otherdeed owner to qualify as completing the First Trip stage,
they just need to participate in any of the Trips or watch the Livestreams.
More details will be provided on how to verify your participation soon.

More information will be revealed as we get closer to this stage of the
Voyager’s Journey.

More information will be revealed as we get closer to this stage of the
Voyager’s Journey.

https://otherside.xyz/


More information will be revealed as we get closer to this stage of the
Voyager’s Journey.

More information will be revealed as we get closer to this stage of the
Voyager’s Journey.

More information will be revealed as we get closer to this stage of the
Voyager’s Journey.

More information will be revealed as we get closer to this stage of the
Voyager’s Journey.

More information will be revealed as we get closer to this stage of the
Voyager’s Journey.

More information will be revealed as we get closer to this stage of the
Voyager’s Journey.

More information will be revealed as we get closer to this stage of the
Voyager’s Journey.
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More information will be revealed as we get closer to this stage of the
Voyager’s Journey.

The Otherside Development Kit (ODK) refers to a suite of “Creation Tools”
built with Improbable that will allow users to create interoperable content for
Otherside that largely falls into three categories:

People - This is your account, your friends list, and your identity across
Otherside.

Places - Worlds you can travel between with common game systems.

Things - Interoperable objects, avatars, wearables, items you can take
between places - within the Otherside, and beyond.

https://otherside.xyz/


Otherside is built by developers and Voyagers together, so to make sure
everything works properly with each other there needs to be rules we can all
follow - Open Object Standards.

We want things made with our Creation Tools to be interoperable - they can
be used anywhere within Otherside - or any other metaverse that conforms
to these standards. To achieve this we’re working with Improbable’s M²
Network to create a set of Open Object Standards that describe what objects
are, what they look like, and how they behave:

Metadata Ontology - We will allow objects to be tagged using descriptors
from the Otherside Metadata Ontology, enabling common gameplay
behavior.

Examples: tagging an object as a chair allows it to be sat on, tagging an
object as a ball allows it to be picked up and thrown.

Metadata tags will follow the ERC-721 metadata JSON standard.

2D Images - We support common image formats, starting with PNG, JPG -
with more being added as Voyagers request them.

3D Objects - We support 3D models through the popular glTF format
(which includes meshes, materials, cameras, textures, animations, and
everything you need to make a complete model). These objects can
respond to in-engine lighting and physics.

Universal Scripting System - We will support scripts to be attached to
objects and worlds to define and extend their behavior.

The current prototype uses JavaScript and is undergoing large-scale
testing.

Objects built using this open standard will be fully supported within
Otherside, any M² metaverse network project, and any outside project that
adopts this standard.

https://otherside.xyz/


In order to create objects within Otherside you need to do two things. First:
Author or Obtain a Template of the object, and Second: Manufacture the
object using Resources.

There are two types of primary processes that form the basis of the ODK
tools:

Authoring Tools - Easy-to-use, in-world tools that let you collaboratively
bring assets together and compose them into templates for interoperable
objects.

Templates can be shared, traded, or sold between Voyagers.

Creating a template doesn’t cost any Resources.

Here are some theoretical examples of templates:

A smart 3D object that makes noise when a player walks by

A tool to import images into stickers

https://otherside.xyz/


Creating the architectural blueprints for your own personal room or
structure

An object that follows people around looking for attention

We believe Voyagers will come up with a wide variety of useful and fun
new Templates that other players will enjoy Manufacturing with.

Manufacturing Tools - For an object to become real and permanent within
Otherside it has to be Manufactured. To do this a Voyager collects
Resources from around Otherside and combines them with a Template to
create as many of that type of object as they’d like - so long as they have
enough Resources to do it. When an object has been Manufactured it will
be able to be used and interacted with in game.

The Manufacturing process allows Voyagers to use Templates and create
objects that work with Otherside’s interoperable standards, and with some
performance optimizations automatically applied. Here are the current steps
involved in Manufacturing:

 Optimization - Objects are passed through an automated optimization
process that creates Levels of Detail (LODs), optimizes materials and
shaders, and tests any script behaviors for performance issues.

 Moderation - Objects are passed through a moderation process using
established guidelines.

Items must pass community and safety guidelines before moving on

Tags are applied to the content accordingly, e.g.: explicit, NSFW, etc.

Voyagers will be able to set rules for their worlds on what level of
moderated content is allowed.

 Resourcing - All objects require Resources to be Manufactured; Resources
can be found on Plots, traded for, or earned through play (more details to
come). The bigger and more complex an object is, the more Resources
needed to Manufacture it.

 Imbuing - Some types of objects may optionally be imbued with special
properties by Imbuing Resources as part of the Manufacturing process.
This gives a chance for each object to get a random special property as it is

https://otherside.xyz/


Manufactured. The better the Resources used for imbuing the better the
potential special properties.

The Manufacturing Process is still very early in development and we expect
many aspects of it will shift, change, and evolve as it gets used more and
tested.

Otherside will utilize Improbable’s M² technology to allow thousands of
Voyagers to gather in the same space at the same time. The goal is to let
everyone be able to communicate and play together on any device. The
metaverse doesn’t work without a crowd - we hope Otherside will be one of
the best places around to build and join communities, learn from each other,
and explore the metaverse together.

To do this Otherside aims to solve three major technical challenges:

https://otherside.xyz/


Crowd Networking & Rendering - How to let thousands of people come
together into a crowd.

Crowd & Spatial Audio - How to let thousands of people speak to each
other in real time.

Access from Any Device - How to let anyone access the Otherside from
their device.

For technical reasons, other current metaverses cap out at a maximum
room size measured in the dozens instead of thousands. No virtual city,
concert, or party can be truly epic with only a few dozen people
attending. However, there’s an exponential increase to client and server
requirements which currently aren’t achieved by existing game engine
tech.

We want to be able to:

See everybody and interact with a dense crowd, and what they are
doing in real time, all with a great frame rate

Be able to visualize each of their unique characters based upon NFT
equipment and clothing, at a quality that makes everyone and
everything look great

Hear everybody around you, cheers and roars just like you would in a
festival or a concert, without making it hard to hear the important
details

https://otherside.xyz/


We’ve partnered with Improbable’s M² Platform which, since 2020, has
publicly demonstrated their Morpheus technology enabling thousands of
players to participate in events such as Scavengers ScavLab and the
AleXa Concert. By cleverly optimizing network traffic and developing a
new kind of rendering system, Morpheus has already blown away
records for in-room concurrency while maintaining more than 30 frames
per second and high-fidelity graphics.

Specifically, leveraging Morpheus offers

A groundbreaking networking solution that allows for thousands of
players in the same space to exchange networking information at the
same bandwidth of a typical 100-player battle royale game

A custom character rendering engine that supports thousands of
totally unique avatars being rendered at the same time with different
animation states

Through the ODKs and content tools we will be able to provide these
capabilities to the whole creator community.

It can be difficult to feel heard in the herd as an individual when there are
dozens, or indeed thousands of participants all around you. This is even
more of a technical challenge in virtual spaces, where text and audio mic
chat can be very difficult to manage traffic for. Virtual chat and MMORPG
experiences struggle with moderation, hot-mic audio, and other methods
of natural communication.

https://otherside.xyz/


Built to handle thousands of input audio streams, and thousands of
rendered spatial output streams. The spatialisation supports distance
attenuation, air absorption, occlusion, voice projection, head muffling.
Specifically:

A realistic crowd audio solution that can mix thousands of players of
live audio into a spatialized mix along with accurate reverb and air
absorption.

There are a limited number of potential players that have high-
performance gaming PCs. This is at odds with a philosophy that
Otherside is for everyone and draws huge crowds of people of all kinds.
Any requirement for rare and expensive equipment to access an
experience dramatically reduces the playerbase. Furthermore, requiring
the installation and configuration of multiple layers of software just to
access a metaverse reduces numbers of people that participate even
more.

The M² Platform includes a complete game video streaming service that
gives players access to Otherside from a web browser (in supported
regions), including on mobile devices, in seconds. This will enable
virtually anyone to jump quickly into Otherside and become connected to
the community.

https://otherside.xyz/


The Agora is Otherside’s planned marketplace for buying, sorting, finding,
trading, and selling the huge variety of things that can be created, farmed,
harvested, and more. We plan for the Agora to be the fastest, easiest, and
most secure place to participate in and enjoy the benefits of Otherside’s
economy.

As we continue to develop Otherside together, both in our marquee
experiences and in the creations of our community of developers and players,
there will be a growing and evolving supply and demand for the natural
resources of Otherside based on the experiences that are created.

We expect users and developers to use these resources to craft all kinds of
amazing creations in our world and their own. The possibilities are limited
only by the creativity of everyone who builds in the Otherside. Your actions
will shape the inherent utility of the resources you harvest, the items you
craft using the ODK, and the loot that you find across the Otherside.

https://otherside.xyz/


The Otherside ecosystem uses ApeCoin, an ERC-20 governance and utility
token controlled by and built on by the ApeCoin DAO community. ApeCoin
DAO membership is open to all ApeCoin holders, and the token is available on
major exchanges. You can learn more at apecoin.com.

https://apecoin.com/
https://otherside.xyz/


In the upcoming stages of The Voyager’s Journey, expect continual updates
to this document as it evolves from a litepaper to the first version of the
Codex. We will explore new ways that Voyagers can help shape the story of
Otherside and invite them to take part in more special Trips and events.

We are just getting started with everything Otherside, and cannot wait to
continue The Voyager’s Journey with you, our incredible community of
Voyagers. Let’s keep playing together!

Yuga Labs is the web3 platform initially known for the creation of the Bored
Ape Yacht Club in April 2021. Today, Yuga is at the helm of Bored Ape Yacht
Club, Mutant Ape Yacht Club, Bored Ape Kennel Club, CryptoPunks, and
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Meebits, shaping web3 through storytelling, experiences, and community. For
more information, visit yuga.com or email press@yugalabs.io.

Improbable is a British metaverse technology company, which helps brands
bring to life rich virtual worlds of unprecedented scale and ambition. Since
2012, Improbable has solved multiplayer problems for the video game
industry. It partners with 60 publishers globally, and works with dozens of
AAA studios, including 2K, Activision Blizzard and EA. Improbable is now set
to play a pivotal role in the next wave of Web3 businesses and massive live
interactive events.

To bring interconnected virtual worlds like Otherside to life, Improbable
established M² (MSquared) and opened the M² Network to help companies
create better Metaverse experiences. M² supports over 10,000 live
participants with customisable avatars and advanced immersive audio, in real
time, in the same space. Otherside will be one of the founding interoperable
Metaverses on the M² Network.

FAQS

TERMS & CONDITIONS

PRIVACY
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https://www.improbable.io/
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https://discord.gg/the-otherside
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCB6R9NAjkgxQi_QEkc4O25Q
https://otherside.xyz/faq
https://otherside.xyz/terms
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LICENSE
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____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario
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Transaction Details 〈  〉

Overview Logs (15) State Comments More ⌄

Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Play ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0xf291710af98989f289b36566a943a9175d2b5f68c95d1ff0f2b16857957f50e6  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 13064133 4351244 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 653 days 20 hrs ago (Aug-20-2021 07:58:23 PM +UTC)

⚡ Transaction Action:

 Mint 15 of BONEHEADS... (BONE...)

 Sponsored:

 From:

mandyxthejungle.eth 

 Interacted With (To):

 0xf9C2874A88ED6C5a8115CB5693996C8fE22B3CE2 (BONEHEADS: BONE Token)  

 ERC-721 Tokens Transferred: 15

javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$ContentPlaceHolder1$btnLinkPrev','')
javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$ContentPlaceHolder1$btnLinkNext','')
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/block/13064133
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/address/0x1531b8c20cdbd1463c8935cb32f1935cdb5cc255
https://etherscan.io/address/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2
javascript:;


 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of
all transactions in the network. Learn more about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

ERC-721 Token ID [513] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x1531b8...dB5cc255

ERC-721 Token ID [514] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x1531b8...dB5cc255

  Scroll for more

 Value:

 1.5 ETH   $4,929.75

 Transaction Fee:

2.6503275 ETH $4,733.99

 Gas Price:

1,500 Gwei (0.0000015 ETH)

More Details: + Click to show more

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In

https://info.etherscan.com/understanding-an-ethereum-transaction/
https://etherscan.io/nft/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2/513
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2?a=513
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2?a=0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2?a=0x1531b8c20cdbd1463c8935cb32f1935cdb5cc255
https://etherscan.io/nft/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2/514
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2?a=514
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2?a=0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2?a=0x1531b8c20cdbd1463c8935cb32f1935cdb5cc255
https://etherscan.io/#ContentPlaceHolder1_collapseContent
https://etherscan.io/login?returntx=0xf291710af98989f289b36566a943a9175d2b5f68c95d1ff0f2b16857957f50e6


This is Exhibit “Y” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



Transaction Details 〈  〉

Overview Logs (10) State Comments More ⌄

Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Play ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0x9fb87bbd90bf1f7f308066e05ddd976bd3acf176b3aac4793d392c475bf8a817  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 13064313 4351080 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 653 days 19 hrs ago (Aug-20-2021 08:34:52 PM +UTC)

⚡ Transaction Action:

 Mint 10 of BONEHEADS... (BONE...)

 Sponsored:

 From:

0x5bB4fdbC9dd62fF5317fbd0C17a07cbdDf82Db14 

 Interacted With (To):

 0xf9C2874A88ED6C5a8115CB5693996C8fE22B3CE2 (BONEHEADS: BONE Token)  

 ERC-721 Tokens Transferred: 10

ERC-721 Token ID [9990] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x5bB4fd...Df82Db14

ERC-721 Token ID [9991] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x5bB4fd...Df82Db14

ERC-721 Token ID [9992] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x5bB4fd...Df82Db14

ERC-721 Token ID [9993] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
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 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of
all transactions in the network. Learn more about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x5bB4fd...Df82Db14

ERC-721 Token ID [9994] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x5bB4fd...Df82Db14

ERC-721 Token ID [9995] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
f f

  Scroll for more

 Value:

 1 ETH   $3,286.50

 Transaction Fee:

0.051294583325028945 ETH $92.27

 Gas Price:

43.164723481 Gwei (0.000000043164723481 ETH)

More Details: + Click to show more

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In

https://info.etherscan.com/understanding-an-ethereum-transaction/
https://etherscan.io/nft/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2/9993
https://etherscan.io/token/0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2?a=0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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This is Exhibit “Z” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



1/31/23, 4:44 PM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x4a95f9536fafb75f29b0256bb3b4889669f3c92bde47a3ddfce95f1d0a4babf5 1/1

Transaction Details

 

 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction from an account that changes the state of the blockchain. Block explorers track the details of all transactions in the

network. Learn more about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

Click to see More 

 Transaction Hash: 0x4a95f9536fafb75f29b0256bb3b4889669f3c92bde47a3ddfce95f1d0a4babf5  

 Status:  Success

 Block:  13064254 

 Timestamp:  529 days 1 hr ago (Aug-20-2021 08:23:38 PM +UTC) |  Confirmed within 30 secs

 Transaction Action:  Mint of BONEHEADS (BONE) To 0xe241bedb5a6270c5a96219a52f59c7c3690ae924

 1 of Token ID [8669]

 Sponsored:

 From:  0xtay.eth  

 Interacted With (To): Contract 0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2  (BONEHEADS: BONE Token)   

 ERC-721 Tokens Transferred:  From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8669] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 Value: 0.1 Ether  ($328.65 )

 Transaction Fee: 0.012418157662848435 Ether ($19.50)

 Gas Price: 0.000000084492782095 Ether (84.492782095 Gwei)

 Ether Price: $3,286.50 / ETH



 Private Note: To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In

3465319 Block Confirmations

Overview Logs (1) State Comments

https://info.etherscan.com/understanding-an-ethereum-transaction/
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1/31/23, 4:45 PM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x4d736409ecb84f93a42ba8328cd9220590729196e57ac6bf402318db06e9fa8e 1/2

Transaction Details

 

 Transaction Hash: 0x4d736409ecb84f93a42ba8328cd9220590729196e57ac6bf402318db06e9fa8e  

 Status:  Success

 Block:  13064263 

 Timestamp:  529 days 1 hr ago (Aug-20-2021 08:25:45 PM +UTC) |  Confirmed within 21 mins:33 secs

 Transaction Action:

Scroll for more 

 1 of Token ID [8914]

 1 of Token ID [8915]

 1 of Token ID [8916]

 1 of Token ID [8917]

 1 of Token ID [8918]

 1 of Token ID [8919]

 1 of Token ID [8920]

 1 of Token ID [8921]

 1 of Token ID [8922]

 1 of Token ID [8923]

 Sponsored:

 From:  0xtay.eth  

 Interacted With (To): Contract 0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2  (BONEHEADS: BONE Token)   

 ERC-721 Tokens Transferred:
(15 ERC-721 Transfers found)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8909] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8910] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8911] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8912] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8913] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8914] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8915] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8916] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8917] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8918] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

3465317 Block Confirmations
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 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction from an account that changes the state of the blockchain. Block explorers track the details of all transactions in the

network. Learn more about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

Click to see Less 

For ERC-721 Token ID [8919] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8920] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8921] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8922] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [8923] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 Value: 1.5 Ether  ($4,929.75 )

 Transaction Fee: 0.122108265 Ether ($191.77)

 Gas Price: 0.000000069 Ether (69 Gwei)

 Ether Price: $3,286.50 / ETH

 Gas Limit & Usage by Txn: 2,650,327 |  1,769,685 (66.77%)

 Gas Fees: Base: 66.680185669 Gwei  | Max: 69 Gwei  | Max Priority: 69 Gwei

 Burnt & Txn Savings Fees:  Burnt: 0.118002924375644265 Ether ($185.32)  Txn Savings: 0 Ether ($0.00)

 Other Attributes: Txn Type: 2 (EIP-1559)  Nonce: 344  Position In Block: 81

 Input Data:
Function: mint(uint256 numberOfBoneheads)

MethodID: 0xa0712d68
[0]:  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000f

 Private Note: To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In
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Transaction Details

 

 Transaction Hash: 0xe2d7dbebd439f9b13975242f8eb26134191b5256a40bfaefe5403245cbbb8014  

 Status:  Success

 Block:  13064269 

 Timestamp: 529 days 1 hr ago (Aug-20-2021 08:27:17 PM +UTC) |  Confirmed within 57 secs

 Transaction Action:

Scroll for more 

 Mint of BONEHEADS (BONE) To 0xe241bedb5a6270c5a96219a52f59c7c3690ae924

 1 of Token ID [9086]

 1 of Token ID [9087]

 1 of Token ID [9088]

 1 of Token ID [9089]

 1 of Token ID [9090]

 1 of Token ID [9091]

 1 of Token ID [9092]

 1 of Token ID [9093]

 1 of Token ID [9094]

f T k ID [ ]

 Sponsored:

 From:  0xtay.eth  

 Interacted With (To): Contract 0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2  (BONEHEADS: BONE Token)   

 ERC-721 Tokens Transferred:
(10 ERC-721 Transfers found)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9086] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9087] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9088] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9089] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9090] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9091] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9092] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9093] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9094] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9095] BONEHEADS (BONE)

3465325 Block Confirmations
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1/31/23, 4:48 PM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xe2d7dbebd439f9b13975242f8eb26134191b5256a40bfaefe5403245cbbb8014 2/2

 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction from an account that changes the state of the blockchain. Block explorers track the details of all transactions in the
network. Learn more about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

Click to see Less 

 Value: 1 Ether  ($3,286.50 )

 Transaction Fee: 0.081254751856286565 Ether ($127.82)

 Gas Price: 0.000000068215667997 Ether (68.215667997 Gwei)

 Ether Price: $3,286.50 / ETH

 Gas Limit & Usage by Txn: 1,786,717 |  1,191,145 (66.67%)

 Gas Fees: Base: 61.158147777 Gwei  | Max: 68.215667997 Gwei  | Max Priority: 68.215667997 Gwei

 Burnt & Txn Savings Fees:  Burnt: 0.072848221933834665 Ether ($114.60)  Txn Savings: 0 Ether ($0.00)

 Other Attributes: Txn Type: 2 (EIP-1559)  Nonce: 345  Position In Block: 62

 Input Data:
Function: mint(uint256 numberOfBoneheads)

MethodID: 0xa0712d68
[0]:  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000a

 Private Note: To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In
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1/31/23, 4:49 PM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xc18eff4a50b59c953585cc540aa061d17470fec28275c799b3f9fe9d7d0fad6f 1/2

Transaction Details

 

 Transaction Hash: 0xc18eff4a50b59c953585cc540aa061d17470fec28275c799b3f9fe9d7d0fad6f  

 Status:  Success

 Block:  13064269 

 Timestamp:  529 days 1 hr ago (Aug-20-2021 08:27:17 PM +UTC) |  Confirmed within 5 mins:56 secs

 Transaction Action:

Scroll for more 

 Mint of BONEHEADS (BONE) To 0xe241bedb5a6270c5a96219a52f59c7c3690ae924

 1 of Token ID [9096]

 1 of Token ID [9097]

 1 of Token ID [9098]

 1 of Token ID [9099]

 1 of Token ID [9100]

 1 of Token ID [9101]

 1 of Token ID [9102]

 1 of Token ID [9103]

 1 of Token ID [9104]

f T k ID [ ]

 Sponsored:

 From:  0xtay.eth  

 Interacted With (To): Contract 0xf9c2874a88ed6c5a8115cb5693996c8fe22b3ce2  (BONEHEADS: BONE Token)   

 ERC-721 Tokens Transferred:
(10 ERC-721 Transfers found)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9096] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9097] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9098] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9099] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9100] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9101] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9102] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9103] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9104] BONEHEADS (BONE)

 From Null Address: 0x00… To 0xe241bedb5a627…

For ERC-721 Token ID [9105] BONEHEADS (BONE)

3465329 Block Confirmations

Overview Logs (10) State Comments
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1/31/23, 4:49 PM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xc18eff4a50b59c953585cc540aa061d17470fec28275c799b3f9fe9d7d0fad6f 2/2

 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction from an account that changes the state of the blockchain. Block explorers track the details of all transactions in the
network. Learn more about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

Click to see More 

 Value: 1 Ether  ($3,286.50 )

 Transaction Fee: 0.112106717284648255 Ether ($176.51)

 Gas Price: 0.000000094116767719 Ether (94.116767719 Gwei)

 Ether Price: $3,286.50 / ETH



 Private Note: To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In
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Transaction Details 〈  〉

Overview Internal Txns Logs (1) State Comments More ⌄

Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Play ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0xd8bfa15362c29c79c80adb54a8a66286c6b6b98eebc7880f8be4c58e7c34677f  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 13064377 4351058 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 653 days 19 hrs ago (Aug-20-2021 08:47:36 PM +UTC)

 Sponsored:

 From:

boneheads.eth (BONEHEADS: Deployer) 

 To:

 0xf9C2874A88ED6C5a8115CB5693996C8fE22B3CE2 (BONEHEADS: BONE Token)  

Transfer 950.5 ETH From BONEHEADS: BONE Token To 0xb1FA95...158aC1A3

 Value:

 0 ETH ($0.00)

 Transaction Fee:

0.001478511509368082 ETH $2.68

 Gas Price:

42.704393431 Gwei (0.000000042704393431 ETH)

 Ether Price:

$3,286.50 / ETH
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 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of
all transactions in the network. Learn more about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

 Gas Limit & Usage by Txn:

52,782 |  34,622 (65.59%)

 Gas Fees:

Base: 33.237282603 Gwei | Max: 42.704393431 Gwei | Max Priority: 42.704393431 Gwei

 Burnt & Txn Savings Fees:

 Burnt: 0.001150741198281066 ETH ($2.09)  Txn Savings: 0 ETH ($0.00)

 Other Attributes:

Txn Type: 2 (EIP-1559) Nonce: 9 Position In Block: 140

 Input Data:

Function: withdraw()

MethodID: 0x3ccfd60b

More Details: – Click to show less

View Input As ⌄

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In
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2/9/23, 8:12 AM Contract Address 0xb1fa950b59ee7e228e5f666bf33d64e8158ac1a3 | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/address/0xb1fa950b59ee7e228e5f666bf33d64e8158ac1a3#internaltx 1/2

Contract 0xb1FA950B59eE7e228e5f666Bf33d64E8158aC1A3  

 

⭐

Transactions Internal Transactions Token Transfers (ERC-20) Events Analytics Comments

Exchange ⌄ Gaming ⌄

More ⌄

Overview

ETH BALANCE

0 ETH

ETH VALUE IN USD

$0.00

TOKEN HOLDINGS

-

Additional Info

PRIVATE NAME TAGS

+ Add

CREATOR

BONEHEADS: Deployer at txn 0xc25aded97f965239…

Other Info

MULTICHAIN ADDRESSES

1 address found via Blockscan 

Contract

 Latest 4 internal transactions  ADVANCED MODE:
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2/9/23, 8:12 AM Contract Address 0xb1fa950b59ee7e228e5f666bf33d64e8158ac1a3 | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/address/0xb1fa950b59ee7e228e5f666bf33d64e8158ac1a3#internaltx 2/2

[ Download: CSV Export   ]

 A contract address hosts a smart contract, which is a set of code stored on the blockchain that runs when predetermined conditions are met. Learn more about addresses in our Knowledge Base.

Parent Txn Hash Block Age From To Value

0x409036af3e00dc32… 13064418 537 days 16 hrs ago  0xb1FA95...158aC1A3   BONEHEADS: Deployer  807.925 ETH

0x1eaa32ba5f1c9dbe… 13064408 537 days 16 hrs ago  0xb1FA95...158aC1A3   westcoastnft.eth  95.05 ETH

0xc0976f70fcb07ef2f… 13064397 537 days 16 hrs ago  0xb1FA95...158aC1A3   *no-op.eth  47.525 ETH

0xd8bfa15362c29c79… 13064377 537 days 16 hrs ago  BONEHEADS: BONE T…   0xb1FA95...158aC1A3  950.5 ETH
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3/7/23, 10:29 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x81f5d07bb7051cc6090f71577782b982ba04ec7026d5f65c5124da835ccb0de9 1/2

Transaction Details 〈  〉

Overview State Comments More ⌄

Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Earn ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0x81f5d07bb7051cc6090f71577782b982ba04ec7026d5f65c5124da835ccb0de9  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 13064917 3712403 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 563 days 16 hrs ago (Aug-20-2021 10:33:19 PM +UTC) | ⏱ Con�rmed within 30 secs

 Sponsored:

 From:

0x9B814233894Cd227f561B78Cc65891AA55C62Ad2 (OpenSea: Royalties Distributor) 

 To:

0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F (BONEHEADS: Deployer) 

 Value:

 9.921329954401314724 ETH   $32,606.45
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3/7/23, 10:29 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x81f5d07bb7051cc6090f71577782b982ba04ec7026d5f65c5124da835ccb0de9 2/2

 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of all transactions in the network. Learn more
about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

 Transaction Fee:

0.000756 ETH $1.18

 Gas Price:

36 Gwei (0.000000036 ETH)

More Details: + Click to show more

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In

https://info.etherscan.com/understanding-an-ethereum-transaction/
https://etherscan.io/login?returntx=0x81f5d07bb7051cc6090f71577782b982ba04ec7026d5f65c5124da835ccb0de9


3/7/23, 10:30 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xd00912a7a757cf6c2a15f7f74de2c2dd2e7d885cf6dc864a0ed183ec29811b7b 1/2

Transaction Details 〈  〉

Overview State Comments More ⌄

Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Earn ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0xd00912a7a757cf6c2a15f7f74de2c2dd2e7d885cf6dc864a0ed183ec29811b7b  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 13069888 3707433 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 562 days 22 hrs ago (Aug-21-2021 05:04:59 PM +UTC) | ⏱ Con�rmed within 30 secs

 Sponsored:

 From:

0x9B814233894Cd227f561B78Cc65891AA55C62Ad2 (OpenSea: Royalties Distributor) 

 To:

0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F (BONEHEADS: Deployer) 

 Value:

 5.467952229079118272 ETH   $17,642.84

javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$ContentPlaceHolder1$btnLinkPrev','')
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https://etherscan.io/address/0x9b814233894cd227f561b78cc65891aa55c62ad2
javascript:;
https://etherscan.io/address/0x8c0ff426dfa77a87be3729456d1d27fdc8f2de5f
javascript:;


3/7/23, 10:30 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xd00912a7a757cf6c2a15f7f74de2c2dd2e7d885cf6dc864a0ed183ec29811b7b 2/2

 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of all transactions in the network. Learn more
about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

 Transaction Fee:

0.001281 ETH $2.00

 Gas Price:

61 Gwei (0.000000061 ETH)

More Details: + Click to show more

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In

https://info.etherscan.com/understanding-an-ethereum-transaction/
https://etherscan.io/login?returntx=0xd00912a7a757cf6c2a15f7f74de2c2dd2e7d885cf6dc864a0ed183ec29811b7b


3/7/23, 10:30 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x1cc486a76705ec6bfff002d30274c6659b001a0c5b37a583e83c559cf72e4a15 1/2

Transaction Details 〈  〉

Overview State Comments More ⌄

Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Earn ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0x1cc486a76705ec6bfff002d30274c6659b001a0c5b37a583e83c559cf72e4a15  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 13072669 3704652 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 562 days 12 hrs ago (Aug-22-2021 03:24:03 AM +UTC) | ⏱ Con�rmed within 30 secs

 Sponsored:

 From:

0x9B814233894Cd227f561B78Cc65891AA55C62Ad2 (OpenSea: Royalties Distributor) 

 To:

0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F (BONEHEADS: Deployer) 

 Value:

 1.696610278297943994 ETH   $5,499.82

javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$ContentPlaceHolder1$btnLinkPrev','')
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javascript:;
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3/7/23, 10:30 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x1cc486a76705ec6bfff002d30274c6659b001a0c5b37a583e83c559cf72e4a15 2/2

 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of all transactions in the network. Learn more
about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

 Transaction Fee:

0.000672 ETH $1.05

 Gas Price:

32 Gwei (0.000000032 ETH)

More Details: + Click to show more

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In

https://info.etherscan.com/understanding-an-ethereum-transaction/
https://etherscan.io/login?returntx=0x1cc486a76705ec6bfff002d30274c6659b001a0c5b37a583e83c559cf72e4a15


3/7/23, 10:31 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x963b1bd68394732923c51ddc79c673f178f3f7c804d4579ac09101976990f9b4 1/2

Transaction Details 〈  〉

Overview State Comments More ⌄

Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Earn ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0x963b1bd68394732923c51ddc79c673f178f3f7c804d4579ac09101976990f9b4  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 13098508 3678821 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 558 days 12 hrs ago (Aug-26-2021 03:18:33 AM +UTC) | ⏱ Con�rmed within 30 secs

 Sponsored:

 From:

0x9B814233894Cd227f561B78Cc65891AA55C62Ad2 (OpenSea: Royalties Distributor) 

 To:

0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F (BONEHEADS: Deployer) 

 Value:

 7.737244200868120506 ETH   $23,936.09
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3/7/23, 10:31 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x963b1bd68394732923c51ddc79c673f178f3f7c804d4579ac09101976990f9b4 2/2

 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of all transactions in the network. Learn more
about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

 Transaction Fee:

0.001806 ETH $2.81

 Gas Price:

86 Gwei (0.000000086 ETH)

More Details: + Click to show more

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In

https://info.etherscan.com/understanding-an-ethereum-transaction/
https://etherscan.io/login?returntx=0x963b1bd68394732923c51ddc79c673f178f3f7c804d4579ac09101976990f9b4


3/7/23, 10:33 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x9b41519fb5ad82fd4e32fa05961eee8842b1ab6bf4fd0dccccdd14af2399b132 1/2

Transaction Details 〈  〉

Overview State Comments More ⌄

Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Earn ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0x9b41519fb5ad82fd4e32fa05961eee8842b1ab6bf4fd0dccccdd14af2399b132  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 13365042 3412296 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 517 days 4 hrs ago (Oct-06-2021 11:09:57 AM +UTC) | ⏱ Con�rmed within 30 secs

 Sponsored:

 From:

0x18c2E87D183C5338A9142f97dB176F3832b1D6DE (OpenSea: Payments) 

 To:

0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F (BONEHEADS: Deployer) 

 Value:

 2.273063944999999383 ETH   $8,128.66
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3/7/23, 10:33 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x9b41519fb5ad82fd4e32fa05961eee8842b1ab6bf4fd0dccccdd14af2399b132 2/2

 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of all transactions in the network. Learn more
about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

 Transaction Fee:

0.002251056607464 ETH $3.52

 Gas Price:

107.193171784 Gwei (0.000000107193171784 ETH)

More Details: + Click to show more

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In

https://info.etherscan.com/understanding-an-ethereum-transaction/
https://etherscan.io/login?returntx=0x9b41519fb5ad82fd4e32fa05961eee8842b1ab6bf4fd0dccccdd14af2399b132


This is Exhibit “AD” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AE” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AF” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AG” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AH” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 

 



 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



This is Exhibit “AI” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AJ” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AK” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AL” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 

 



This is Exhibit “AM” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AN” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AO” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario
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This is Exhibit “AP” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



&HUWLILFDWH�RI�,QFRUSRUDWLRQ
/RL�FDQDGLHQQH�VXU�OHV�VRFLpWpV�SDU�DFWLRQV&DQDGD�%XVLQHVV�&RUSRUDWLRQV�$FW

&HUWLILFDW�GH�FRQVWLWXWLRQ

Profitly Incorporated

1102222-9

Corporate name / Dénomination sociale

Corporation number / Numéro de société

Virginie Ethier

Date of Incorporation (YYYY-MM-DD)
Date de constitution (AAAA-MM-JJ)

Director / Directeur

2018-10-01

JE CERTIFIE que la société susmentionnée, dont
les statuts constitutifs sont joints, est constituée
en vertu de la /RL�FDQDGLHQQH�VXU�OHV�VRFLpWpV�SDU
DFWLRQV.

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the above-named
corporation, the articles of incorporation of which
are attached, is incorporated under the &DQDGD
%XVLQHVV�&RUSRUDWLRQV�$FW.



)RUP��
$UWLFOHV�RI�,QFRUSRUDWLRQ
&DQDGD�%XVLQHVV�&RUSRUDWLRQV

$FW��V����

)RUPXODLUH��
6WDWXWV�FRQVWLWXWLIV

/RL�FDQDGLHQQH�VXU�OHV�VRFLpWpV
SDU�DFWLRQV��DUW����

Profitly Incorporated

ON

Min. 1 Max. 10

The corporation is authorized to issue an unlimited number of common shares.

None

None

None

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Corporate name
Dénomination sociale

The province or territory in Canada where the registered office is situated
La province ou le territoire au Canada où est situé le siège social

The classes and any maximum number of shares that the corporation is authorized to issue
Catégories et le nombre maximal d’actions que la société est autorisée à émettre

Restrictions on share transfers
Restrictions sur le transfert des actions

Minimum and maximum number of directors
Nombre minimal et maximal d’administrateurs

Restrictions on the business the corporation may carry on
Limites imposées à l’activité commerciale de la société

Other Provisions
Autres dispositions

Incorporator’s Declaration: I hereby certify that I am authorized to sign and submit this form.
Déclaration des fondateurs : J’atteste que je suis autorisé à signer et à soumettre le présent formulaire.

Name(s) - Nom(s) Original Signed by - Original signé par

Ivan Avramenko
Ivan Avramenko

Ivan Avramenko

Misrepresentation constitutes an offence and, on summary conviction, a person is liable to a fine not exceeding $5000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or both (subsection
250(1) of the CBCA).

Faire une fausse déclaration constitue une infraction et son auteur, sur déclaration de culpabilité par procédure sommaire, est passible d’une amende maximale de 5 000 $ et d’un
emprisonnement maximal de six mois, ou l’une de ces peines (paragraphe 250(1) de la LCSA).

You are providing information required by the CBCA. Note that both the CBCA and the 3ULYDF\�$FW allow this information to be disclosed to the public. It will be stored in personal information
bank number IC/PPU-049.

Vous fournissez des renseignements exigés par la LCSA. Il est à noter que la LCSA et la /RL�VXU�OHV�UHQVHLJQHPHQWV�SHUVRQQHOV permettent que de tels renseignements soient divulgués au public.
Ils seront stockés dans la banque de renseignements personnels numéro IC/PPU-049.

IC 3419 (2008/04)



)RUP�� )RUPXODLUH��
6LqJH�VRFLDO�LQLWLDO�HW�SUHPLHU

FRQVHLO�G¶DGPLQLVWUDWLRQ
/RL�FDQDGLHQQH�VXU�OHV�VRFLpWpV�SDU
DFWLRQV��/&6$���DUW�����HW�����

&DQDGD�%XVLQHVV�&RUSRUDWLRQV�$FW
�&%&$���V�����DQG�����

,QLWLDO�5HJLVWHUHG�2IILFH�$GGUHVV
DQG�)LUVW�%RDUG�RI�'LUHFWRUV

4

Corporate name
Dénomination sociale

1

2

3

Profitly Incorporated

12 Amber Place
Belleville ON  K8P 0B5

Address of registered office
Adresse du siège social

Additional address
Autre adresse

Members of the board of directors
Membres du conseil d’administration

Resident Canadian
Résident Canadien

Ivan Avramenko Yes / Oui12 Amber Place, Belleville ON
K8P 0B5, Canada

Misrepresentation constitutes an offence and, on summary conviction, a person is liable to a fine not exceeding $5000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or both (subsection
250(1) of the CBCA).

Faire une fausse déclaration constitue une infraction et son auteur, sur déclaration de culpabilité par procédure sommaire, est passible d’une amende maximale de 5 000 $ et d’un
emprisonnement maximal de six mois, ou l’une de ces peines (paragraphe 250(1) de la LCSA).

You are providing information required by the CBCA. Note that both the CBCA and the 3ULYDF\�$FW allow this information to be disclosed to the public. It will be stored in personal information
bank number IC/PPU-049.

Vous fournissez des renseignements exigés par la LCSA. Il est à noter que la LCSA et la /RL�VXU�OHV�UHQVHLJQHPHQWV�SHUVRQQHOV permettent que de tels renseignements soient divulgués au public.
Ils seront stockés dans la banque de renseignements personnels numéro IC/PPU-049.

6472307712

5 Declaration: I certify that I have relevant knowledge and that I am authorized to sign this form.
Déclaration : J’atteste que je possède une connaissance suffisante et que je suis autorisé(e) à signer le présent
formulaire.

Original signed by / Original signé par
Ivan Avramenko

Ivan Avramenko

IC 2904 (2008/04)



)RUP��

&DQDGD�%XVLQHVV�&RUSRUDWLRQV�$FW
�&%&$���V������DQG�����

)RUPXODLUH��

/RL�FDQDGLHQQH�VXU�OHV�VRFLpWpV�SDU
DFWLRQV��/&6$���DUW������HW�����

&KDQJHV�5HJDUGLQJ�'LUHFWRUV &KDQJHPHQWV�FRQFHUQDQW�OHV
DGPLQLVWUDWHXUV

Received Date (YYYY-MM-DD):
Date de réception (AAAA-MM-JJ):2018-10-02

Corporate name
Dénomination sociale

Corporation number
Numéro de la société

1

2

1102222-9
Members of the Board of Directors (new directors in bold)
Membres du conseil d’administration (les nouveaux administrateurs sont indiqués en caractère gras)

Resident Canadian
Résident Canadien

3

Profitly Incorporated

Start Date YYYY-MM-DD
Date d’entrée en fonction
AAAA-MM-DD

Name
Nom

Address
Adresse

5LFKDUG�0LFKDHO
&DUUROO

���$PEHU�3ODFH��%HOOHYLOOH�21
.�3��%���&DQDGD

<HV����������

Ivan Avramenko 12 Amber Place, Belleville ON
K8P 0B5, Canada

Yes2018-10-01

The following individuals are no longer directors
Les individus suivants ont cessé d’être administrateur de la société

4

End Date YYYY-MM-DD
Date de fin de mandat AAAA-MM-DD

Name
Nom

Declaration: I certify that I have relevant knowledge of the corporation and that I am authorized to sign this form.
Déclaration: J’atteste que je possède une connaissance suffisante de la société et que je suis autorisé(e) à signer le
présent formulaire.

5

Ivan Avramenko
6472307712

Original signed by / Original signé par
Ivan Avramenko

Misrepresentation constitutes an offence and, on summary conviction, a person is liable to a fine not exceeding $5000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or both (subsection
250(1) of the CBCA).

Faire une fausse déclaration constitue une infraction et son auteur, sur déclaration de culpabilité par procédure sommaire, est passible d’une amende maximale de 5 000 $ et d’un
emprisonnement maximal de six mois, ou l’une de ces peines (paragraphe 250(1) de la LCSA).

You are providing information required by the CBCA. Note that both the CBCA and the 3ULYDF\�$FW allow this information to be disclosed to the public. It will be stored in personal information
bank number IC/PPU-049.

Vous fournissez des renseignements exigés par la LCSA. Il est à noter que la LCSA et la /RL�VXU�OHV�UHQVHLJQHPHQWV�SHUVRQQHOV permettent que de tels renseignements soient divulgués au public.
Ils seront stockés dans la banque de renseignements personnels numéro IC/PPU-049.

IC 3103 (2008/04)



)RUP��

&DQDGD�%XVLQHVV�&RUSRUDWLRQV�$FW
�&%&$���V������DQG�����

)RUPXODLUH��

/RL�FDQDGLHQQH�VXU�OHV�VRFLpWpV�SDU
DFWLRQV��/&6$���DUW������HW�����

&KDQJHV�5HJDUGLQJ�'LUHFWRUV &KDQJHPHQWV�FRQFHUQDQW�OHV
DGPLQLVWUDWHXUV

Received Date (YYYY-MM-DD):
Date de réception (AAAA-MM-JJ):2019-10-10

Corporate name
Dénomination sociale

Corporation number
Numéro de la société

1

2

1102222-9
Members of the Board of Directors (new directors in bold)
Membres du conseil d’administration (les nouveaux administrateurs sont indiqués en caractère gras)

Resident Canadian
Résident Canadien

3

Profitly Incorporated

Start Date YYYY-MM-DD
Date d’entrée en fonction
AAAA-MM-DD

Name
Nom

Address
Adresse

Ivan Avramenko 12 Amber Place, Belleville ON
K8P 0B5, Canada

Yes2018-10-01

The following individuals are no longer directors
Les individus suivants ont cessé d’être administrateur de la société

4

End Date YYYY-MM-DD
Date de fin de mandat AAAA-MM-DD

Richard Michael Carroll 2019-10-10

Name
Nom

Declaration: I certify that I have relevant knowledge of the corporation and that I am authorized to sign this form.
Déclaration: J’atteste que je possède une connaissance suffisante de la société et que je suis autorisé(e) à signer le
présent formulaire.

5

Ivan Avramenko
4169957010

Original signed by / Original signé par
Ivan Avramenko

Misrepresentation constitutes an offence and, on summary conviction, a person is liable to a fine not exceeding $5000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or both (subsection
250(1) of the CBCA).

Faire une fausse déclaration constitue une infraction et son auteur, sur déclaration de culpabilité par procédure sommaire, est passible d’une amende maximale de 5 000 $ et d’un
emprisonnement maximal de six mois, ou l’une de ces peines (paragraphe 250(1) de la LCSA).

You are providing information required by the CBCA. Note that both the CBCA and the 3ULYDF\�$FW allow this information to be disclosed to the public. It will be stored in personal information
bank number IC/PPU-049.

Vous fournissez des renseignements exigés par la LCSA. Il est à noter que la LCSA et la /RL�VXU�OHV�UHQVHLJQHPHQWV�SHUVRQQHOV permettent que de tels renseignements soient divulgués au public.
Ils seront stockés dans la banque de renseignements personnels numéro IC/PPU-049.

IC 3103 (2008/04)



)RUP��

&DQDGD�%XVLQHVV�&RUSRUDWLRQV�$FW
�&%&$���V������DQG�����

)RUPXODLUH��

/RL�FDQDGLHQQH�VXU�OHV�VRFLpWpV�SDU
DFWLRQV��/&6$���DUW������HW�����

&KDQJHV�5HJDUGLQJ�'LUHFWRUV &KDQJHPHQWV�FRQFHUQDQW�OHV
DGPLQLVWUDWHXUV

Received Date (YYYY-MM-DD):
Date de réception (AAAA-MM-JJ):2020-09-13

Corporate name
Dénomination sociale

Corporation number
Numéro de la société

1

2

1102222-9
Members of the Board of Directors (new directors in bold)
Membres du conseil d’administration (les nouveaux administrateurs sont indiqués en caractère gras)

Resident Canadian
Résident Canadien

3

Profitly Incorporated

Start Date YYYY-MM-DD
Date d’entrée en fonction
AAAA-MM-DD

Name
Nom

Address
Adresse

$OH[DQGUD�6WLQVRQ �����&RXQW\�5RDG����%HOOHYLOOH�21
.�1��=���&DQDGD

<HV����������

Ivan Avramenko 12 Amber Place, Belleville ON
K8P 0B5, Canada

Yes2018-10-01

The following individuals are no longer directors
Les individus suivants ont cessé d’être administrateur de la société

4

End Date YYYY-MM-DD
Date de fin de mandat AAAA-MM-DD

Name
Nom

Declaration: I certify that I have relevant knowledge of the corporation and that I am authorized to sign this form.
Déclaration: J’atteste que je possède une connaissance suffisante de la société et que je suis autorisé(e) à signer le
présent formulaire.

5

Ivan Avramenko
4169957010

Original signed by / Original signé par
Ivan Avramenko

Misrepresentation constitutes an offence and, on summary conviction, a person is liable to a fine not exceeding $5000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or both (subsection
250(1) of the CBCA).

Faire une fausse déclaration constitue une infraction et son auteur, sur déclaration de culpabilité par procédure sommaire, est passible d’une amende maximale de 5 000 $ et d’un
emprisonnement maximal de six mois, ou l’une de ces peines (paragraphe 250(1) de la LCSA).

You are providing information required by the CBCA. Note that both the CBCA and the 3ULYDF\�$FW allow this information to be disclosed to the public. It will be stored in personal information
bank number IC/PPU-049.

Vous fournissez des renseignements exigés par la LCSA. Il est à noter que la LCSA et la /RL�VXU�OHV�UHQVHLJQHPHQWV�SHUVRQQHOV permettent que de tels renseignements soient divulgués au public.
Ils seront stockés dans la banque de renseignements personnels numéro IC/PPU-049.

IC 3103 (2008/04)



This is Exhibit “AQ” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



&DQDGD�FD� s ,QQRYDWLRQ��6FLHQFH�DQG�(FRQRPLF�'HYHORSPHQW�&DQDGD� s &RUSRUDWLRQV�&DQDGD

s �6HDUFK�IRU�D�)HGHUDO�&RUSRUDWLRQ

2UGHU�D�&RUSRUDWH�3URÀOH�>9LHZ�3')�6DPSOH@�>9LHZ�+70/�6DPSOH@�
)LQG�H[LVWLQJ�H[WUD�SURYLQFLDO�UHJLVWUDWLRQV�RI�WKLV�FRUSRUDWLRQ�RQ�&DQDGD·V�%XVLQHVV
UHJLVWULHV�

)HGHUDO�&RUSRUDWLRQ�,QIRUPDWLRQ������������

%HZDUH�RI�VFDPV�DQG�RWKHU�VXVSLFLRXV�DFWLYLWLHV��6HH�&RUSRUDWLRQV�&DQDGD
V
DOHUWV�

�

1RWH

7KLV�LQIRUPDWLRQ�LV�DYDLODEOH�WR�WKH�SXEOLF�LQ�DFFRUGDQFH�ZLWK�OHJLVODWLRQ��VHH�3XEOLF
GLVFORVXUH�RI�FRUSRUDWH�LQIRUPDWLRQ��

m

2UGHU�FRSLHV�RI�FRUSRUDWH�GRFXPHQWV

&RUSRUDWLRQ�1XPEHU
���������

%XVLQHVV�1XPEHU��%1�
���������5&����

&RUSRUDWH�1DPH
3URÀWO\�,QFRUSRUDWHG

6WDWXV
$FWLYH���'LVVROXWLRQ�3HQGLQJ��1RQ�FRPSOLDQFH�

*RYHUQLQJ�/HJLVODWLRQ
&DQDGD�%XVLQHVV�&RUSRUDWLRQV�$FW�������������

m

5HJLVWHUHG�2IÀFH�$GGUHVV

���$PEHU�3ODFH
%HOOHYLOOH�21�.�3��%�

https://www.canada.ca/en.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/innovation-science-economic-development.html
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/eic/site/cd-dgc.nsf/eng/home
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/fdrlCrpSrch.html
http://www.canada.ca/en/index.html
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/bs/ocp-wz.html?corporationId=11022229
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/samples/SampleCorpProfile_en.pdf
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/samples/sampleCorpProfile.html
https://beta.canadasbusinessregistries.ca/search/results?search=11022229
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/corporations-canada/en/notices#alert
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/rdrctr.html?pid=rdrct.url11
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/web/cps/dcmnts?corpId=11022229


&DQDGD

1RWH

$FWLYH�&%&$�FRUSRUDWLRQV�DUH�UHTXLUHG�WR�XSGDWH�WKLV�LQIRUPDWLRQ�ZLWKLQ����GD\V�RI
DQ\�FKDQJH��$�FRUSRUDWLRQ�NH\�LV�UHTXLUHG��,I�\RX�DUH�QRW�DXWKRUL]HG�WR�XSGDWH�WKLV
LQIRUPDWLRQ��\RX�FDQ�HLWKHU�FRQWDFW�WKH�FRUSRUDWLRQ�RU�FRQWDFW�&RUSRUDWLRQV
&DQDGD��:H�ZLOO�LQIRUP�WKH�FRUSRUDWLRQ�RI�LWV�UHSRUWLQJ�REOLJDWLRQV�

m

'LUHFWRUV

$OH[DQGUD�6WLQVRQ
�����&RXQW\�5RDG��
%HOOHYLOOH�21�.�1��=�
&DQDGD

,YDQ�$YUDPHQNR
���$PEHU�3ODFH
%HOOHYLOOH�21�.�3��%�
&DQDGD

0LQLPXP� �
0D[LPXP� ��

1RWH

$FWLYH�&%&$�FRUSRUDWLRQV�DUH�UHTXLUHG�WR�XSGDWH�GLUHFWRU�LQIRUPDWLRQ��QDPHV�
DGGUHVVHV��HWF���ZLWKLQ����GD\V�RI�DQ\�FKDQJH��$�FRUSRUDWLRQ�NH\�LV�UHTXLUHG��,I�\RX
DUH�QRW�DXWKRUL]HG�WR�XSGDWH�WKLV�LQIRUPDWLRQ��\RX�FDQ�HLWKHU�FRQWDFW�WKH
FRUSRUDWLRQ�RU�FRQWDFW�&RUSRUDWLRQV�&DQDGD��:H�ZLOO�LQIRUP�WKH�FRUSRUDWLRQ�RI�LWV
UHSRUWLQJ�REOLJDWLRQV�

m

$QQXDO�)LOLQJV

$QQLYHUVDU\�'DWH��00�''�
�����

'DWH�RI�/DVW�$QQXDO�0HHWLQJ
1RW�DYDLODEOH

$QQXDO�)LOLQJ�3HULRG��00�''�

https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/bs/chngRgstrdcdrsWz.html?corporationId=11022229
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/rdrctr.html?pid=rdrct.url22
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/rdrctr.html?pid=rdrct.url20
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/rdrctr.html?pid=rdrct.url21
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/bs/chngDrctrs.html?corporationId=11022229
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/rdrctr.html?pid=rdrct.url22
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/rdrctr.html?pid=rdrct.url20
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/rdrctr.html?pid=rdrct.url21


6WDUW�1HZ�6HDUFK �¬�5HWXUQ�WR�6HDUFK�5HVXOWV

������WR������

7\SH�RI�&RUSRUDWLRQ
1RW�DYDLODEOH

6WDWXV�RI�$QQXDO�)LOLQJV
�������2YHUGXH
�������2YHUGXH
�������2YHUGXH

&RUSRUDWH�+LVWRU\

&RUSRUDWH�1DPH�+LVWRU\

�����������WR�3UHVHQW 3URÀWO\�,QFRUSRUDWHG

&HUWLÀFDWHV�DQG�)LOLQJV

&HUWLÀFDWH�RI�,QFRUSRUDWLRQ
����������

2UGHU�FRSLHV�RI�FRUSRUDWH�GRFXPHQWV

'DWH�0RGLÀHG�
����������

https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/lgcy/fdrlCrpSrch.html?p=0&V_SEARCH.command=refine&V_TOKEN=null&crpNm=profitly%20incorporated&crpNmbr=&bsNmbr=&cProv=&cStatus=&cAct=
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/cc/web/cps/dcmnts?corpId=11022229


This is Exhibit “AR” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 

 



This is Exhibit “AS” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AT” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AU” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 

 



This is Exhibit “AV” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 

 



This is Exhibit “AW” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 



This is Exhibit “AX” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



 

 
 
 
 
  



This is Exhibit “AY” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



Plaintiff's Claim
Form 7A Ont. Reg. No.: 258/98

Small Claims Court Claim No.

Address

Phone number

ONTARIO
Superior Court of Justice

Belleville Small Claims Court

15 Bridge Street West Belleville ON
K8P 0C7

(613) 962-9106 ext: 2268

Plaintiff No. 1 Additional plaintiff(s) listed on attached Form 1A. Under 18 years of age.

Last name, or name of company

McRae-Yu
First name

Taylan
Second name Also known as

Taylan 0xTAY
Address (street number, apt., unit)

57 Monterey Drive
City, town or village

Ottawa
Province

Ontario
Phone no.

(343) 550-1828
Postal code

K2H 7A9 Canada
Email address

yu.taylan@gmail.com
Representative Law Society of Ontario no.

Address (street number, apt., unit)

City, town or village Province Phone no.

Postal code Email address

Defendant No. 1 Additional defendant(s) listed on attached Form 1A. Under 18 years of age.

Last name, or name of company

Profitly Incorperated
First name Second name Also known as

Boneheads.io
Address (street number, apt., unit)

1034 County Rd 3
City, town or village

Belleville
Province

Ontario
Phone no.

Postal code

K2H 7A9 Canada
Email address

Representative Law Society of Ontario no.

Address (street number, apt., unit)

City, town or village Province Phone no.

Postal code Email address

Les formules des tribunaux sont affichées en anglais et en français sur le site
www.ontariocourtforms.on.ca . Visitez ce site pour des renseignements sur des formats accessibles.

                            SCR 7.01-7A (January 1, 2021) CSD

Electronically issued:2022/07/12
Quinte Courthouse

SC22000002760000

http://www.ontariocourtforms.on.ca


FORM 7A PAGE 2 Claim No.

REASONS FOR CLAIM AND DETAILS

Explain what happened, including where and when. Then explain how much money you are claiming or what
goods you want returned.
If you are relying on any documents, you MUST  attach copies to the claim. If evidence is lost or unavailable, you

MUST explain why it is not attached.

What happened?   Where?    When?

I was a victim of a NFT rug pull that took place on August 20, 2021 by Profitly incorperated which is illegally
operating as www.boneheads.io. The brand promised holders of the NFT access to a web3 based fashion
brand including behind the scenes updates, physical collectibles, and ownership of a community owned
treasury. I purchased 36 bonehead NFTs for a total of 3.6 Ethereum or $12,114.96 then was immediately
banned from boneheads.io private community discord server when expressing my concerns.

After the public sale took place the project founders stopped providing updates and eventually abandoned all
plans or efforts promised to holders. It has been over a year and there has been no updates besides cryptic
messages in order to spoof NFT trading volume to prey on more unsuspecting victims. I am filing my claim in
order to get a full refund and court fees as a client that has not received any member benefits promised in the
project roadmap or website. I am also deeply concerned that the business is operating illegally and have also
filed a police report as they are offering an unregistered security and seem to be laundering organziational
funds to members.

The business has tried to obscufate it's business and personal identities by operating under boneheads but I
am able to make this claim because they registered the same residential address (1034 County Rd 3) to their
mailchimp newsletter. One of the project founders have posted self-incriminating evidence that links their real
life identity as partner at Profitly Incorperated with Boneheads.io. It has taken over 10 months to effectively
gather this evidence.

I have reached out through social media to demand a terms of repayment but the defendant continues to act
as if they are completly anonymous and unafiliated with the business that lists the same residential address
and bosts similar founder names (Alexandra "lexi" Stinson aka LexiBone and Ivan Avramenko aka Ivybone)

                            SCR 7.01-7A (January 1, 2021) CSD

SC22000002760000



FORM 7A PAGE 3 Claim No.

How much? $ 12,114.96
(Principal amount claimed)

ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE ATTACHED BECAUSE MORE ROOM WAS NEEDED.

The plaintiff also claims pre-judgment interest from 2021/08/23
(Date)

under:

(Check only
one box)

the Courts of Justice Act
an agreement at the rate of % per year

and post-judgment interest, and court costs.

Prepared on: 07/11 , 20 22
Submitted online by: Taylan McRae-Yu

(Signature of plaintiff or representative)

Issued on: , 20
(Signature of clerk)

CAUTION TO
DEFENDANT:

IF YOU DO NOT FILE A DEFENCE (Form 9A) and an Affidavit of Service (Form 8A) with
the court within twenty (20) calendar days after you have been served with this Plaintiff's
Claim, judgment may be obtained without notice and enforced against you. Forms and self-
help materials are available at the Small Claims Court and on the following website:
www.ontariocourtforms.on.ca .

CAUTION TO
PARTIES:

Unless the court orders or the rules provide otherwise, THIS ACTION WILL BE
AUTOMATICALLY DISMISSED if it has not been disposed of by order or otherwise two (2)
years after it was commenced and a trial date or assessment under subrule 11.03(2) has not
been requested.

For information on accessibility of court services for
people with disability-related needs, contact:

Telephone:  416-326-2220 / 1-800-518-7901    TTY:  416-326-4012 / 1-877-425-0575

                            SCR 7.01-7A (January 1, 2021) CSD

SC22000002760000

http://www.ontariocourtforms.on.ca


This is Exhibit “AZ” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario













This is Exhibit “BA” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario



Breadcru bs is an open blockchain analytics platfor . It offers a set of tools that e powers you to trace and
onitor crypto transactions.

Try Now

Our Tools Pricing Log in Start for freeCo pany

https://www.breadcrumbs.app/


Search Crypto Address
No annual license required

Investigate Address Surprise Me

Our Partnerships
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Enter any Bitcoin address or entityBTC

Our Tools Pricing Log in Start for freeCo pany

https://www.breadcrumbs.app/


Breadcru bs Insights

Co unity Activity

NewKnowledge Hub

Pricing

Investigator Directory

Last Build
5/24/2023

Breadcru bs April 25, 2023

What you need to know about
Liquid Staking De...

Liquid Staking Derivatives (or
LSD for short) is a...

Learn More

Breadcru bs April 25, 2023

What is the difference
between crypto hacks a...

Once in awhile, hacks and
exploits happen in crypt...

Learn More

Breadcru bs April 25, 2023

A Darknet Investigation i
City Market

The co unity of
Breadcru bers is far and w
an...

Learn More

Co pany

Tools

Legal

Our Tools Pricing Log in Start for freeCo pany

https://www.breadcrumbs.app/community-activity
https://learn.breadcrumbs.app/
https://www.breadcrumbs.app/pricing
https://www.breadcrumbs.app/investigator-directory
https://twitter.com/AppBreadcrumbs
https://discord.gg/hjFxqG3
https://www.linkedin.com/company/breadcrumbsapp
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjFenGXWnvy4HBzHNe3ITUA
https://learn.breadcrumbs.app/posts/liquid-staking-derivatives
https://learn.breadcrumbs.app/posts/what-is-the-difference-between-crypto-hacks-and-exploits
https://learn.breadcrumbs.app/posts/ubivis-presents-city-market
https://www.breadcrumbs.app/


This is Exhibit “BB” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 
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____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario
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____________________________________ 
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Table 1 – BONEHEADS TEAM: OUTGOING TRANSACTIONS* 
Exhibit Transaction Information 

“BONEHEADS: Deployer” / Boneheads.eth (0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F) 
“BE” x Receiving Address: 0x6ce6afb735ddc2d6c3ac0187a1919fc20b720991 (“Coinbase Exchange 1”) 

x Transactions: 
o Total: 31 ETH ($99,984.30 USD ($126,120.19 CAD)) 

� 1 ETH ($3,225.30 USD ($4,068.39 CAD)) on August 29, 2021 
� 30 ETH ($96,759.00 USD ($122,051.80 CAD)) on August 29, 2021  

x Notes: Exhibit “BE” attached shows 31 ETH in volume going from the “BONEHEADS: Deployer”, which is 
controlled by the Boneheads team, into “Coinbase Exchange 1”, a centralized exchange.   

“BF” x Receiving Address: 0x270c21bfb99a14e41408568570c3a4f481253ee6 (“Kraken Exchange 1”) 
x Transactions:  

o Total: 28 ETH ($110,314.12 USD ($138,179.47 CAD))  
� 28 ETH ($110,314.12 USD ($138,179.47 CAD)) on September 3, 2021 

x Notes: Exhibit “BF” attached shows 28 ETH in volume going from the “BONEHEADS: Deployer”, which is 
controlled by the Boneheads team, into “Kraken Exchange 1”, centralized exchange address.  

“BG” x Receiving Address: 0xa8c2bc23c4d51642c7c8767e1d2d6647f7281317 (“BNHDZVAULT”). 
x Transactions:  

o Total: 1,508.885 ETH ($6,050,411.36 USD ($7,683,038.74 CAD)) 
� 0.3 ETH ($1,181.94 USD ($1,480.49 CAD)) on September 3, 2021 
� 26.2115 ETH ($103,268.06 USD ($129,353.57 CAD)) on September 3, 2021 
� 262.115 ETH ($1,032,680.58 USD ($1,293,535.69 CAD)) on September 3, 2021 
� 65.533 ETH ($258,187.06 USD ($323,405.11 CAD)) on September 3, 2021 
� 63.046 ETH ($248,389.17 USD ($311,132.27 CAD)) on September 3, 2021 
� 5.45 ETH ($22,720.83 USD ($28,101.12 CAD)) on October 23, 2021 
� 358.173 ETH ($1,468,619.33 USD ($1,879,098.43 CAD)) on November 27, 2021 
� 0.353 ETH ($1,573.63 USD ($2,003.23 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� 236 ETH ($1,049,843.64 USD ($1,337,290.83 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� 34 ETH ($157,840.92 USD ($201,673.34 CAD)) on November 30, 2021 
� 1 ETH ($4,642.38 USD ($5,932.56 CAD)) on November 30, 2021 
� 238 ETH ($1,074,552.40 USD ($1,377,468.72 CAD)) on December 2, 2021 
� 0.5 ETH ($1,436.22 USD ($1,827.01 CAD)) on February 13, 2022 



� 0.1 ETH ($281.63 USD ($355.72 CAD)) on March 17, 2022 
� 168 ETH ($494,141.76 USD ($622,865.68 CAD)) on March 18, 2022 
� 29.7 ETH ($99,028.41 USD ($123,973.66 CAD)) on March 28, 2022 
� 12.5 ETH ($19,135.88 USD ($26,296.52 CAD)) on November 3, 2022 
� 8 ETH ($12,887.52 USD ($17,244.79 CAD)) on January 25, 2023 

x Notes: Exhibit “BG” attached shows all transactions involving the “BNHDZVAULT” wallet which is controlled by 
the Boneheads team. BNHDZVAULT has received a total of 1,508.885 ETH in ETH from the “BONEHEADS: 
Deployer” wallet. These transactions appear as being sent from “Boneheads.eth” in Exhibit “BG”.  

“BH” x Receiving Address: 0xa1e43fcb51656354931d47458eceadbc6545df57 (“ivybone.eth”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 0.6 ETH ($1,695.62 USD ($2,178.02 CAD)) 
� 0.6 ETH ($1,695.62 USD ($2,178.02 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BH” attached shows all transactions involving the “ivybone.eth” wallet which is controlled by the 
Boneheads team. “Ivybone.eth” has received a total of 0.6 ETH from the “BONEHEADS: Deployer” wallet.  

“BI” x Receiving Address: 0x3acef2d359f430cee5e205262a884d6087dda4fa (“A4FA”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 15 ETH ($65,117.55 USD ($82,549.51 CAD)) 
� 5 ETH ($21,705.85 USD ($27,516.50 CAD)) on November 23, 2021 
� 10 ETH ($43,411.70 USD ($55,033.01 CAD)) on November 23, 2021 

x Notes: Exhibit “BI” attached shows all transactions involving the “A4FA” wallet which is controlled by the 
Boneheads team. A4FA has received a total of 15 ETH from the “BONEHEADS: Deployer” wallet.  

“BJ” x Receiving Address: 0xbaf331f090320502380ea975562c0c72e2da3c85 (“3C85”) 
x Transactions:  

o Total: 0.23346 ETH ($1,095.56 USD ($1,362.05 CAD)) 
� 0.02296 ETH ($99.29 USD ($122.99 CAD)) on October 30, 2021 
� 0.2105 ETH ($996.27 USD ($1,239.06 CAD)) on November 9, 2021 

x Notes: Exhibit “BJ” attached shows all transactions involving the “3C85” wallet which is controlled by the 
Boneheads team. 3C85 has received a total of 0.23346 ETH from the “BONEHEADS: Deployer”. wallet.   

“BK” x Receiving Address: 0x17cA15f1FD9593aE035b9fe5B5aCAB95402B1518 (“blockbone.eth”) 
x Transactions:  

o Total: 0.0518 ETH ($230.47 USD ($286.19 CAD)) 
� 0.0208 ETH ($98.78 USD ($122.85 CAD)) on November 9, 2021 



� 0.021 ETH ($99.45 USD ($123.68 CAD)) on November 9, 2021  
� 0.01 ETH ($31.24 USD ($39.66 CAD) on February 16, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BK” attached shows all transactions involving the “blockbone.eth” wallet which is controlled by 
the Boneheads team. Blockbone.eth has received a total of 0.0518 ETH from the “BONEHEADS: Deployer” wallet.   

“BL” x Receiving Address: 0x652aa165Ee33ba02570C4FC7d41B0a05B4fD8147 (“ticasso.eth”)  
x Transactions: 

o Total: 14.25 ETH ($43,551.75 USD ($55,112.54 CAD)) 
� 1 ETH ($3,093.62 USD ($3,923.94 CAD)) on August 26, 2021 
� 5 ETH ($16,126.50 USD ($20,341.96 CAD)) on August 29, 2021 
� 5 ETH ($15,321.05 USD ($19,388.78 CAD)) on September 26, 2021 
� 0.15 ETH ($363.87 USD ($463.68 CAD)) on January 27, 2022 
� 2 ETH ($5,788.84 USD ($7,355.30 CAD)) on February 17, 2022 
� 1 ETH ($2,580.97 USD ($3,286.86 CAD)) on February 23, 2022 
� 0.1 ETH ($276.90 USD ($352.02 CAD)) on February 25, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BL” attached shows all transactions involving the “ticasso.eth” wallet which is controlled by the 
Boneheads team. “ticasso.eth” has received a total of 14.25 ETH from the “BONEHEADS: Deployer” wallet.   

“BNHDZVAULT” (0xa8c2bc23c4d51642c7c8767e1d2d6647f7281317) 
“BG” x Receiving Address: 0x8c0ff426dfa77a87be3729456d1d27fdc8f2de5f (“BONEHEADS: Deployer”) 

x Transactions: 
o Total: 996.409 ETH ($4,021,741.55 USD ($5,123,642.36 CAD)) 

� 7 ETH ($27,498.80 USD ($34,466.99 CAD)) on September 6, 2021 
� 16.9 ETH ($73,074.59 USD ($90,517.49 CAD)) on October 30, 2021 
� 10 ETH ($44,484.90 USD ($56,664.86 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� 2.7639 ETH ($12,295.21 USD ($15,661.63 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� 55 ETH ($244,666.95 USD ($311,656.76 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� 50 ETH ($82,205.50 USD ($104,713.36 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� 240.529 ETH ($1,069,992.40 USD ($1,362,956.32 CAD)) on November 29, 2021  
� 0.339 ETH ($1,508.65 USD ($1,921.71 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� 23.5738 ETH ($109,438.86 USD ($139,830.03 CAD)) on November 30, 2021 
� 11.2577 ETH ($52,262.76 USD ($66,776.12 CAD)) on November 30, 2021 
� 236 ETH ($1,081,014.52 USD ($1,384,887.70 CAD)) on December 1, 2021  
� 65 ETH ($268,076.90 USD ($344,210.74 CAD)) on December 4, 2021  
� 20 ETH ($75,870.80 USD ($97,228.43 CAD)) on December 28, 2021  



� 150 ETH ($574,638.00 USD ($727,261.85 CAD)) on January 2, 2022 
� 2.1 ETH ($6,712.59 USD ($8,484.71 CAD)) on January 7, 2022 
� 1.01 ETH ($2,466.69 USD ($3,114.68 CAD)) on January 24, 2022 
� 0.01766 ETH ($54.02 USD ($68.94 CAD)) on February 6, 2022  
� 104.919 ETH ($295,479.41 USD ($373,220.04 CAD)) on March 17, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BG” attached shows a total of 996.409 ETH in volume that have been received by the 
“BONEHEADS: Deployer” wallet directly from the “BNHDZVAULT” wallet. Both of these wallets are controlled 
by the Boneheads team.  

“BJ” x Receiving Address: 0xbaf331f090320502380ea975562c0c72e2da3c85 (“3C85”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 75.21 ETH ($227,210.45 USD ($285,743.94 CAD))  
� 55 ETH ($157,369.30 USD ($198,316.79 CAD)) on March 20, 2022 
� 20.21 ETH ($69,841.15 USD ($87,427.15 CAD)) on April 1, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BJ” attached shows a total of 75.21 ETH received by the “3C85” wallet from the 
“BNHDZVAULT”, both of which are controlled by the Boneheads team.  

“BM” x Receiving Address: 0xc59ef925b947473b85b85f7583d29487ee2e8620 (“Kraken Exchange 2”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 25.358 ETH ($98,567.28 USD ($123,475.23 CAD)) 
� 25.358 ETH ($98,567.28 USD ($123,475.23 CAD)) on September 4, 2021  

x Notes: Exhibit “BM” attached shows receiving address “Kraken Exchange 2” is a centralized exchange address and 
has received a total of 25.358 ETH from the “BNHDZVAULT” wallet.  

“BN” x Receiving Address: 0xe66f9e497e1b83959f319b133ecf88feaa8b82ac (“Kraken Exchange 3”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 94.45 ETH ($160,008.35 USD ($212,734.08 CAD)) 
� 25 ETH ($49,267.50 USD ($62,993.42 CAD)) on May 23, 2022 
� 4.2 ETH ($7,122.57 USD ($9,213.04 CAD)) on August 25, 2022 
� 5 ETH ($6,615.35 USD ($8,846.04 CAD)) on September 20, 2022 
� 14.75 ETH ($19,704.53 USD ($26,953.82 CAD)) on September 29, 2022 
� 12.5 ETH ($19,135.88 USD ($26,296.52 CAD)) on November 3, 2022 
� 8 ETH ($12,887.52 USD ($17,622.39 CAD)) on January 25, 2023  
� 25 ETH ($45,275.00 USD ($60.808.85 CAD)) on April 3, 2023 

x Notes: Exhibit “BN” attached shows receiving address “Kraken Exchange 3” is a centralized exchange address and 
has received a total of 94.45 ETH from the “BNHDZVAULT” wallet.  



“BO” x Receiving Address: 0xf38269dae289dcf9b2d3372c26181ce473c940fc (“Robinhood Exchange”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 4.78 ETH ($14,608.64 USD ($18,412.73 CAD)) 
� 4.78 ETH ($14,608.64 USD ($18,412.73 CAD)) on April 18, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BO” attached shows receiving address “Robinhood Exchange”, which belongs to a centralized 
exchange, has received a total of 4.78 ETH from the “BNHDZVAULT” wallet.  

“BP” x Receiving Address: 0x82ef36b1c710e4384eb20d70074bc972972d58b8 (“58B8”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 1 ETH ($2,826.04 USD ($3,630.04 CAD)) 
� 1 ETH ($2,826.04 USD ($3,630.04 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BP” attached shows “58B8”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, has received 1 ETH from 
the “BNHDZVAULT” wallet.  

“BQ” x Receiving Address: 0xd697255b298cf5d90f3f0c9a0e525ba8e829c952 (“praisegod.eth”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 1 ETH ($2,826.04 USD ($3,630.04 CAD)) 
� 1 ETH ($2826.04 ETH ($3,630.04 CAD))) on May 1, 2022  

x Notes: Exhibit “BQ” attached shows “praisegod.eth”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, has received 1 
ETH from the “BNHDZVAULT” wallet. 

“A4FA” (0x3acef2d359f430cee5e205262a884d6087dda4fa) 
“BA” x Receiving Address: 0x8c0ff426dfa77a87be3729456d1d27fdc8f2de5f (“BONEHEADS: Deployer”) 

x Transactions: 
o Total: 1.17804 ETH ($3,339.76 USD ($4,198.62 CAD)) 

� 0.9168 ETH ($2,758.31 USD ($3,448.16 CAD)) on January 20, 2022 
� 0.0600 ETH ($160.88 USD ($204.09 CAD)) on February 2, 2022 
� 0.12434 ETH ($320.94 USD ($408.71 CAD)) on February 23, 2022 
� 0.0769 ETH ($99.63 USD ($137.66 CAD)) on October 12, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BA” attached shows a total of 1.17804 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“A4FA”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to the “BONEHEADS: Deployer wallet”, also controlled by 
the Boneheads team.  

“BG” x Receiving Address: 0xa8c2bc23c4d51642c7c8767e1d2d6647f7281317 (“BNHDZVAULT”). 
x Transactions:  

o Total: 0.45 ETH ($763.13 USD ($987.10 CAD)) 



� 0.45 ETH ($763.13 USD ($987.10 CAD)) on August 25, 2022 
x Notes: Exhibit “BG” attached shows a total of 0.45 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 

“A4FA”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to the “BNHDZVAULT” wallet, also controlled by the 
Boneheads team 

“BH” x Receiving Address: 0xa1e43fcb51656354931d47458eceadbc6545df57 (“ivybone.eth”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 0.8838 ETH ($2,497.68 USD ($3,208.26 CAD)) 
� 0.8838 ETH ($2,497.68 USD ($3,208.26 CAD)) on May 1, 2022  

x Notes: Exhibit “BH” attached shows a total of 0.8838 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“A4FA”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to the “ivybone.eth” wallet, also controlled by the Boneheads 
team.  

“BR” x Receiving Address: 0x0bc42633195913892c48a224a846ddae067898ed (“bonestar.eth”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 0.15 ETH ($648.59 USD ($803.40 CAD)) 
� 0.15 ETH ($648.59 USD ($803.40 CAD)) on October 30, 2021  

x Notes: Exhibit “BR” attached shows a total of 0.15 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“A4FA”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to the “bonestar.eth” wallet, also controlled by the Boneheads 
team.  

“BS” x Receiving Address: 0xea415b3b5e02b2259019763e2e81c48668b80f0e (“bonestars.eth”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 0.03 ETH ($129.72 USD ($160.68 CAD)) 
� 0.03 ETH ($129.72 USD ($160.68 CAD)) on October 30, 2021 

x Notes: Exhibit “BR” attached shows a total of 0.15 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“A4FA”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to the “bonestars.eth” wallet, also controlled by the Boneheads 
team.  

“ivybone.eth” (0xa1e43fcb51656354931d47458eceadbc6545df57) 
“BH” x Receiving Address: 0x8c0ff426dfa77a87be3729456d1d27fdc8f2de5f (“BONEHEADS: Deployer”) 

x Transactions: 
o Total: 0.02935 ETH ($127.09 USD ($158.25 CAD)) 

� 0.02198 ETH ($95.06 USD ($117.75 CAD)) on October 30, 2021 
� 0.00737 ETH ($32.03 USD ($40.50 CAD)) on November 23, 2021  



x Notes: Exhibit “BH” attached shows a total of 0.02935 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“ivybone.eth”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to the “BONEHEADS: Deployer” wallet, also controlled 
by the Boneheads team. 

“BG” x Receiving Address: 0xa8c2bc23c4d51642c7c8767e1d2d6647f7281317 (“BNHDZVAULT”). 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 37.53 ETH ($79,951.01 USD ($102,690.92 CAD)) 
� 4.5 ETH ($18,760.32 USD ($23,202.76 CAD)) on October 23, 2021 
� 23.25 ETH ($45,818.78 USD ($58,583.89 CAD)) on May 23, 2022 
� 0.2 ETH ($339.17 USD ($438.71 CAD)) on August 25, 2022 
� 3.6 ETH ($5,637.28 USD ($7,674.59 CAD)) on March 6, 2023.  
� 6 ETH ($9,395.46 USD ($12,790.97 CAD)) on March 6, 2023.  

x Notes: Exhibit “BG” attached shows a total of 37.53 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“ivybone.eth”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to “BNHDZVAULT”, also controlled by the Boneheads 
team. 

“BL” x Receiving Address: 0x652aa165Ee33ba02570C4FC7d41B0a05B4fD8147 (“ticasso.eth”)  
x Transactions: 

o Total: 1.25 ETH ($4,682.68 USD ($5,697.62 CAD)) 
� 1 ETH ($3,746.14 USD ($4,538.09 CAD)) on October 18, 2021 
� 0.25 ETH ($936.54 USD ($1,159.53 CAD)) on October 18, 2021  

x Notes: Exhibit “BL” attached shows a total of 1.25 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“ivybone.eth”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to “ticasso.eth”, also controlled by the Boneheads team. 

“BN” x Receiving Address: 0xe66f9e497e1b83959f319b133ecf88feaa8b82ac (“Kraken Exchange 3”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 15.25 ETH ($23,880.13 USD ($31,510.41 CAD) 
� 15.25 ETH ($23,880.13 USD ($31,510.41 CAD)) on March 6, 2023.  

x Notes: Exhibit “BN” attached shows a total of 15.25 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“ivybone.eth”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to “Kraken Exchange 3”, a centralized exchange.  

“3C85” (0xbaf331f090320502380ea975562c0c72e2da3c85)  
“BJ” x Receiving Address: 0x8c0ff426dfa77a87be3729456d1d27fdc8f2de5f (“BONEHEADS: Deployer”) 

x Transactions: 
o Total: 0.338 ETH ($1,043.26 USD ($1,334.81 CAD)) 

� 0.00417 ETH ($19.75 USD ($24.56 CAD)) on November 9, 2021 



� 0.21 ETH ($911.72 USD ($1,155.78 CAD)) on November 23, 2021 
� 0.08636 ETH ($111.79 USD ($154.47 CAD)) on October 12, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BJ” attached shows a total of 0.338 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“3C85”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to the “BONEHEADS: Deployer” wallet, also controlled by the 
Boneheads team. 

“BG” x Receiving Address: 0xa8c2bc23c4d51642c7c8767e1d2d6647f7281317 (“BNHDZVAULT”). 
x Transactions:  

o Total: 22 ETH ($35,399.10 USD ($45,979.89 CAD)) 
� 22 ETH ($35,399.10 USD ($45,979.89 CAD)) on August 19, 2022  

x Notes: Exhibit “BG” attached shows a total of 22 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“3C85”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to the “BNHDZVAULT”, also controlled by the Boneheads 
team. 

“BH” x Receiving Address: 0xa1e43fcb51656354931d47458eceadbc6545df57 (“ivybone.eth”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 2.3 ETH ($6499.89 USD ($8,349.09 CAD))  
� 2.2 ETH ($6,217.29 USD ($7,986.10 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� 0.1 ETH ($282.60 USD ($362.99 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BH” attached shows a total of 2.3 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“3C85”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to “ivybone.eth”, also controlled by the Boneheads team. 

“BO” x Receiving Address: 0xf38269dae289dcf9b2d3372c26181ce473c940fc (“Robinhood Exchange”) 
x Transactions: 

o Total: 72.877 ETH ($220,516.21 USD ($277,308.80 CAD)) 
� 1 ETH ($2,861.26 USD ($3,605.75 CAD)) on March 20, 2022 
� 25.85 ETH ($73,963.57 USD ($93,208.89 CAD)) on March 20, 2022 
� 25.85 ETH ($73,963.57 USD (($93,208.89 CAD)) on March 20, 2022 
� 20.177  ETH ($69,727.81 USD ($87,285.27 CAD)) on April 1, 2022  

x Notes: Exhibit “BO” attached shows a total of 72.877 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“3C85”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to the Robinhood Exchange, a centralized exchange.  

“ticasso.eth” (0x652aa165Ee33ba02570C4FC7d41B0a05B4fD8147)  
“BL” x Receiving Address: 0x8c0ff426dfa77a87be3729456d1d27fdc8f2de5f (“BONEHEADS: Deployer”) 

x Transactions: 
o Total: 0.10 ETH ($246.19 USD ($311.14 CAD)) 



� 0.05 ETH ($122.98 USD ($155.17 CAD)) on January 25, 2022 
� 0.05 ETH ($123.21 USD ($155.97 CAD)) on January 26, 2022 

x Notes: Exhibit “BL” attached shows a total of 0.10 ETH have been sent from the cryptocurrency wallet address 
“ticasso.eth”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team, to the “BONEHEADS: Deployer” wallet, also controlled 
by the Boneheads team.  

“BL” x Receiving Address: 0x05B0e921728378b1a7CB2bfaBf68558E6AE4bc8c (“BC8C”) 
x Transactions:  

o Total: 3 ETH ($12,870.30 USD ($15,937.29 CAD)) 
� 3 ETH ($12,870.30 USD ($15,937.29 CAD)) on October 31, 2021 

x Notes: Exhibit “BL” attached shows receiving address “BC8C”, which is controlled by the Boneheads team or a 
centralized exchange. On November 1, 2021, 0x4ad64983349c49defe8d7a4686202d24b25d0ce8 (“Kucoin 4”) 
received 2.9976 ETH ($12,958.20 USD ($16,037.06 CAD)) from “BC8C”).  

* The table presents outgoing transactions from the Ethereum address under each sub-heading. 
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This is Exhibit “BG” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario
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This is Exhibit “BH” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario
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This is Exhibit “BI” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario
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This is Exhibit “BJ” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario
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This is Exhibit “BK” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario
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Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario
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This is Exhibit “BP” to the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu (Sworn June 6, 2023) 

Declared before me remotely at the City of Toronto, Ontario and the affiant stated as being 
located in the City of Ottawa, Ontario on June 6, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 

Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

____________________________________ 

Commissioner of Oaths in and for Ontario
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Table 2 – BONEHEADS TEAM: SELECT NFT PURCHASES 
Exhibit Information 

“BONEHEADS: Deployer” (0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F) 
“BV” x Collection: CryptoPunks 

x Quantity: 1 
x Purchase Price:  

o Total: 64 ETH ($204,574.08 USD ($258,581.63 CAD)) 
� Cryptopunk #5183 - 64 ETH ($204,574.08 USD ($258,581.63 CAD)) on January 7, 2022.  

“BW” x Collection: The Doggies (Snoop Dogg) 
x Quantity: 17 
x Purchase Price:  

o Total: 19.7099 ETH + 1,500 SAND ($56,385.78 USD ($70,659.13 CAD)) 
� Doggy #9275 – 8.880 ETH ($23,069.71 USD ($28,860.20 CAD)) on February 24, 2022 
� Doggy #5492 – 5 ETH ($12,989.70 USD ($16,250.11 CAD)) on February 24, 2022 
� Doggy #4008 – 2.7 ETH ($7,476.30 USD ($9,429.10 CAD)) on February 25, 2022 
� Doggy #3791 – 1.4 ETH ($3,637.12 USD ($4,550.03 CAD) on February 24, 2022 
� Doggy #5634 – 0.6 ETH ($1,558.76 USD ($1,950.00 CAD)) on February 24, 2022 
� Doggy #6969 – 0.59 ETH ($1,532.78 USD ($1,917.50 CAD)) on February 24, 2022 
� Doggy #0879 – 0.5399 ETH ($1,402.63 USD ($1,753.69 CAD)) on February 24, 2022 
� Doggy #7706 – 150 SAND ($476.68 USD ($601.04 CAD)) on February 22, 2022 
� Doggy #1084 - 150 SAND ($476.68 USD ($601.04 CAD)) on February 22, 2022 
� Doggy #6984 - 150 SAND ($476.68 USD ($601.04 CAD)) on February 22, 2022 
� Doggy #8867 – 150 SAND ($452.67 USD ($570.09 CAD)on February 23, 2022 
� Doggy #0250 - 150 SAND ($476.68 USD ($601.04 CAD)) on February 22, 2022 
� Doggy #2322 - 150 SAND ($476.68 USD ($601.04 CAD)) on February 22, 2022 
� Doggy #3694 - 150 SAND ($476.68 USD ($601.04 CAD)) on February 22, 2022 
� Doggy #9202 - 150 SAND ($452.67 USD ($570.09 CAD)on February 23, 2022 
� Doggy #1736 - 150 SAND ($476.68 USD ($601.04 CAD)) on February 22, 2022 
� Doggy #6499 - 150 SAND ($476.68 USD ($601.04 CAD)) on February 22, 2022 

“BX” x Collection: Inhabitants: Generative Identities (Metahero) 
x Quantity: 25 
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 102.63 ETH ($456,548.54 USD ($581,551.53 CAD)) 



� Identity #1543 – 5.5 ETH ($24,466.70 USD ($31,165.36 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #1792 – 5.39 ETH ($23,977.36 USD ($30,542.36 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #5660 – 5.33 ETH ($23,710.45 USD ($30,203.37 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #5727 – 5.3 ETH ($23,577.00 USD ($30,032.38 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #3107 – 5.27 ETH ($23,443.54 USD ($29,862.38 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #149 – 5.25 ETH ($23,354.57 USD ($29,749.05 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #437 – 5.25 ETH ($23,354.57 USD ($29,749.05 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #156 - 5.25 ETH ($23,354.57 USD ($29,749.05 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #2062 – 5.2 ETH ($23,132.15 USD ($29,465.73 CAD) on November 29, 2021  
� Identity #2670 – 5 ETH ($22,242.45 USD ($28,332.43 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #2928 - 5 ETH ($22,242.45 USD ($28,332.43 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #2270 - 5 ETH ($22,242.45 USD ($28,332.43 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #849 - 5 ETH ($22,242.45 USD ($28,332.43 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #2409 - 5 ETH ($22,242.45 USD ($28,332.43 CAD))  on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #2535 - 5 ETH ($22,242.45 USD ($28,332.43 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #1532 - 5 ETH ($22,242.45 USD ($28,332.43 CAD )) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #3265 - 5 ETH ($22,242.45 USD ($28,332.43 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #1385 – 4.99 ETH ($22,197.97 USD ($28,275.77 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #780 – 4.95 ETH ($22,020.03 USD ($28,049.11 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #1405 - 4.95 ETH ($22,020.03 USD ($28,049.11 CAD)) on November 29, 2021 
� Identity #6207 - 0 ETH on January 9, 2022 
� Identity #6203 – 0 ETH on January 9, 2022 
� Identity #6206 - 0 ETH on January 9, 2022 
� Identity #6205 - 0 ETH on January 9, 2022 
� Identity #6204 - 0 ETH on January 9, 2022 

“BY” x Collection: NounPunks.eth  
x Quantity: 30 
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 11.14871 ETH ($39,430.47 USD ($50,301.45 CAD)) 
� NounPunks #2366 – 4.2069 ETH ($14,878.84 USD ($18,980.93 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #8640 – 0.69 ETH ($2,440.37 USD ($3,113.18 CAD)) on January 5, 2022  
� NounPunks #9010 – 0.6 ETH ($2,122.06 USD ($2,707.11 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #9435 – 0.589 ETH ($2,083.16 USD ($2,657.48 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 



� NounPunks #2358 – 0.5 ETH ($1,768.39 USD ($2,255.93 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #1068 – 0.45 ETH ($1,591.55 USD ($2,030.34 CAD)) on January 5, 2022  
� NounPunks #9327 – 0.43 ETH ($1,520.81 USD ($1,940.09 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #8240 – 0.4 ETH ($1,414.71 USD ($1,804.74 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #9225 – 0.4 ETH ($1,414.71 USD ($1,804.74 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #4316 – 0.4 ETH ($1,414.71 USD ($1,804.74 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #8079 – 0.35 ETH ($1,237.87 USD ($1,579.15 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #5687 – 0.28 ETH ($990.30 USD ($1,263.32 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #6321 – 0.2345 ETH ($829.37 USD ($1,058.02 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #3601 – 0.2 ETH ($707.35 USD ($902.36 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #3253 – 0.18 ETH ($636.62 USD ($812.13 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #3389 – 0.16 ETH ($565.88 USD ($721.89 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #7956 – 0.15899 ETH ($562.34 USD ($717.37 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #2795 – 0.13 ETH ($459.78 USD ($586.54 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #951 – 0.099 ETH ($350.14 USD ($446.67 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #775 – 0.085 ETH ($300.63 USD ($383.51 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #5363 – 0.06942 ETH ($245.52 USD ($313.20 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #4962 – 0.065 ETH ($229.89 USD ($293.27 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #7165 –0.065 ETH ($229.89 USD ($293.27 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #4391 – 0.062 ETH ($219.28 USD ($279.73 CAD) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #2924 – 0.06 ETH ($212.21 USD ($270.71 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #5197 – 0.06 ETH ($212.21 USD ($270.71 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #5455 – 0.0595 ETH ($210.44 USD ($268.45 CAD)) on January 5, 2022  
� NounPunks #1782 – 0.055 ETH ($194.52 USD ($248.14 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #7508 – 0.055 ETH ($194.52 USD (($248.14 CAD)) on January 5, 2022 
� NounPunks #3401 – 0.0544 ETH ($192.40 USD ($245.44 CAD) on January 5, 2022 

“BZ” x Collection: Bloot (not for Weaks)  
x Quantity: 12 
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 16.9588 ETH ($65,919.00 USD ($82,576.73 CAD)) 
� Bloot #7948 – 1.45 ETH ($5,636.16 USD ($7,060.41 CAD)) on September 4, 2021  
� Bloot #5074 – 1.45 ETH ($5,636.16 USD ($7,060.41 CAD)) on September 4, 2021  
� Bloot #2052 – 1.45 ETH ($5,636.16 USD ($7,060.41 CAD)) on September 4, 2021  



� Bloot #1363 – 1.43 ETH ($5,558.42 USD ($6,963.03 CAD)) on September 4, 2021  
� Bloot #521 – 1.4 ETH ($5,441.81 USD ($6,816.95 CAD)) on September 4, 2021  
� Bloot #6318 – 1.4 ETH ($5,441.81 USD ($6,816.95 CAD)) on September 4, 2021 
� Bloot #6993 – 1.4 ETH ($5,441.81 USD ($6,816.95 CAD)) on September 4, 2021 
� Bloot #86 – 1.3999 ETH ($5,441.43 USD ($6,816.47 CAD)) on September 4, 2021  
� Bloot #5996 – 1.3999 ETH ($5,441.43 USD ($6,816.47 CAD)) on September 4, 2021 
� Bloot #3102 – 1.399 ETH ($5,437.93 USD ($6,812.09 CAD)) on September 4, 2021  
� Bloot #2339 – 1.39 ETH ($5,402.94 USD ($6,768.26 CAD)) on September 4, 2021 
� Bloot #1668 – 1.39 ETH ($5,402.94 USD ($6,768.26 CAD)) on September 4, 2021  

“CA” x Collection: Jadu Hoverboard 
x Quantity: 7 
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 5.945 ETH ($17,339.53 USD ($22,505.95 CAD)) 
� Hoverboard 2219 – 0.99 ETH ($2,865.48 USD ($3,640.87 CAD)) on February 17, 2022 
� Hoverboard 4989 – 0.98 ETH ($2,570.25 USD ($3,279.12 CAD)) on February 20, 2022 
� Hoverboard 925 – 0.92 ETH ($2,662.87 USD ($3,383.44 CAD)) on February 17, 2022  
� Hoverboard 515 – 0.9 ETH ($2,604.98 USD ($3,309.88 CAD)) on February 17, 2022  
� Hoverboard 3939 – 0.89 ETH ($2,576.03 USD ($3,273.10 CAD)) on February 17, 2022  
� Hoverboard 4646 – 0.89 ETH ($2,576.03 USD ($3,273.10 CAD)) on February 17, 2022  
� Hoverboard 838 – 0.375 ETH ($1,483.89 USD ($1,896.41 CAD)) on December 16, 2021  

“CB” x Collection: GEVOLs 
x Quantity: 12 
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 5.468 ETH ($19,554.04 USD ($24,622.44 CAD)) 
� EVOL #5826 – 0.5 ETH ($1,788.04 USD ($2,251.49 CAD)) on October 6, 2021  
� EVOL #6001 – 0.5 ETH ($1,788.04 USD ($2,251.49 CAD)) on October 6, 2021 
� EVOL #1149 – 0.46 ETH ($1,645.00 USD ($2,071.34 CAD)) on October 6, 2021  
� EVOL #1214 – 0.45 ETH ($1,609.24 USD ($2,026.35 CAD)) on October 6, 2021  
� EVOL #7647 – 0.45 ETH ($1,609.24 USD ($2,026.35 CAD)) on October 6, 2021 
� EVOL #3623 – 0.45 ETH ($1,609.24 USD ($2,026.35 CAD)) on October 6, 2021 
� EVOL #0878 – 0.45 ETH ($1,609.24 USD ($2,026.35 CAD)) on October 6, 2021  
� EVOL #4846 – 0.449 ETH ($1,605.66 USD ($2,021.84 CAD)) on October 6, 2021 
� EVOL #4402 – 0.440 ETH ($1,573.48 USD ($1,981.32 CAD)) on October 6, 2021 



� EVOL #3582 – 0.440 ETH ($1,573.48 USD ($1,981.32 CAD)) on October 6, 2021 
� EVOL #7461 – 0.440 ETH ($1,573.48 USD ($1,981.32 CAD)) on October 6, 2021 
� EVOL #3680 – 0.439 ETH ($1,569.90 USD ($1,976.81 CAD)) on October 6, 2021 

“CC” x Collection: Pixel Vault Founder’s DAO 
x Quantity: 2 
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 7.729 ETH ($33,253 USD ($42,324.41 CAD))  
� Pixel Vault #5109 – 3.88 ETH ($16,710.31 USD ($21,268.88 CAD))on November 28, 2021 
� Pixel Vault #845 – 3.849 ETH ($16,542.69 USD ($21,055.53 CAD)) on November 28, 2021 

“CD” x Collection: Larva Chads 
x Quantity: 1  
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 0.75 ETH ($2,554.86 USD ($3,252.08 CAD)) 
� Larva Chad #2848 – 0.75 ETH ($2,554.86 USD ($3,252.08 CAD)) on January 6, 2022 

“CE” x Collection: Adam Bomb Squad 
x Quantity: 1  
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 1 ETH ($2,425.83 USD ($3,091.96 CAD))  
� ABS #24913 – 1 ETH ($2,425.83 USD ($3,091.96 CAD)) on January 27, 2022 

“CF” x Collection: MEV Army 
x Quantity: 80 
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 31.3942 ETH ($76,054.01 USD ($96,460.83 CAD)) 
x Notes: 80 MEV Army NFTs were purchased from January 24, 2022 – January 28, 2022 for a total of 31.3942 ETH. 

The total price was obtained by multiplying the total Ether spent with the average closing Ether price across those 
five days in both USD and CAD.  

“BNHDZVAULT” (0xa8c2bc23c4d51642c7c8767e1d2d6647f7281317) 
“CG” x Collection: CLONE X – X TAKASHI MURAKAMI 

x Quantity: 3  
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 31.9105 ETH ($81,277.00 USD ($103,758.21 CAD)) 
� CloneX #19303 – 16.9105 ETH ($43,071.55 USD ($54,985.14 CAD)) on January 28, 2022 



� CloneX #3768 – 15 ETH ($38,205.45 USD ($48,773.07 CAD)) on January 28, 2022 
� CloneX #4959 – 0 ETH 

“ivybone.eth” (0xa1e43fcb51656354931d47458eceadbc6545df57) 
“CH” x Collection: Otherdeed for Otherside 

x Quantity: 14  
x Purchase Price: 

o Total: 36.66 ETH + 15,407 APE Tokens ($347,593.31 USD ($446,483.60 CAD)) 
� #11716 – 18.67 ETH ($52,762.17 USD ($67,773.00 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #13172 – 17.99 ETH ($50,840.46 USD ($65,304.57 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #14381 – 3,000 APE Tokens ($47,509.06 USD ($61,025.38 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #72046 – 1,368 APE Tokens ($21,664.13 USD ($27,827.57 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #81119 – 1,389 APE Tokens ($21,996.69 USD ($28,254.74 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #73727 – 1,250 APE Tokens ($19,795.44 USD ($25,427.24 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #79855 – 1,250 APE Tokens ($19,795.44 USD ($25,427.24 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #65722 – 1,260 APE Tokens ($19,953.80 USD ($25,630.65 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #78273 – 1,200 APE Tokens ($19,003.62 USD ($24,410.14 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #82865 – 1,150 APE Tokens ($18,211.81 USD ($23,393.06 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #69026 – 1,250 APE Tokens ($19,795.44 USD ($25,427.24 CAD)) on May 1, 2022  
� #77827 – 1,190 APE Tokens ($18,845.26 USD ($24,206.73 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
� #60022 – 1,100 APE Tokens ($17,419.99 USD ($22,375.97 CAD)) on May 1, 2022 
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Fraud Prevention Month is a campaign held each March to inform and educate the public on the importance of protecting
yourself from being a victim of fraud. This year’s theme is impersonation, and focuses on scams where fraudsters will
claim to be government o cials, critical infrastructure companies, and even law enforcement o cials. The Canadian Anti-
Fraud Centre will be sharing advice through our website, Facebook and Twitter pages. We encourage you to follow and visit
our social media pro les often for fraud prevention information. Don’t forget to use #FPM2022 on all fraud prevention
posts all month!

Investment scams were the highest reported scams based on dollar loss in 2021. Victims of investment scams reported a
total loss of $163.9 Million to CAFC. In most of these cases, the investment opportunities o er higher than normal, or true
monetary, returns which often result in investors losing most, or all, of their money. The majority of the investment scam
reports involve Canadians investing in crypto currency after seeing a deceptive advertisement. It typically involves victims
downloading a trading platform and transferring crypto currency into their trading account. In most cases, victims are not
able to withdraw their funds. It is very likely that many of the trading platforms are fraudulent or controlled by fraudsters.
In addition to crypto trading scams, the CAFC also receives reports on suspected fraudulent Initial Coin O erings.

The victim is approached on a dating or social media website. In some cases, the scam starts as a romance scam and
quickly turns into an “investment opportunity”. Because suspects have gained the victim’s trust, it can lead to a high
dollar loss for the victim.
In some reports, suspects have compromised victim’s friend’s social media accounts. Because the victim believes they
are communicating with a friend or a trusted person, they are easily convinced to take advantage of the “investment
opportunity”.
The suspect calls a victim directly and convinces them to invest into crypto currency.  In many cases, the suspect asks
for remote access to the victim’s computer. The suspect shows the victim a fraudulent crypto investing website and
convinces the victim to invest based on the potential exponential growth of the investment. In many cases, the victim
will invest over a long period of time and, in the end, will realize that the funds can not be withdrawn.
An email is received by the victim o ering a crypto investment opportunity.
The victim comes across an advertisement on social media. After the victim clicks on the ad and provides their contact
information, suspects contact the victim by telephone and convince them to invest.

Investment opportunities with higher than normal returns.
Unsolicited telephone, email or social media investment o ers.
Displays of urgency so you don’t miss out.
An individual met on a dating or social media website who quickly attempts to convince you to invest into crypto
currency.
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A friend tells you about a crypto currency investment opportunity via social media or email.
Telephone calls from crypto investment companies.
Fraudulent ads posted on the internet or social media.
Request to transfer your crypto investment to an alternate crypto address.

Be careful when sending cryptocurrency. Once the transaction is completed, it is unlikely to be reversed.
As proceeds of crime and anti-money laundering regimes around the world create regulatory frameworks that treat
businesses dealing in crypto currencies as money service businesses, Canadians need do their research to ensure they
are using reputable and compliant services.
If you receive a suspicious message from a trusted friend, reach out to them through a di erent means of
communication to con rm that it is them.
Verify if the investment companies are registered with your Provincial Securities Agency or the National Registration
Search Tool (www.aretheyregistered.ca).
Prior to investing, ask for information on the investment. Research the team behind the o ering and analyze the
feasibility of the project.
Be weary of individuals met on dating or social media who attempt to educate and convince you to invest into crypto
currency.
Beware of fraudsters asking you to open and fund new crypto accounts. They will direct you to send it to wallets they
control. Don’t!

Anyone who suspects they have been the victim of cybercrime or fraud should report it to their local police and to the
Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre’s online reporting system or by phone at 1-888-495-8501. If not a victim, report it to the
CAFC anyway.

http://www.aretheyregistered.ca/
https://www.antifraudcentre-centreantifraude.ca/report-signalez-eng.htm
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    Court File No.: CV-23-00092340-00CP 
 

ONTARIO 
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TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 
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Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

 
SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT OF TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 

(SWORN SEPTEMBER 22, 2023) 
 

 I, Taylan McRae-Yu of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH 
AND SAY: 
 
1. I am the Plaintiff and prospective class member representative in this matter, and, as such, 

I have personal knowledge of the matters sworn herein. Where I have made statements based on 

information and belief, I have stated the source of the information and believe it to be true. 

2. This Affidavit (“Supplementary Affidavit”) supplements the Affidavit (“McRae-Yu 

Affidavit”) I swore on June 6, 2023. I have reviewed the pleadings and motion records in respect 

of this matter in advance of swearing the Supplementary Affidavit.  

Alexandra Stinson  

3. The Affidavit of Ivan Avramenko (Sworn September 21, 2023) (“Avramenko Affidavit”) 

states at paragraph 5 that Alexandra Stinson (“Alexandra”) was not a co-founder of the Boneheads 

non-fungible token (NFT) project.  
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4. In the McRae-Yu Affidavit, paragraphs 50 – 61 (Exhibit “AM” – “AZ”), I outlined both 

the experience I had and the extensive due diligence I conducted to determine the identity of the 

Boneheads team. I further stated at paragraph 63 of the McRae-Yu Affidavit that “I understand the 

seriousness of an allegation of fraud and do not make it lightly” and only named Alexandra in this 

suit after satisfying myself that she was indeed a member of the Boneheads team.   

5. Attached as Exhibit “CR” hereto are screenshots from the Discord showing that Alexandra 

Stinson (“Lexi”) was understood to be one of the co-founders of the Boneheads NFT. Exhibit 

“CR” also shows that only three Discord users had the Discord role of “BONETHRONE” 

(@BONESTAR#4967, @lexibone#1296, @nikkibone#7858) which was the administrator role in 

Discord. Administrators are generally the people who create Discord servers. They establish the 

rules for participating, can invite people to join, and oversee their community. They have broad 

administrative control, and can bring in moderators to manage community members. Alexandra 

was an Administrator since the Boneheads Discord channel creation in or around July 21, 2021.  

6. At paragraph 15, the Avramenko Affidavit states that “Alexandra has never been involved 

in the development or conceptualization of the Boneheads project, nor has she ever been paid for 

Boneheads related work”. 

7. Based on Exhibit “BD” (Table 1) to the McRae-Yu Affidavit, I summarized the movement 

of funds from the Boneheads NFT mint into centralized exchanges. Specifically, the first row of 

transactions in Table 1, corresponding to Exhibit “BE” to the McRae-Yu Affidavit, shows two 

transactions going into the Ethereum cryptocurrency address 

0x6ce6afb735ddc2d6c3ac0187a1919fc20b720991 (“Coinbase Exchange 1”). This address 

received: 

i.  1 ETH (approximately $3,225.30 USD ($4,068.39 CAD)) on August 29, 2021; and 
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ii.  30 ETH (approximately $96,759.00 USD ($122,051.80 CAD)) on August 29, 2021.  

8. The Coinbase Exchange was served with the Honourable Justice Hooper’s Mareva 

Injunction Order dated June 15, 2023 (the “Mareva Order”). As per the Mareva Order, the 

Coinbase Exchange provided disclosure pertaining to the Coinbase Exchange 1 address which is 

attached hereto as Exhibit “CS”. This disclosure confirms that the owner of the Coinbase Exchange 

1 address is “Alexandra Stinson”, with a listed address at 1034 County Road 3 in Belleville, ON, 

K8N 4Z1, who received 1 ETH ($3,246.72 USD) and 30 ETH  ($97,290.30 USD) on August 29, 

2021. 

9. At paragraphs 60-61 of the McRae-Yu Affidavit, I outlined how I initially pursued this 

matter in Small Claims Court in Belleville, Ontario. Profitly Incorporated / Ivan Avramenko 

responded to this claim and stated, as shown in Exhibit “AZ” to the McRae-Yu Affidavit, that 

“Profitly provides ongoing marketing services for the digital community known as 

“BONEHEADS”.” Alexandra Stinson is one of two Directors for Profitly Incorporated and thus, 

would have been involved in providing marketing services for Boneheads.  

10. In response to ZachXBT’s Twitter thread, which I outlined in paragraphs 43 – 48 (Exhibits 

“AG” – “AL”) of the McRae-Yu Affidavit, the Boneheads team stated on Discord on July 15, 

2022, that “the doxxed individuals are not the founders, they helped with marketing the project in 

the early stages of the launch…”.  A screenshot of this Discord message is attached hereto as 

Exhibit “CT”.  

11. Alexandra was a co-founder of the Boneheads team and she directly received, at minimum, 

an excess of $100,000 USD immediately following the mint from Boneheads NFT proceeds. This 

directly contradicts the claims made in the Avramenko Affidavit. 
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Further Dissipation 

12. In paragraph 71 of the McRae-Yu Affidavit, I detailed how approximately $943,678.20 

CAD were moved from Boneheads accounts into centralized exchanges. As outlined in Exhibit 

“CU” hereto, on June 12, 2023, the Boneheads team moved an additional 8.5 ETH ($14,812.27 

USD (approximately $19,823.26 CAD0) in funds as follows: 

i. 0xa8c2bC23c4D51642C7c8767E1D2d6647f7281317 (“BNHDZVAULT”) moved 8.5 

ETH to 0xE66F9e497E1b83959F319b133EcF88FEAa8b82aC (“Kraken Exchange 

3”).  

13. This brings the total amount that the Boneheads team has moved to centralized 

cryptocurrency exchanges to approximately $963,501.46 CAD.   

14. I would like to emphasize that this movement of funds took place before the Boneheads 

team was served with the Statement of Claim and Mareva Order and was not in contravention of 

the Mareva Order.  

Full and Frank Disclosure 

15. The Avramenko Affidavit states that I failed to make full and frank disclosure for four 

reasons: (1) Bonehead Roadmap (paragraphs 47-51 of the Avramenko Affidavit); (2) Boneheads 

Giveaways (paragraph 52 of the Avramenko Affidavit); (3) The Plaintiff’s Unconscionable 

Behavior (paragraphs 53-56); and (4) The Plaintiff did not incur a loss (paragraphs 57-59 of the 

Avramenko Affidavit). I have dealt extensively with matters related to the Boneheads Roadmap, 

giveaways, and losses that myself and class members incurred in the McRae-Yu Affidavit. I would 

like to address the comments alleging I engaged in unconscionable behavior.   
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16. At paragraph 16 of the Avramenko Affidavit, Mr. Avramenko states “The Plaintiff has 

embarked on a smear campaign against Boneheads. In fact, I am worried that the Plaintiff’s 

unsubstantiated allegations are what will cause damage to other Bonehead NFT purchasers as a 

whole.” At paragraphs 53-56 of the Avramenko Affidavit, Mr. Avramenko states that I engaged 

in unconscionable behavior.  

17. At paragraph 38 of the McRae-Yu Affidavit, I disclosed that many members of the Discord 

channel, including myself, were banned/booted because we expressed concern with the Boneheads 

teams’ behavior following the mint. I specifically deny that I engaged in a smear campaign.  

18. In addition, I specifically deny that “bad” behavior on Discord disentitles one from the 

utility associated with their NFT for two reasons: (1) Holders of Boneheads NFT did not need to 

be on Discord to access utility (such as that promised on the website); and (2) It is impossible in 

many cases to tie an identity to ownership of a token resulting in a practical problem with the 

argument pertaining to enforcement.  

19. In addition, I have attached Exhibits “CV” – “CY”  hereto, showing Discord and Twitter 

activity, which demonstrate that the Boneheads team were routinely accused of being a rug pull, 

that the Boneheads team wore rug pull allegations as a badge of honour, believed these allegations 

would generate further marketing. In fact, the Boneheads team stated they were in fact “trying to 

get sued”, as follows: 

i. Exhibit “CV” – In response to numerous allegations of being a rug pull, on October 2, 

2021, the Boneheads team stated on Twitter, “so if this wasn’t a rug then...what was it? 

best answer wins a BONEHEAD giveaway winner announced…like never?”;  

ii. Exhibit “CW” – In response to ZACHXBT’s Twitter thread on the Boneheads NFT, on 

July 14, 2022, the Boneheads team joked about the rug pull and the free publicity it 
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would provide and then again induced consumers to purchase more NFTs by stating a 

“10 Characters – 10 seasons” would officially launch on the Boneheads anniversary in 

August 2022. No such release ever took place;  

iii. Exhibit “CX” – On September 11, 2022, the Boneheads team stated in Discord “our 

first getting sued attempt”, presumably in response to the Plaintiff’s Claim in Small 

Claims Court I had served them with. On September 12, 2022, the Boneheads team 

stated in Discord “we’re trying to get sued”; and  

iv. Exhibit “CY” – On November 4, 2022, the Boneheads team showed an image in 

Discord displaying “NETFLIX AND BONE”. When asked whether this was a 

collaboration with Netflix, the Boneheads team stated in Discord that they had filed a 

trademark registration and “we don’t need permission from Netflix, if they have a 

problem they can suit us”.  

Damage: 

20. I specifically deny the allegations that my actions caused damage to Boneheads NFT or to 

holders. I believe all damage is by the Boneheads teams’ own hand. 

21. I admit that on July 7, 2023, the ZachXBT Twitter account released a Tweet as reproduced 

in paragraph 70 of the Avramenko. I am not ZachXBT nor an agent or affiliate of ZachXBT, and 

do not control nor review any of the content posted on the ZachXBT account. I am not a publisher 

of any content and deny that comments made were defamatory in nature.  

22. Any actions that I have taken have been to get justice for Boneheads NFT purchasers like 

myself.  

23. I swear this affidavit in support of this motion for and for no other improper purpose.  
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SWORN BEFORE ME remotely before 
me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario on 
September 22, 2023, in accordance with O. 
Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or 
Declaration Remotely 

  

 

    

    

Notary Public in and for the Province of 
Ontario 

  
Taylan McRae-Yu  

            Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K)



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “CR” to the Supplementary Affidavit of Taylan-McRae-Yu 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario on September 22, 2023, in accordance 
with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “CS” to the Supplementary Affidavit of Taylan-McRae-Yu 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario on September 22, 2023, in accordance 
with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



100 Pine Street Suite 1250
San Francisco, CA 94111
Phone: 1-888-908-7930

Account Statement Period 01/16/2018 -
06/19/2023

Account Information

Alexandra Stinson

lexistinson9@gmail.com

ON, 
CA

Account Summary

Account Name Balance on

BAT Wallet 0.0000 BAT

BCH Wallet 0.0000 BCH

BTC Wallet 0.00012715 BTC

CVC Wallet 0.0000 CVC

DAI Wallet 0.0000 DAI

DNT Wallet 0.0000 DNT

ETC Wallet 0.0000 ETC

ETH Wallet 0.0000 ETH

ETH2 Wallet 0.0000 ETH2

GNT Wallet 0.0000 GNT

LOOM Wallet 0.0000 LOOM

LTC Wallet 0.0000 LTC

Loan Collateral 0.0000 BTC

MANA Wallet 0.0000 MANA

MKR Wallet 0.0000 MKR

USDC Wallet 0.0000 USDC

ZEC Wallet 0.0000 ZEC

ZRX Wallet 0.0000 ZRX

Transaction History

Date Account Transaction Amount Amount
(USD)

Balance

08/30/2021 ETH Wallet You sent Ethereum to
0xC59Ef925B947473b85b85f7583D29487Ee2e8620

-30.68825271
ETH

-$100,018.23
USD

0.0000 ETH

08/30/2021 ETH Wallet You sent Ethereum to
0xC59Ef925B947473b85b85f7583D29487Ee2e8620

-0.31443547
ETH

-$1,017.51
USD

30.68825271
ETH

08/29/2021 ETH Wallet You received Ethereum from an external account 30.0000 ETH $97,290.30
USD

31.00268818
ETH

08/29/2021 ETH Wallet You received Ethereum from an external account 1.0000 ETH $3,246.72
USD

1.00268818
ETH
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Date Account Transaction Amount Amount
(USD)

Balance

08/19/2021 ETH Wallet You sent Ethereum to

0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F

-0.08701201

ETH

-$352.94

CAD

0.00268818

ETH

06/21/2021 ETH Wallet You sent Ethereum to

0x04a0764d425843ae6Cca084758C151732439d9C8

-0.12515701

ETH

-$301.52 CAD 0.08970019

ETH

05/10/2021 ETH Wallet You purchased Ethereum 0.09814782

ETH

$490.47 CAD 0.2148572

ETH

05/10/2021 BTC Wallet You sold Bitcoin -0.00710286

BTC

0.09814782

ETH

0.00012715

BTC

05/07/2021 ETH Wallet You purchased Ethereum 0.11458034

ETH

$489.94 CAD 0.11670938

ETH

05/07/2021 BTC Wallet You sold Bitcoin -0.00712802

BTC

0.11458034

ETH

0.00723001

BTC

05/02/2021 ETH Wallet You sent Ethereum to

0x04a0764d425843ae6Cca084758C151732439d9C8

-0.0513121

ETH

-$188.29 CAD 0.00212904

ETH

05/02/2021 BTC Wallet You sold Bitcoin -0.00284651

BTC

0.05344114

ETH

0.01435803

BTC

05/02/2021 ETH Wallet You purchased Ethereum 0.05344114

ETH

$196.10 CAD 0.05344114

ETH

03/03/2018 BTC Wallet You received Bitcoin from Coinbase 0.000879

BTC

$10.00 USD 0.01720454

BTC

03/03/2018 BTC Wallet You purchased Bitcoin 0.01632554

BTC

$250.00 CAD 0.01632554

BTC
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This is Exhibit “CT” to the Supplementary Affidavit of Taylan-McRae-Yu 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario on September 22, 2023, in accordance 
with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “CU” to the Supplementary Affidavit of Taylan-McRae-Yu 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario on September 22, 2023, in accordance 
with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



9/20/23, 12:33 PM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xab71cd81b5ae51196c9b2484644b9b0991e0903dd2d8269cfd96a2a9b6271f62 1/2

Transaction Details 〈  

Overview Internal Txns Logs (1) State Comments More ⌄

〉 Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Play ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0xab71cd81b5ae51196c9b2484644b9b0991e0903dd2d8269cfd96a2a9b6271f62  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 17465096 713204 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 100 days 12 mins ago (Jun-12-2023 04:16:35 PM +UTC) | ⏱ Con�rmed within 3 secs

 Sponsored:

 From:

0xa8c2bC23c4D51642C7c8767E1D2d6647f7281317 

 To:

 0xE66F9e497E1b83959F319b133EcF88FEAa8b82aC  

Transfer 8.5 ETH From 0xE66F9e...Aa8b82aC To Kraken 4

 Value:

 8.5 ETH   $14,812.27

 Transaction Fee:

0.001998146121115677 ETH   $3.48

 Gas Price:

40.120999159 Gwei (0.000000040120999159 ETH)

More Details: + Click to show more



9/20/23, 12:33 PM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xab71cd81b5ae51196c9b2484644b9b0991e0903dd2d8269cfd96a2a9b6271f62 2/2

 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of
all transactions in the network. Learn more about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “CV” to the Supplementary Affidavit of Taylan-McRae-Yu 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario on September 22, 2023, in accordance 
with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “CW” to the Supplementary Affidavit of Taylan-McRae-Yu 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario on September 22, 2023, in accordance 
with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “CX” to the Supplementary Affidavit of Taylan-McRae-Yu 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario on September 22, 2023, in accordance 
with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “CY” to the Supplementary Affidavit of Taylan-McRae-Yu 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario on September 22, 2023, in accordance 
with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
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    Court File No.: CV-23-00092340-00CP 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

 
BETWEEN: 

TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 
Plaintiff 

- and - 

PROFITLY INCORPORATED, DMCB HOLDINGS INC., IVAN AVRAMENKO, 
ALEXANDRA STINSON, and JOHN DOE  

 
Defendants 

 
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF DOMINIC SIMPSON 

 
 I, Dominic (“Dom”) Simpson, of the City of Peoria, in the State of Illinois, in the United 
States of America, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 
 
1. I am a prospective class member in this matter. Where I have made statements based on 

information and belief, I have stated the source of the information and believe it to be true. 

2. I have reviewed the following documents in this matter: (1) The Statement of Claim; (2) 

The Statement of Defence and Counterclaim; (3) The Reply and Defence to Counterclaim; and (4) 

The Moving Party’s Motion Record dated September 1, 2023.  

Background 

3. I presently work as a Desktop Engineer for the Peoria County Government. In this capacity, 

I have the unique responsibility of working directly with esteemed judges and attorneys. 

4. I purchased a total of 28 Boneheads non-fungible tokens (NFTs) between August 20, 2021 

until November 25, 2022. The total cost of these NFTs was approximately $6,896 USD including 

transaction fees. Attached as Exhibit “A” hereto is a document outlining my Boneheads NFT 
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purchases which includes relevant details such as the Boneheads NFT number and the associated 

transaction ID corresponding with the URL where transactions can be verified.   

5. I have been a member of the Boneheads Discord since before the mint on August 20, 2021. 

I have always been respectful and acted with integrity on the Boneheads Discord.   

6. On October 12, 2021, I received a direct message from the Boneheads team asking me if I 

wanted to be voluntary moderator for the Boneheads Discord. I agreed. Attached as Exhibit “B” 

hereto is a screenshot from Discord showing this direct message exchange. I am the Discord user 

“Prismo” in Exhibit “B”. I refer to “BONESTAR” as the Boneheads team for the purposes of this 

Affidavit.  

7. Because of my role as a volunteer moderator in the Boneheads Discord, I have relevant 

knowledge which I believe contradicts many of the claims made in the Affidavit of Ivan 

Avramenko dated September 1, 2021 (“Avramenko Affidavit”).  

8. I disagree with paragraph 24 of the Avramenko Affidavit, that changes “were well received 

by the Boneheads Discord Community” for the reasons which I will outline below. 

9. I disagree with paragraph 50 of the Avramenko Affidavit, that there “were never any dates, 

timelines or pricing attached to any of the listed items with the Roadmap. Boneheads Discords 

users understood this” for the reasons which I will outline below. 

10. I disagree with paragraphs 53 and 54 of the Avramenko Affidavit. There were dozens of 

customers of the Boneheads NFT who were banned from the Discord channel. Many of these 

individuals were banned because they expressed their frustration with non-delivery of the roadmap 

items. In some cases, individuals were banned from the Discord simply because they sold or 

liquidated their Boneheads NFTs.  
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2D Reveal / Metadata Refresh Event (October 31, 2021) 

11. Once the Boneheads NFT minted out, a lot of customers were upset because their 

Boneheads NFT art was incomplete. For example, many of the Boneheads NFTs did not have a 

full “outfit” on, such as shoes or pants.  

12. In response, the Boneheads team announced on their website that the complete collection 

was going to be revealed in October 2021. A screenshot of this from the Boneheads website is 

attached hereto as Exhibit “C”. This was referred to as the “2D Event” or “Metadata Refresh” 

event. The Boneheads team stated that the 2D Event would include a website where Boneheads 

NFT holders could upgrade the clothing on their Boneheads NFT.  

13. On October 7, 2021, the Boneheads team created a separate Discord chat channel referred 

to as “Boneheads Forever”. Attached hereto as Exhibit “D” is a screenshot where the Boneheads 

team stated that the Boneheads Forever channel was created for “the most active/top holders” of 

the Boneheads NFT.  

14. On October 7, 2021, the Boneheads team stated in the Boneheads Forever channel that the 

2D Event would take place on October 31, 2021. This was also stated on Twitter on October 12, 

2021. Screenshots from the Boneheads Forever Discord showing these messages are attached 

hereto as Exhibit “E”. 

15.  On October 8, 2021, the Boneheads team stated in the Boneheads Forever channel that the 

team was “hustling our faces right now” and that “the arts done” and that they wanted “a tsunami” 

at the same time as the “2D refresh day”. A screenshot from the Boneheads Forever Discord 

showing this is attached hereto as Exhibit “F”.  

16. On October 10, 2021, a Discord user by the name of “JP” asked what was next after the 

2D Event. In response, the Boneheads team stated, among other things, “we’re going to have a 
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$100K ETH giveaway contest, with a physical component, initiates shortly after 2D reveal”. This 

Discord exchange from the Boneheads Forever channel is attached hereto as Exhibit “G”.  

17. On October 11, 2021, a Discord user by the name of “Raud” shared a Tweet on his Twitter 

account where he tagged the founders of Boneheads (@ivybonee @nikkibonee and @lexiibone), 

and stated how excited he was for the “2D metadata refresh”. A screenshot of this from the 

Boneheads Forever Discord is attached hereto as Exhibit “H”.  

18. On October 12, 2021, a Discord user by the name of “Smokeypot” asked how the new 

website was coming along in respect of the 2D Event. Attached as Exhibit “I” is a screenshot from 

the Boneheads Forever Discord showing the Boneheads teams’ response stating the website was 

forthcoming with details about how the website would look.  

19. On October 12, 14, and 15 of 2021, the Boneheads team provided more information 

regarding the 2D Event including “the ability to buy the kaws style limited edition collectible toys 

+ the drip” and other comments about NFT rarity. Screenshots of these Discord messages from the 

Boneheads Forever channel are attached hereto as Exhibit “J”.  

20. On October 21, 2021, in advance of the anticipated October 31, 2021 metadata refresh, the 

Boneheads team released a series of messages on the Boneheads Forever Discord which are 

attached hereto as Exhibit “K”.  Among these messages, the Boneheads team stated “if you guys 

only knew what was in the works, and how big this is going to be” in respect of the 2D Event. 

After this, the Boneheads team ceased all communication on the Boneheads Forever Discord and 

did not return until November 9, 2021.  

21. In the period leading up to the October 31, 2021 2D Event, there was significant 

anticipation from community members. A number of customers were making large purchases of 
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Boneheads NFTs. Attached as Exhibit “L” hereto are some of the messages on the Boneheads 

Forever channel pertaining to these purchases during this time.  

22. Attached hereto as Exhibit “M” is a graph depicting secondary market sales of Boneheads 

NFTs on the Opensea marketplace taken from the “analytics” sections of the Opensea page for 

Boneheads. The largest peak on Exhibit “M” corresponds to sales that took place in October 2021, 

because of the anticipation leading to the 2D event.  

23. Following the non-delivery of the 2D Event as promised by the Boneheads team, some of 

the members of the Boneheads Forever Discord, including “bulg”, a holder of over 50 Boneheads 

NFTs, liquidated his entire Boneheads NFT holdings. Attached as Exhibit “N” is a Boneheads 

Forever Discord channel screenshot of this, with “bulg” corresponding to the Discord user “ND”.  

24. On November 9, 2021, there was a Ethereum Name Service (ENS) airdrop for holders of 

ENS domain names. The Boneheads team made an appearance in the Boneheads Forever channel 

to state they had received 1,000 tokens from the ENS airdrop. This message from the Boneheads 

Forever Discord is attached as Exhibit “O”. After this, the Boneheads teams again disappeared 

from the Boneheads Forever channel until November 25, 2021. 

25. Many community members were frustrated with the non-delivery of the 2D Event and 

ongoing delay. Others continued to believe that they delay was intentional and part of the 

Boneheads teams’ master plan. I have attached a series of messages from the Boneheads Forever 

channel as Exhibit “P”. These messages show member frustration during this time with the lack 

of updates from the Boneheads team, including the fact that Boneheads NFTs were being sold on 

the secondary market for $0.  

26. On November 25, 2021, the Boneheads team returned to the Boneheads Forever channel. 

In usual fashion, the Boneheads team stated they were working in “stealth” mode for “maximum 
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impact until we’re ready”, and that “we’re not dropping anything or any updates until our internal 

timelines”. These exchanges from the Boneheads Forever Discord are highlighted as Exhibit “Q”. 

In addition, Exhibit “Q” shows that the Boneheads team teased images of Boneheads and stated 

“we just got ahold of the bonestar.com domain, and the @BONESTAR IG handle…”. 

27. It is important for me to point out that the 2D Event never took place. Consumers like 

myself continued to be duped into believing that something “big” was coming and that “diamond 

hand” holders would be rewarded for their wait. The Boneheads team would come on the Discord 

server every few months, make a few updates here and there regarding things they were working 

on or building, and then disappear. Each of these instances, including many which included 

specific dates for deliverables, led to a wave of Boneheads NFT purchases and the same general 

pattern would play out amongst consumers. Those who expressed frustration or dissent would be 

banned from Discord or referred to as people who were causing “FUD” (FUD is a common term 

used in cryptocurrency which stands for “Fear Uncertainty and Doubt”).  

28. For example, attached as Exhibit “R” shows screenshots from the Boneheads Forever 

Discord for the user “JP” being banned from Discord on December 11, 2021. JP is the same 

Discord user who had previously expressed concern about the lack of delivery (as shown in Exhibit 

“Q”).  

29. I dedicate the remainder of my Affidavit to the ongoing nature of promises made by the 

Boneheads team on the Discord Forever channel. As of the date that I am swearing this Affidavit, 

the Boneheads team has not delivered a single item of utility. 

January 2022 ETH Giveaway  

30. On December 30, 2021, the Boneheads team came on Discord and stated “almost at 3K 

attributes”. This was the first message the Boneheads team put in the Boneheads Forever channel 
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since November 25, 2021. This again led to a wave of consumer purchases. I have attached 

screenshots from the Boneheads Forever Discord showing this as Exhibit “S” hereto.    

31. In January 2022, the Boneheads team became more active on Discord and made a number 

of statements regarding development that they were working on including how forging would work 

and that a portion of future sales would be given as a kickback to Boneheads NFT holders. The 

Boneheads team further stated on January 28, 2022 that “reveal will occur within Q1, that’s a 

certainty” and “100% before Q1 over”. Screenshots of some of these statements made on the 

Boneheads Forever Discord are attached hereto as Exhibit “T”.  

32.  In addition, I have attached a series of Boneheads Forever channel screenshots hereto as 

Exhibit “U” corresponding to two giveaways. The Boneheads team had made 10 ETH from the 

LooksRare token airdrop, which was a new NFT marketplace that had opened up. The Boneheads 

team gave a portion of this airdrop back to Boneheads Forever channel members who signed up 

on an Excel sheet. I received 0.2481 ETH from this giveaway. It is important for me to emphasize 

that this giveaway was not part of any roadmap. Many of the Boneheads Forever members, 

including myself, used the ETH from this giveaway to purchase more Boneheads NFTs, as shown 

in my Boneheads NFT purchase history in Exhibit “A”.  

33. Also shown in Exhibit “U” is a giveaway organized by the Boneheads Moderators 

including myself. The Boneheads team had locked the Discord channel, meaning no new 

individuals could enter the Discord. The Boneheads team joked about not doing the giveaway as 

another option was to “hold your bones”.  

34. Looking back, I believe the ETH giveaway combined with the details regarding the future 

deliverables was intended as a way to combat allegations of rug pull and fraud. To me this 

maneuver was the Boneheads teams attempt to deflect potential accusations by giving holders 
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something of actual value for the first time. Coincidentally, this led to a wave of secondary 

marketplace sales for Boneheads NFTs in January 2022 corresponding to the second highest peak 

in Exhibit “M”. 

Anticipated Q1 2022 Reveal 

35. In February, the Boneheads team posted a few messages in the Boneheads Forever Discord. 

On February 10, 2022, the Boneheads team stated that “a reveal sneak peak” would be dropped 

“within the month only to this channel”. In addition, on February 17, 2022, the Boneheads 

provided more detail about the incoming reveal. These messages from the Boneheads Forever 

Discord are attached hereto as Exhibit “V”. 

36. The Boneheads team did not provide a sneak peak in February of 2022 and nor was there 

any reveal by the end of Q1 2022 as the Boneheads team had promised. I have posted, as Exhibit 

“W” attached hereto, screenshots of the consumer sentiment during this time from the Boneheads 

Forever channel, including those stating the project was a rug pull.   

37. The Boneheads team did not post anything on the Boneheads Forever channel in the second 

half of February 2022 or all of March 2022. On April 3, 2022, the Boneheads team posted a 

message to the Boneheads Forever channel stating the project was getting “closer to launch” and 

that “we’re dropping everything at once – site, refresh, marketplace, and the first collection 

(clothes + physicals)”. I have attached this post from the Boneheads Forever channel as Exhibit 

“X” hereto.  

38. There was effectively radio silence from the Boneheads team during the rest of April and 

May. I have attached several screenshots from Boneheads Forever community members as Exhibit 

“Y” attached hereto during this time. Exhibit “Y” shows that Boneheads Forever users were 

anticipating the “Avatar App Access” because of the website roadmap. Exhibit “Y” further shows 
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a community member, “SpaceMexManny” leaving the Boneheads Forever channel because he had 

been “completely let down” and that “It has come to a point where I feel like staying in these 

servers would be a way to silently agree with how things are done.” Manny's positive presence in 

the server was pivotal for many of us. Concerns grew about the group's well-being without him. 

Many stayed in the server due to the fear of missing out or being unable to return to the Discord 

channel in the future.  

Lawsuit and ZACHXBT Tweets 

39. On June 11, 2022, a Boneheads Forever user by the name of “j0seph” shared a direct 

message he had received from @0xTay (“TAY”) on Twitter. Screenshots of this from the 

Boneheads Forever Discord are attached hereto as Exhibit “Z”. The message stated that TAY was 

looking to file a report with the department of justice regarding the Boneheads.  

40. Despite nearly 2 months of inactivity, the Boneheads team immediately responded in 

Discord on June 13, 2022 with a sneak peek of a collection. The Boneheads team further stated 

“p.s. 69 days until reveal” and that the reveal would take place on August 20, 2022. One user asked 

whether the “current bones” would be undergoing a refresh and the Boneheads team responded 

that “all are currently refreshing” and provided more detail about the soon to be delivered utility. 

Screenshots of these Boneheads Forever Discord messages are attached are hereto as Exhibit 

“AA”.  

41. The Boneheads team subsequently disappeared for another month and reappeared on July 

10, 2022 with more “sneak peaks” and stated “big big day on the 1yr anniversary”. Screenshots of 

these sneak peaks and these messages are attached hereto as Exhibit “AB”. 

42. On July 14, 2022, the blockchain sleuth name as ZachXBT on Twitter released a series of 

Tweets alleging that the Boneheads was a rug pull. Reactions within the Discord were mixed. I 
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have attached screenshots of the Boneheads Forever Discord channel during this time as Exhibit 

“AC” hereto. Among other things, Exhibit “AC” shows: 

i.  The Boneheads team referred to ZachXBT’s Tweet as “pure BS” and that “the doxed 

individuals are not the founders, they helped with marketing this project in the early 

stages of the launch”; 

ii. The Boneheads team further stated that “Bonniversary is the week when the machine 

is set in motion”; 

iii. The Boneheads team stated “we’ve worked with over 40 contractors at this point – just 

on the digital side of things”; and 

iv. The Boneheads team stated “we’re really looking forward to Bonniversary week, lots 

to come on that, and that’s all we’re focused on - everything else is noise and 

completely irrelevant - the product is the only thing that matters, and it’s undeniable, 

BONEHEADS will be a massive brand one day, we have too much content at this point, 

and the DNA of the brand is raw, nobody can fuck with us”.  

43. “Bonniversary week” was understood as corresponding to the 1-year anniversary of the 

Boneheads NFT mint/launch, which would be August 20, 2022.  

44. The messages shown in Exhibit “AC” by the Boneheads team resulted in members of the 

Boneheads community purchasing more Boneheads NFTs in anticipation of the anniversary 

release.  

45. The Boneheads team then outlined an extensive plan for their anniversary week. I have 

attached screenshots from the Boneheads Forever Discord channel of this plan as Exhibit “AD” 

hereto. As Exhibit “AD” shows, the Boneheads team stated: 

i. Anniversary week would reveal a roadmap and be the start of a marketing push; 
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ii. Refresh would take place around 90 or so days after July 18, 2022, depending on how 

marketing went; 

iii. The few months following the reveal would focus on “Voxel, 3D, and 2D BH’s”;  

iv. There would be a “$BONE” cryptocurrency token, an “app”, “web 2 shopify” 

marketplace/store; 

v. In August, every Bonehead NFT “will get turned into an unrevealed state”, and a 

character showcase would be available on the Boneheads website where Boneheads 

NFT holders would be able to “preview some traits, create some, and suggest traits”;  

and 

vi. Boneheads Forever Discord members would be given a “link to the mobile app in 

approximately two weeks” (on July 22, 2022).  

46. Attached as Exhibit “AE” are a series of exchanges which took place on the Boneheads 

Forever Discord in August 2022 including some which are summarized as follows: 

i. On August 15, 2022, the Boneheads team stated “no delays…whitepaper on anny week, 

site update sept 1, daily previews starting oct 1, drop november 1, reveal jan 1, app 

drops anny week for forevers and public push will start oct 1 in tandem with the 

previews”; 

ii. On August 20, 2022, on the anniversary date of the Boneheads NFT mint, no drop took 

place. The Boneheads team simply wished everyone a happy anniversary and stated a 

whitepaper would be released within a week; and 

iii. On August 23, 2022, one of the biggest Boneheads NFT holders “Smokeypot” left the 

Discord.  
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47. Attached as Exhibit “AF” are messages posted by the Boneheads team on the Boneheads 

Forever Discord channel on September 1, 2022. These messages state, “don’t expect 

anything with the WP….real spicy begins with the drop…Next is Oct 1, site and app 

dropping Oct 1, drop dropping Nov 1”. The Boneheads concluded their message with 

“we’ll be back October 1st".  

48. The long-awaited whitepaper (“WP”), which took “1 year” to develop, is attached hereto 

as Exhibit “AG”. The only thing of substance included in the whitepaper was that drops 

would open on the 1st of every month with the first drop scheduled for November 1, 2022. 

The whitepaper looks like it was put together in all of about a few hours.   

49. Attached as Exhibit “AH” hereto are two communications from the Boneheads team in 

September 2022 in the Boneheads Forever Discord as follows: 

i. On September 3, 2022, the Boneheads team stated that the refresh would be “Jan 1st 

refresh 100%”. This refresh was originally intended to take place October 31, 2021 but 

was now pushed to January 1, 2023; and  

ii. On September 23, 2022, the Boneheads team stated that website would be completed 

by October 1, 2022. The Boneheads team specifically used the phrase “signed sealed 

delivered” indicating the website was complete. 

50. Attached as Exhibit “AI” hereto are communications from the Boneheads team in October 

2022 in the Boneheads Forever Discord including the following: 

i. On October 1, 2022, the date that the website was promised, the Boneheads team stated 

in Discord that “sorry no site previews today” but that limited edition pieces would be 

dropping on November 1, 2022; and  
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ii. On October 27, 2022, the Boneheads team stated that “we’ll know in the next 48 hours 

if Nov 1 deadline will be met….product is ready, packaging is delayed, the first drop 

is the forevers t-shirts”. 

51. On November 1, 2022, the Boneheads team stated in Discord, “no easy way to say this, 

we’re not going to make the nov 1 deadline, sorry to disappoint…”. On November 2, 2022, 

the Boneheads team stated, “we set an internal deadline that everything has to be out by 

xmas or we’re folding, and we’re not going to fold…regardless of whether or we think its 

“good enough”…and that won’t be pushed, 0% chance, I probably won’t be happy with it, 

but it’s what we all agreed on”. This was met with extreme skepticism in the Discord. 

These Boneheads Forever Discord communications are attached hereto as Exhibit “AJ”.  

52. On November 4, 2022, the Boneheads team teased an image showing a product that says 

“NETFLIX AND BONE”. The team subsequently stated that a trademark registration had 

been filed and that “we don’t need permission from Netflix, if they have a problem they 

can suit us”. These Boneheads Forever Discord communications are attached hereto as 

Exhibit “AK”.  

53. On November 13, 2022, the Boneheads team stated that they “can’t wait for Jan 1 and the 

first every month onwards forward” and that “full launch Jan 1”. On December 25, 2022, 

the Boneheads team stated confirmed that a drop would be happening on January 1, 2023. 

These Boneheads Forever Discord communications are attached hereto as Exhibit “AL”.  

54. On December 31, 2022, the Boneheads time released a message in the Boneheads Forever 

Discord regarding the long-awaited January 1, 2023 drop. The message stated that 

individuals would be able to fill out a google doc “tomorrow” with their information. The 

message further stated that “As far as the reveal goes we’ve decided that there’s upside in 
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keep it unrevealed..”. No Google document came and there was radio silence from the 

Boneheads team for several days following this announcement. For many consumers, 

including myself, this was the final straw. I have included, as Exhibit “AM” attached 

hereto, Boneheads Forever Discord communications evidencing the above including the 

frustration that Boneheads Forever members expressed at this. 

55. On January 7, 2023, the Boneheads team that the “drop” would be “shipping this month” 

and that Boneheads NFT holders would be “pleasantly surprised”. As evidenced by the 

February 8, 2023 message by the Discord user “LUXBONE”, no shipment or delivery took 

place in January 2023. These communications from the Boneheads Forever Discord are 

attached hereto as Exhibit “AN”.  

56. Since then, there were little or no communications from the Boneheads team and any 

attempt at communicating with the Boneheads team were responded to weeks or months 

later with some sort of “troll” response or skull emoji from the Boneheads team.  

57. The Boneheads “General” chat channel and “Boneheads Forever” chat channels were made 

completed inaccessible in or around August 2023, after the news of this class action lawsuit 

broke. I am not sure if these channels have been deleted by the Boneheads team but I can 

no longer access them. 

58. I believe the Boneheads team never intended to deliver any utility and stringed consumers 

like myself along for years, eventually hoping that we would give up. The Boneheads team 

pulled the ultimate rug. 

59. At this point, I have no expectation that I will ever get my money back. But, I am writing 

this Affidavit in order to hold these individuals accountable.  

60. I swear this affidavit in support of this motion for and for no other improper purpose.  
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September 21, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration 
Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “AI” to the Affidavit of Dominic Simpson 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario and the affiant stated as being located 
at the City of Peoria, in the State of Illinois, in the Country of the United States of America on 

September 21, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration 
Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “AJ” to the Affidavit of Dominic Simpson 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario and the affiant stated as being located 
at the City of Peoria, in the State of Illinois, in the Country of the United States of America on 

September 21, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration 
Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “AK” to the Affidavit of Dominic Simpson 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario and the affiant stated as being located 
at the City of Peoria, in the State of Illinois, in the Country of the United States of America on 

September 21, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration 
Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “AL” to the Affidavit of Dominic Simpson 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario and the affiant stated as being located 
at the City of Peoria, in the State of Illinois, in the Country of the United States of America on 

September 21, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration 
Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “AM” to the Affidavit of Dominic Simpson 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario and the affiant stated as being located 
at the City of Peoria, in the State of Illinois, in the Country of the United States of America on 

September 21, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration 
Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “AN” to the Affidavit of Dominic Simpson 
 

Sworn remotely before me at the City of Ottawa, Ontario and the affiant stated as being located 
at the City of Peoria, in the State of Illinois, in the Country of the United States of America on 

September 21, 2023, in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration 
Remotely 

 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
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    Court File No.: CV-23-00092340-00CP 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

 
BETWEEN: 

TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 
Plaintiff 

- and - 

PROFITLY INCORPORATED, DMCB HOLDINGS INC., IVAN AVRAMENKO, 
ALEXANDRA STINSON, and JOHN DOE  

 
Defendants 

 
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLEN WILDE 

(SWORN SEPTEMBER 21, 2023) 
 

 I, Glen Wilde, of the City of London, in the United Kingdom, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 
 
1. I am a prospective class member in this matter. Where I have made statements based on 

information and belief, I have stated the source of the information and believe it to be true. 

2. I have reviewed the following documents in this matter: (1) The Statement of Claim; (2) 

The Statement of Defence and Counterclaim; (3) The Reply and Defence to Counterclaim; and (4) 

The Defendant’s Motion Record dated September 1, 2023.  

Background 

3. I am 42 years old and presently reside in the United Kingdom with my wife and children. 

4. I am an entrepreneur and have been working in the blockchain space since 2017.  

5. I am the founder of a non-fungible token (NFT) project known as GNARS, a decentralized 

autonomous organization (DAO) and platform dedicated to empowering collective creation.  
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6. I also advise platforms that are bringing in photographers into the NFT space and have 

worked with notable platforms including ArtBlocks, Obscura DAO and Explorest.  

Boneheads NFT 

7. On August 20, 2021, I minted 50 Boneheads NFTs at a total price of $16,432.50 USD, and 

a transaction fee of 0.485 ETH ($1,596.09 USD), bringing my total purchase price to $18,028.59 

USD. Attached as Exhibit “A” hereto is the Ethereum transaction hash,   

0x961e48987f7e4568c9a0222a67790869ca3f96e6560dcfb0d746c0ac1f8b1cde, evidencing this 

purchase.  

8. I purchased the Boneheads NFTs because of the extensive promises of utility made in 

advance of the mint.  

9. Based on my experience within the NFT space, I have no doubt that the Boneheads NFT 

sale was a rug pull. At all times, I was a patient holder of these NFTs. I have received none of the 

utility I was promised in advance of the mint.  

10. I swear this affidavit in support of this motion for and for no other improper purpose.  

 

SWORN BEFORE ME remotely at the 
City of Ottawa, Ontario and the affiant stated 
as being located at the City of Marfa, in the 
State of Texas, in the Country of the United 
States of America, on September 21, 2023, 
in accordance with O. Reg 431/20, 
Administering Oath or Declaration 
Remotely 

  

 

    

    

Notary Public in and for the Province of 
Ontario 

  
Glen Wilde  

            Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is Exhibit “A” to the Affidavit of Glen Wilde 
 

Sworn before me remotely at the City of Ottawa, Ontario and the affiant stated 
as being located at the City of Marfa, in the State of Texas, in the Country of 
the United States of America, on September 21, 2023, in accordance with O. 

Reg 431/20, Administering Oath or Declaration Remotely 
 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the Province of Ontario  

Sohaib Mohammad (LSO: 80696K) 



9/18/23, 10:46 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x961e48987f7e4568c9a0222a67790869ca3f96e6560dcfb0d746c0ac1f8b1cde 1/2

Transaction Details 〈  〉

Overview Logs (50) State Comments More ⌄

Buy ⌄ Exchange ⌄ Play ⌄ Gaming ⌄

 Transaction Hash:

0x961e48987f7e4568c9a0222a67790869ca3f96e6560dcfb0d746c0ac1f8b1cde  

 Status:  Success

 Block:

 13064146 5099259 Block Con�rmations

 Timestamp:

 758 days 18 hrs ago (Aug-20-2021 08:00:22 PM +UTC)

⚡ Transaction Action:

 Mint 50 of BONEHEADS... (BONE...)

 Sponsored:

 From:

0x6B67623ff56c10d9dcFc2152425f90285fC74DDD 

 Interacted With (To):

 0xf9C2874A88ED6C5a8115CB5693996C8fE22B3CE2 (BONEHEADS: BONE Token)  

 ERC-721 Tokens Transferred: 50

ERC-721 Token ID [1944] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x6B6762...5fC74DDD

ERC-721 Token ID [1945] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x6B6762...5fC74DDD

ERC-721 Token ID [1946] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x6B6762...5fC74DDD

ERC-721 Token ID [1947] BONEHEADS... (BONE)



9/18/23, 10:46 AM Ethereum Transaction Hash (Txhash) Details | Etherscan

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x961e48987f7e4568c9a0222a67790869ca3f96e6560dcfb0d746c0ac1f8b1cde 2/2

 A transaction is a cryptographically signed instruction that changes the blockchain state. Block explorers track the details of
all transactions in the network. Learn more about transactions in our Knowledge Base.

From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x6B6762...5fC74DDD

ERC-721 Token ID [1948] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000...000 To 0x6B6762...5fC74DDD

ERC-721 Token ID [1949] BONEHEADS... (BONE)
From Null: 0x000 000 To 0x6B6762 5fC74DDD

  Scroll for more

 Value:

 5 ETH   $16,432.50

 Transaction Fee:

0.48565082516241897 ETH   $1,596.09

 Gas Price:

83.492930691 Gwei (0.000000083492930691 ETH)

More Details: + Click to show more

 Private Note:

To access the Private Note feature, you must be Logged In
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Court File No.:    
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

 
BETWEEN: 

TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 
Plaintiff 

- and - 

PROFITLY INCORPORATED, DMCB HOLDINGS INC., IVAN AVRAMENKO, 
ALEXANDRA STINSON, and JOHN DOE  

 
Defendants 

 
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

 
STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

 
TO THE DEFENDANTS 
 
 A LEGAL PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST YOU by 
the plaintiff. The claim made against you is set out in the following pages. 
 
 IF YOU WISH TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, you or an Ontario lawyer 
acting for you must prepare a statement of defence in Form 18A prescribed by the Rules 
of Civil Procedure, serve it on the plaintiff’s lawyer or, where the plaintiff does not have a 
lawyer, serve it on the plaintiff, and file it, with proof of service in this court office, 
WITHIN TWENTY DAYS after this statement of claim is served on you, if you are 
served in Ontario. 
 
 If you are served in another province or territory of Canada or in the United States 
of America, the period for serving and filing your statement of defence is forty days. If you 
are served outside Canada and the United States of America, the period is sixty days. 
 
 Instead of serving and filing a statement of defence, you may serve and file a notice 
of intent to defend in Form 18B prescribed by the Rules of Civil Procedure. This will entitle 
you to ten more days within which to serve and file your statement of defence. 
 
 IF YOU FAIL TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, JUDGMENT MAY BE 
GIVEN AGAINST YOU IN YOUR ABSENCE AND WITHOUT FURTHER 
NOTICE TO YOU. IF YOU WISH TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING BUT ARE 
UNABLE TO PAY LEGAL FEES, LEGAL AID MAY BE AVAILABLE TO YOU 
BY CONTACTING A LOCAL LEGAL AID OFFICE. 

CV-23-00092340-00CP
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 IF YOU PAY THE PLAINTIFF’S CLAIM, and $10,000 for costs, within the time 
for serving and filing your statement of defence, you may move to have this proceeding 
dismissed by the court. If you believe the amount claimed for costs is excessive, you may 
pay the plaintiff’s claim and $400 for costs and have the costs assessed by the court.  
 
 TAKE NOTICE: THIS ACTION WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE DISMISSED if 
it has not been set down for trial or terminated by any means within five years after the 
action was commences unless otherwise ordered by the court. 
 
Date: ……………………………… Issued by: …………………………………............. 
        Local registrar 
 
     Address of  
     Court office:  Ottawa Courthouse 
       161 Elgin St., 2nd Fl.  
       Ottawa, Ontario, K2P 2K1 
 
TO:   Profitly Incorporated 
  12 Amber Place 
   Belleville, ON, K8P 0B5 
 
AND TO: DMCB HOLDINGS INC. 
  12 Amber Place 
   Belleville, ON, K8P 0B5    
 
AND TO: Ivan Avramenko 
   12 Amber Place 
   Belleville, ON, K8P 0B5 
 
AND TO: Alexandra Stinson 
  1034 County Road 3 
  Belleville, ON, K8N 4Z1 
 
AND TO: John Doe (a.k.a. “@nikkibonee”) 
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CLAIM 

1. In this Statement of Claim, in addition to the terms that are defined elsewhere 

herein, the below terms have the following meanings: 

i. “Airdrop” means tokens that are sent to cryptocurrency wallets for free that 

meet certain pre-determined eligibility criteria;  

ii. “Blockchain” means a ledger, usually viewable by the public, that is 

distributed among the nodes of a peer-to-peer network;  

iii. “Cryptocurrency” means a digital or virtual currency that is secured by 

cryptography on a blockchain;  

iv. “Cryptocurrency mixer” means a blockchain-based application which 

severs the link between a sending and receiving address, and functions to 

obfuscate or conceal the source of cryptocurrency funds;  

v. “Decentralization” means lacking a central, trusted entity. Highly 

decentralized blockchains networks are those where nodes of the network 

are numerous and widely dispersed;   

vi. “Discord” is a live chat application with voice, video, and text 

functionality. Projects launching on blockchains often have a Discord 

channel for members of the public to interact with founders, to receive 

updates regarding the project, and to connect with community members. 

Discord groups can generally be joined by any member of the public by 

using a publicly available invite link;   

vii. “Ethereum” means a decentralized blockchain supporting smart contract 

functionality first launched in 2015;  

viii. “ETH” or “ETHER” means the native cryptocurrency token for the 

Ethereum network;  
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ix. “Explorer” means a blockchain viewer where transactions associated with 

a particular cryptocurrency wallet may be viewed and traced;  

x. “Floor price” means the cheapest token in a collection;  

xi. “KYC” or “Know Your Client” means the entity behind a cryptocurrency 

wallet or address is known. Centralized exchanges, for example, are 

required to “KYC” users before allowing them to deposit and sell 

cryptocurrency in exchange for fiat;   

xii. “Minting” means the interaction between a purchaser and a smart contract 

in the context of NFTs. In exchange for paying a requisite “minting” fee, 

the smart contract assigns ownership and manages transferability of an NFT 

to the purchaser. Minting is the initial point of sale of an NFT;  

xiii. “NFT” or “Non-Fungible Token” means blockchain-based digital assets 

with unique metadata/identifiers making them distinguishable from one 

another. NFTs are often compared with fungible tokens (FTs), which are 

cryptocurrencies that are indistinguishable from one another. NFTs have 

become increasingly popular as a medium to showcase art;  

xiv. “Roadmap” means a list of future considerations that are tied to a purchase 

of an NFT. Roadmaps describe an NFT project’s future goals, towards 

which money generated from an NFT mint and royalties from secondary 

market sales will be used. A roadmap may be simple, such as a single future 

NFT collection that is airdropped to current NFT holders, or extensive, 

including building an entire ecosystem around an NFT purchase (physical 

merchandise, tokens, metaverse gaming, etc.);  

xv. “Rug Pull” means blockchain fraud that is relatively quick following a 

mint. In these cases, an NFT project’s founders/developers immediately 

“disappear” with funds from a mint without delivering on the roadmap or 

utility promised to holders. In some cases, not even an NFT is delivered; 
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xvi. “Slow Rug” means blockchain fraud that occurs slowly;  

xvii. “Smart Contract” means a self-executing agreement between two or more 

parties on the blockchain, usually made possible through decentralized 

applications;  

xviii. “Utility” means the benefit or future use of an NFT. Utility is based on 

promises of future considerations, deliverables, and roadmaps that a team 

has promised to purchasers of their NFT; and 

xix. “Wallet” or “Wallet Address” means a cryptocurrency address that is in 

the control of a given entity, which is used to access tokens, such as 

cryptocurrencies and NFTs. Most blockchain explorers allow for all the 

activity of any given wallet to be seen by inputting the address into the 

explorer search bar.  

RELIEF SOUGHT 

2. The Plaintiff claims on its own behalf and on behalf of the other Class Members: 

i. an Order certifying this action as a class proceeding pursuant to the Class 

Proceedings Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 6 and appointing the Plaintiff as the 

representative plaintiff for the Class (as defined below); 

ii. an Order piercing the corporate veil for the Defendant corporations, Profitly 

Incorporated and DMCB Holdings Inc., and holding the Defendants, Ivan 

Avramenko and Alexandra Stinson personally liable for the Defendants’ 

actions as described herein;    

iii. a declaration that the Defendants are liable to the Plaintiff and Class 

Members for breach of contract; 

iv. a declaration that the Defendants are liable to the Plaintiff and Class 

Members for fraudulent misrepresentation, or, in the alternative, negligent 

misrepresentation; 
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v. a declaration that the Defendants are liable to the Plaintiff and Class 

Members for false, misleading, deceptive and/or unconscionable 

representations under the Consumer Protection Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c. 30; 

vi. a declaration that the Defendants engaged in deceptive marketing practices 

under the Competition Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-34;  

vii. a declaration that the Defendants were unjustly enriched by the acts and 

omissions pleaded herein; 

viii. a declaration that the Defendants misappropriated the funds of the Plaintiff 

and Class Members;  

ix. special damages in the amount of $4,118,385.43 CAD per the causes of 

action referenced herein; 

x. punitive damages in the amount of $1,000,000.00 CAD;  

xi. injunctive relief prohibiting the Defendants from continuing the promotion 

of the Boneheads NFT; 

xii. an Order for specific performance requiring the Defendants to modify the 

royalties on the Boneheads NFT to 0%; 

xiii. pre-judgment and post-judgment interest in accordance with the Courts of 

Justice Act, R.S.O., c. C.43, as amended; 

xiv. the costs of this action, including GST; 

xv. the costs of notice and of administering the plan of distribution of the 

recovery in this action, plus applicable taxes, pursuant to section 26 of the 

Class Proceedings Act; and 

xvi. such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem just. 
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OVERVIEW 

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) 

3. Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) are blockchain-based digital assets that have grown 

in popularity as a medium to showcase art. Artists and teams are able to launch NFT 

collections using smart contracts on blockchains that support smart contract 

functionality.  

4. Ethereum is the largest smart contract blockchain for NFTs. Most of the NFT 

collections launched on Ethereum can be minted by paying a minting fee in Ether 

(ETH), the native cryptocurrency token for the Ethereum network. In exchange for 

paying the requisite fee, the purchaser is transferred an NFT, which displays art 

from the NFT collection tied to the smart contract.   

5. Smart contracts generally house a limited number of NFTs. Once fully minted, the 

NFT collection is considered “sold out”, with tokens being tradeable on NFT 

marketplaces.    

6. Historically, purchasers of NFTs received only a digital token showcasing art from 

a particular collection and nothing more.  

7. In 2021, the “Bored Ape Yacht Club” (“BAYC”) NFT collection was launched on 

the Ethereum blockchain. BAYC is widely credited with being the first generative 

art collection on the Ethereum network to successfully execute on the idea of tying 

utility or a “membership benefit” with an NFT.  

8. In the utility model, purchasers of an NFT not only receive a digital asset that 

displays art from the collection in question, they also receive some utility or benefit, 

usually outlined in a roadmap, for the duration of time they hold an NFT in their 

wallet. Once an NFT is sold or transferred to another cryptocurrency wallet, the 

new purchaser/holder of the NFT receives the associated membership benefit.  
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9. BAYC NFTs, some of which are depicted below, were available to the public to 

mint as of April 23, 2021 for a price of 0.08 ETH (approximately $210 USD or 

$261.99 CAD at the time) and limited to 10,000 NFTs.  

 

10. Prior to its launch, the BAYC website stated the following: 

i. “Your Bored Ape doubles as your Yacht Club membership card, and grants 

access to members-only benefits…”; and 

ii. “When you buy a Bored Ape, you’re not simply buying an avatar or 

provably-rare piece of art. You are gaining membership access to a club 

whose benefits and offerings will increase over time.” 

11. The BAYC website included a list of roadmap items which included: “Member-

Exclusive BAYC Merch Stores”; “The Bored Ape liquidity pool…”; and “Mutant 

Ape (NFT Breeding)…”.  

12. In addition to the initial funding that NFT projects receive by selling mints directly 

to consumers, NFT projects generally also charge a royalty on any secondary 

market sale of their NFT that takes place. Royalties in this context are seen by the 

development team as ongoing revenue and an implicit promise to continue to 

provide ongoing utility for a project. 

13. In the case of BAYC, a royalty of 2.5% is charged on every secondary marketplace 

sale.  
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14. Since its launch, the BAYC team has delivered a number of membership benefits 

to BAYC NFT holders including:  

i. In July 2021, NFT holders were told that for each BAYC NFT they held in 

their cryptocurrency wallet, they could mint a free NFT from a new 

collection called the “Bored Ape Kennel Club”; 

ii. In August 2021, NFT holders were airdropped a free “mutant serum” for 

each NFT they held in their cryptocurrency wallet. The mutant serum could 

be used to “mutate” a BAYC into a new NFT collection known as the 

“Mutant Ape Yacht Club”’;  

iii. In March 2022, the BAYC team released a cryptocurrency token, 

“ApeCoin” which was given for free to NFT holders;    

iv. In April 2022, NFT holders were given free “land” in the form of NFT in a 

blockchain metaverse the BAYC is developing; and  

v. The BAYC team has provided NFT holders with ongoing access to 

exclusive members-only events and limited-edition BAYC merchandise. 

15. BAYC is one of the most successful NFT collections to date, with a brand that is 

worth in excess of one billion dollars. On any given day, a single BAYC NFT can 

trade for upwards of $100,000 USD with certain more desirable pieces having been 

sold for millions of dollars.  

16. In the summer of 2021, the NFT market experienced a large influx of consumer 

capital.  

17. Given BAYC’s tremendous success, hundreds of NFT collections launching on the 

Ethereum in the summer of 2021 touted an extensive roadmap, utility and/or 

membership benefit associated with the purchase of their NFT. Teams realized that 

in an extremely competitive environment, they had to offer consumers even more 

utility in order to ensure that their project “sold out” and garnered extensive 

secondary marketplace sales (and thus royalties).  
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18. Given that anyone could launch an NFT collection while remaining completely 

anonymous, as the BAYC team had, a number of individuals began to sell NFTs to 

defraud the public. 

19. Within the NFT community, a rug pull became a popular term used to describe an 

NFT project which induced members of the public to purchase their NFT by 

promising extensive roadmaps, utility, and membership perks, only to disappear 

thereafter with the full proceeds of the mint and secondary market sales. 

20. A slow rug became a popular term to describe a project where the development 

team dissipated of all funds from the sale of an NFT collection but continued to 

keep social media pages running with sporadic announcements. In these cases, little 

or no development work or utility is actually provided to NFT holders, but 

development team members maintain minimal communication in order to continue 

to collect royalties from secondary market sales and/or in an attempt to escape civil 

or criminal liability.  

21. On March 24, 2022, the United States Department of Justice charged two 

individuals who launched the “Frosties” NFT collection with fraud and money 

laundering, specifically citing the rug pull perpetuated by the individuals on 

consumers. The individuals in question were stated to have defrauded $1 million 

USD from the sale of the Frosties NFT. 

22. The United States Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control 

(OFAC) subsequently sanctioned the virtual cryptocurrency mixers Tornado Cash 

and Blender in 2022, citing their role in assisting to launder billions of dollars in 

cryptocurrency. The individuals charged in the Frosties mint sent cryptocurrency 

funds through Tornado Cash in an attempt to obfuscate the source of funds they had 

received from the mint.  

23. The Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre states that 2021 was a historic year for reported 

fraud, with losses totalling an over 2.5-fold increase as compared 2020. Investment 

scams were the highest reported scams based on dollar loss.   
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PARTIES 

The Defendants 

24. The Defendant, Profitly Incorporated (Business Number: 731550711), is a 

Canadian corporation with an incorporation date of October 1, 2018. Profitly 

Incorporated has a registered business address at 12 Amber Place, Belleville, ON, 

K8P 0B5. 

25. The Defendant, DMCB Holdings Inc. (Business Number: 780717302), is a 

Canadian corporation incorporated on August 26, 2021. DMCB Holdings Inc. has 

a registered business address at 12 Amber Place, Belleville, ON, K8P 0B5. 

26. The Defendant, Ivan Avramenko, is a listed director of Profitly Incorporated and 

DMCB Holdings Inc. and has a listed personal address at 12 Amber Place, 

Belleville, ON, K8P 0B5. Ivan Avramenko operated the Twitter profile for 

“@ivybonee” where he listed himself as a co-founder of the Boneheads NFT 

project. 

27. The Defendant, Alexandra Stinson, is a listed director of Profitly Incorporated and 

has a listed personal address of 1034 County Road 3, Belleville, ON, K8N 4Z1. 

Alexandra Stinson operates the Twitter profile for “@lexiibone” and lists herself as 

a co-founder of the Boneheads NFT project. 

28. The Defendant, John Doe, operates the Twitter profile for “@nikkibonee” and is as 

a co-founder of the Boneheads NFT project.  

29. The Defendants are collectively referred to as the “Boneheads team”.  

The Plaintiff and Class 

30. The Plaintiff, Taylan McRae-Yu (“Taylan”), resides in Ottawa, Ontario. He is a 29-

year-old entrepreneur, most recently having worked as a Director of Strategy for 

the Canadian Federation of Students, Canada’s largest student union. 
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31. In August 2021, Taylan became aware of the Boneheads NFT collection through 

promotions he came across on Twitter.   

32. Boneheads featured 10,000 unique NFTs, an example of which is depicted below, 

which were available to mint on the Ethereum blockchain on August 20, 2021, at a 

mint price of 0.1 ETH (approximately $320 USD or $410.27 CAD at the time) per 

NFT. 

 

33. Taylan minted the Boneheads NFT in response to the extensive promises of utility, 

roadmaps, and members-only benefits made by the Boneheads team, as detailed 

below.  

34. The Boneheads team made these promises using an official Boneheads website 

(“Boneheads.io”), Twitter, and Discord.  

35. In advance of the mint, Taylan reviewed the roadmap on the Boneheads website 

and followed social media announcements that the Boneheads team released. 

Taylan also joined the Boneheads Discord community. 

36. Taylan understood that the act of minting a Boneheads NFT, purchasing a 

Boneheads NFT on the secondary market, and holding it, would provide him with 

both the NFT in question and extensive and innovative utility, as well as exclusive 

membership perks, as outlined in the roadmap prepared by the Boneheads team.  
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37. Taylan, relying on extensive representations made by the Boneheads team, 

purchased a total of 36 Boneheads NFTs at a combined price of 3.6 ETH 

(approximately $11,831.40 USD or $15,169.03 CAD) during the minting stage on 

August 20, 2021.  

38. Taylan continues to hold all 36 NFTs in his Ethereum wallet.  

39. As of June 2023, not a single roadmap item, benefit, utility, NFT airdrop, token, 

event access, physical merchandise, voting right, or any of the dozens of roadmap 

items promised to Taylan, as detailed below, have been delivered by the Boneheads 

team.   

40. The Plaintiff is seeking certification of the following class (collectively referred to 

as the “Class” or “Class Members”): 

Every individual resident in or outside of Canada who minted a Boneheads 

NFT or purchased a Boneheads NFT on any secondary NFT marketplace 

since August 20, 2021.  

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

Extensive Roadmap Promises to Boneheads NFT Holders 

41. The Boneheads team began marketing and promotional activity for the Boneheads 

NFT in or around the start of July 2021 through social media platforms including 

Twitter. Public “invite” links to the Boneheads community Discord were also 

provided. The Boneheads website was launched in or around August 2021 in 

advance of the mint.   

42. In addition to receiving a Boneheads NFT featuring Boneheads art, prospective 

buyers were told that they would receive extensive and innovative utility, focused 

on their NFT specifically and around the Boneheads brand more broadly.  

43. The Boneheads team promised the following giveaways: 
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i. On July 17, 2021, in advance of the mint, the Boneheads team told Discord 

members that everyone who purchased a Boneheads NFT would get the 

opportunity to win $1 million; and 

ii. On July 19, 2021, the Boneheads team tweeted that following the mint, one 

purchaser of the Boneheads NFT would receive a “monetary mystery box 

valued at a quarter million dollars, revealed instantly at the end of the 

mint” [emphasis added].  

44. The Boneheads website included extensive roadmap descriptions comprising 

“code-based digitals”, “NFT post-sale physicals”, and “physical collectibles”.   

45. The Boneheads roadmap stated that purchasers of the Boneheads NFT would 

receive the following “code-based digitals”: 

i. “5% Community Wallet” to signify that a portion that 5% of mint and 

secondary market proceeds would be put towards a community wallet; 

ii. “3D Boneheads” to signify that “3D” versions of Boneheads NFTs would 

be provided to NFT holders; 

iii. “Dynamic Landscapes”;  

iv. A form of gallery called “BoMA” (Bunker of Modern Art); 

v. “Claimables”; 

vi. “Baby Bones” to refer to “baby” versions of Boneheads NFTs that would 

be provided to NFT holders; 

vii. “Spaceheads (Alien Invasion)” referring to a blockchain game that the team 

would be launching; 

viii. A form of NFT breeding similar to the Mutant Ape Yacht Club referred to 

as “Boning”; 
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ix. A liquidity pool called “The Spa”; 

x. “Consumer-Facing Avatar Application” which Boneheads NFT holders 

would have first access to and which would allow users to create a personal 

avatar of themselves using “an expansive catalog of clothing and 

accessories to suit their unique style”. The Boneheads website stated that 

purchasers would have access to this application “within the next 8-12 

months”; and 

xi. A partner “SDK” or software development kit.  

46. The Boneheads roadmap stated that purchasers of the Boneheads NFT would 

receive the following “NFT post-sale physicals”: 

i. 50 randomly selected members of the Boneheads community would receive 

a mouse pad matching the exact facial expression of their Boneheads NFT; 

ii. 25 randomly selected members of the Boneheads community would receive 

a free numbered hoodie; 

iii. 10 randomly selected members of the Boneheads community would receive 

a free 4 feet area rug matching the exact facial expression of their 

Boneheads NFT; 

iv. 5 randomly selected members of the Boneheads community would receive 

a free painting (40” x 60” (“gallery depth”)) of their Boneheads NFT; and 

v. Each item would be individually numbered, in a beautifully crafted and 

branded magnetic box, with a QR code or tag, to verify the authenticity of 

the product on the blockchain.  

47. The Boneheads roadmap stated that Boneheads NFT purchasers would receive the 

following “physical collectibles”:  

i. 5 foot life size sculptures;  
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ii. 2.4 foot sculptures;  

iii. 4 foot area rugs;  

iv. playing cards;  

v. boxing gloves;  

vi. trucker hats;  

vii. mini backpacks;  

viii. puffer jackets;  

ix. biker jackets;  

x. bomber jackets;  

xi. t-shirts hoodies;  

xii. slides; and  

xiii. socks. 

48. The Boneheads team further promised that the team would develop “physical + 

digital products […] like life-size 5ft bonehead sculptures, toys, fuzzy zebra mini 

backpacks, alligator puffer vests, studded boxing gloves, and more”. 

49. The Boneheads team further stated that: 

Only token holders will be able to participate that they release…every single 

item will come with a numbered verifiable scannable qr code/nfc tag that 

will be verified on-chain. Every single item will be considered carefully and 

will be created in scarce supply in order to maximize secondary market sales 

potential.   
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50. The Boneheads team initially charged a 10% royalty on secondary market sales 

which would go “towards establishing a community-powered creator fund”. 

51. Ownership of the Boneheads NFT would grant “holders a lifetime membership (as 

long as they hold it in their wallet) to the cabana, the forging hq, where holders will 

be able to forge physical and digital collectibles”. 

52. This “exclusive forging” was described in considerable detail on both the 

Boneheads website and encouraged consumers to purchase more than a single NFT:  

Only users holding a #bonehead in their wallet will be able to mint/forge an 

"x" (tbd) amount of items from each collection drop - this number will 

fluctuate depending on the quantity that is produced. The more #bonehead 

that you own, the more items you will be able to forge. There will be 

contingencies attached to the items that are allowed to be forged by users. 

If your specific #bonehead lacks an attribute (such as a zebra-patterned 

bucket hat), you will not be able to forge the physical item associated with 

this attribute. You will have to acquire a #bonehead that has this particular 

attribute/trait/item through the secondary market in order to forge this 

physical collectible - this will drive speculation and produce a new element 

to their #boneheads rarity, thus create a more dynamic asset class. Physical 

collectibles (commodities) will have a qr code that will verify their 

authenticity on-chain, forever [emphasis added].  

53. Prospective NFT purchasers were further told they would get “exclusive behind-

the-scenes access through the entire manufacturing process for all items” including 

sculptures, area rugs, and accessories such as playing cards, ashtrays, boxing 

gloves, garments, and other collectibles. 

54. NFT holders would also have “voting rights” to “vote and provide feedback through 

the sampling process while they test the fabrics, textiles, and patterns that will 

eventually be placed into productions”. 
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55. On August 12, 2021, the Boneheads team tweeted that “The Cabana (Store)”, an 

interactive marketplace where holders would be able to “forge” their “drip” would 

be opening in Fall 2021. 

56. In addition to these extensive promises, the Boneheads team represented 

themselves in a manner to led consumers to believe the Boneheads team had the 

requisite skillset and expertise to execute and deliver on such an extensive and 

ambitious roadmap. 

57. The following statements were made regarding the Boneheads team: 

i. “Boneheads were created by seven brilliant collaborators who spent over 

1,500+ hours developing over 500+ attributes across 8 categories…; 

ii. “This is a real business, with experienced investors, and a clearly defined 

objective. Boneheads are priced in accordance to the level of effort, quality, 

funding spent to date, and to the funding that is required for the boneheads 

collaborators to deliver on their vision and roadmap”;  

iii. “Their core team has spent the better part of their adult lives building 

startups and helping others achieve their goals in a collaborative way”; and 

iv. “Together, they have cultivated over 40+ years of experience in design, 

product management, manufacturing, and marketing, to bring users the 

brainchild – boneheads”. 

Minting and Movement of Smart Contract Funds  

58. The smart contract for the Boneheads NFT was opened for the public to mint a 

Boneheads NFT on August 20, 2021 at approximately 7:58 PM + UTC.  

59. The first mint of the Boneheads NFT took place on August 20, 2021 at 7:58:23 PM 

+ UTC.  
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60. All 10,000 Boneheads NFTs sold out on August 20, 2021 at 8:34:52 PM + UTC, 

within 40 minutes of the mint being opened to the public.    

61. On August 20, 2021, at 8:47:36 PM + UTC, less than 15 minutes after the entire 

Boneheads NFT collection had sold out, and within less than 1 hour of its release, 

the Boneheads NFT team removed 950.5 ETH (approximately $3,123,818.25 USD 

or $4,005,047.38 CAD) from the smart contract in question.  

62. Immediately thereafter, the Boneheads team stopped all promotion of the 

Boneheads project, put the Discord chat on “slow mode”, and disappeared from 

their Discord server after posting an announcement stating that they would be 

returning on August 23, 2021. 

63. Taylan and other consumers voiced their concern about this behaviour including 

the sudden change in communication from the Boneheads NFT team who had 

previously been very active on social media platforms and Discord. Taylan and 

other consumers were concerned that the project was about to “rug” and that the 

Boneheads founders were going to take off with the proceeds from the mint.   

64. In response to these concerns, Taylan and others consumers were banned from the 

Discord server. Taylan and others were also eventually blocked on Twitter.  

Rug Pull Allegations  

65. In the months following the public mint, the Boneheads team sporadically made 

appearances on social media platforms and Discord to continue to attract 

unsuspecting consumers to purchase the Boneheads NFT on the secondary market 

and in an attempt to avoid allegations that the project was a rug pull.  

66. At the same time, the Boneheads team slowly dissipated the funds from the mint 

and secondary market sales, into and between various cryptocurrency addresses, 

and centralized exchanges. A significant portion of the funds were used by the 

Boneheads team to make extravagant purchases of NFT art.   
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67. In addition to mint proceedings, the Boneheads team received a total of 27.0958 

ETH in royalties (approximately $87,811.97 USD or $112,072.43 CAD) from 

secondary marketplace sales of the Boneheads NFT.  

68. On October 14, 2021, Jonathan Schmalfeld, known as “The NFTorney” referenced 

the Boneheads project in a blog post about class actions, rug pulls, and consumer 

protection in the NFT context. 

69. In response to the blog post, which renewed allegations that the Boneheads projects 

was a rug pull, the Boneheads team stated that a flagship store for the Boneheads 

brand would be opening in Los Angeles in Early 2022. No such flagship store was 

opened.  

70. In the first half of 2022, there were almost no updates regarding the Boneheads 

NFT project including social media posts through any official channel. 

71. In the summer of 2022, Taylan contacted a Twitter user by the name of @zachxbt 

(“ZachXBT”). 

72. ZachXBT is an independent blockchain investigator who has amassed a significant 

social media following (over 375,000 Twitter followers) owing to the investigations 

he has conducted on exposing instances of blockchain fraud. ZachXBT’s research 

and detective work has been cited by authorities in jurisdictions like France as 

having led to the prosecution of a group of NFT scammers.  

73. On July 14, 2022, in collaboration with Taylan, ZachXBT released a series of 

Twitter posts on the Boneheads NFT project. These posts shared the result of 

investigative work done by ZachXBT on the Boneheads team and alleged that the 

Boneheads NFT project was a $3.1 million USD rug pull.  

74. Despite months of inactivity on social media, the Boneheads team immediately 

responded to ZachXBT’s posts via Twitter, stating that Boneheads was not a scam 

but a “very deliberately slow creative process”. They subsequently announced that 
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a “new” collection would be dropping on the anniversary of their project launch, in 

August 2022. No such collection was ever released.  

75. On August 27, 2022, ZachXBT once again shared a Twitter post about the 

Boneheads NFT project, stating they had failed to deliver the collection they 

promised in August 2022. The post included screenshots of messages sent from the 

Boneheads team to ZachXBT stating “brand activations” would be launching on 

August 24, 2021 and ZachXBT should update his Twitter post at that time.  

76. In response, the Boneheads team stated that as of November 1, 2022, “drops” would 

be releasing on the first of every month for Boneheads NFT holders to claim. No 

such drops have ever been released.  

77. As of the date of filing of this claim, the Boneheads NFT team has not delivered on 

a single roadmap promise they had made to Boneheads NFT purchasers. Consumers 

have not received a single NFT airdrop, token, physical collectible, marketplace 

access, forging, avatar application, voting right, giveaway, or the dozens of other 

promises that were made to consumers in consideration for purchasing or minting 

a Boneheads NFT.  

CAUSES OF ACTION 

Breach of Contract 

78. The Plaintiff and Class Members who minted or purchased a Boneheads NFT on 

the secondary market entered into a contract with the Boneheads team. 

79. In consideration for the Plaintiff and Class Members purchasing the NFT, they were 

told they would receive: (1) a Boneheads NFT; (2) a host of benefits comprising 

utility that would be built around the Boneheads NFT brand generally and holders’ 

individual NFT’s specifically: and (3) those who purchased multiple NFTs would 

receive greater utility perks and benefits. 
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80. The Plaintiff and Class members abided by the terms of their obligations under this 

contract by paying the requisite fee to mint or purchase a Boneheads NFT on the 

secondary market.  

81. The Boneheads NFT team breached the terms of the contract they entered into with 

the Plaintiff and Class Members by not fulfilling essential obligations under the 

contract, namely, to deliver the roadmap and utility promised to owners of the 

Boneheads NFT in a timely manner or at all.  

82. The Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to special damages for breach of 

contract. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation  

83. In the alternative, the contract is void ab initio as a result of fraudulent 

misrepresentations made by the Boneheads team, entitling the Plaintiff and Class 

members to special and punitive damages and/or recission of the contract.   

84. The Boneheads team fraudulently misrepresented the contract: 

i. The Boneheads team falsely represented to the Plaintiff and Class Members 

that minting or purchasing a Boneheads NFT on the secondary market 

would be accompanied by extensive utility including member benefits, 

utility built around the Boneheads brand, and utility tied to holders’ 

individual Boneheads NFT; 

ii. The roadmap and utility were extensively detailed across the Boneheads 

website and social media platforms in the weeks and months preceding the 

public mint for Boneheads NFTs on August 20, 2021. Plaintiffs and Class 

Members had the opportunity to review the extensive roadmap information 

provided on the Boneheads website and social media and community 

platforms prior to making a decision to mint or purchase a Boneheads NFT 

on the secondary market; 
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iii. The Boneheads team held themselves out to be a team with extensive 

expertise necessary to deliver on their ambitious roadmap;  

iv. These representations were material to the substance of the contract between 

the Plaintiff and Class Members and the Boneheads team; 

v. The representations of extensive utility accompanying the Boneheads NFT 

are unequivocally false as the Plaintiff and Class Members have not 

received a single member benefit or any utility accompanying their 

Boneheads NFT; 

vi. The Boneheads team, knowingly or recklessly, understood the falsehood of 

the representations of utility made to the Plaintiff Class Members, including 

but not limited to promises of a $250,000 and a $1 million giveaway, as well 

as specific roadmap deliverables such as the NFT NYC Pop-Up Shop (Fall 

2021), the LA Flagship Store (Early 2022), a second collection (August 

2022), and monthly “drops” starting in November 2022. The Boneheads 

team failed to build any utility or deliver any of the many roadmap promises 

made to the Boneheads NFT holders; 

vii. The Plaintiff and Class Members acted/relied upon and were induced by the 

false representations of utility made by the Boneheads team and purchased 

the NFT in question with the expectation that the NFT would provide 

member benefits, utility that was built around the Boneheads brand, and 

utility that was tied to their Boneheads NFT specifically. The Boneheads 

team knew, or ought to have known, that the Plaintiff and Class Members 

would rely on their numerous representations and purchase the Boneheads 

NFT;  

viii. The actions of the Boneheads team have resulted in significant personal loss 

to the Plaintiff and Class Members. The Plaintiff and Class Members have 

lost considerable time dedicated to participating in the Boneheads 

community and awaiting the pending utility. The Plaintiff and Class 
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Members have incurred significant financial loss as a direct result of the 

actions of the Boneheads team totalling approximately $4,118,385.43 CAD; 

and 

ix. There is continued impropriety, deceit and dishonesty on the part of the 

Boneheads team who continues to fraudulently misrepresent the utility that 

will accompany the Boneheads NFT, both to existing Boneheads NFT 

holders, as well as new unsuspecting consumers.  

Negligent Misrepresentation 

85. In the alternative, the Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to special damages, 

or recission of the contract, as a result of the negligent misrepresentations made by 

the Boneheads team.  

i. The Boneheads team, as outlined above, made a number of representations 

to consumers about the utility and benefit that would flow as a result of 

purchasing and owning a Boneheads NFT; 

ii. Taylan and Class Members are consumers who paid the Boneheads team, a 

commercial enterprise, for goods/services, and were owed a duty of care; 

iii. The representations made by the Boneheads team are false as none of the 

intended utility outlined has been delivered; 

iv. The Boneheads team was negligent in making representations about utility, 

including, but not limited, promises of giveaways and specific dates for 

deliverables;  

v. The Plaintiff and Class Members reasonably relied on the representations 

made by the Boneheads team;  

vi. The Plaintiff and Class Members, as outlined above, have suffered 

significant financial loss as a result of relying on the false representations 

made by the Boneheads team.  
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Consumer Protection Act 

86. The Plaintiff and Class Members are “consumers” under the Consumer Protection 

Act who were acting for personal and not business purposes.  

87. The Plaintiff and Class Members entered into a “consumer transaction” under the 

Consumer Protection Act whereby the Boneheads team promised delivery of 

certain goods and services in exchange for payment/purchase of a Boneheads NFT. 

88. The Boneheads team acted unfairly when transacting with the Plaintiff and Class 

Members by making the following false, misleading or deceptive and/or 

unconscionable representations under Part III of the Consumer Protection Act 

including: 

i. Representations that the roadmap, benefits, and accompanying utilities were 

available or would be made available, delivered or performed following the 

purchase of a Boneheads NFT when the Boneheads team knew or ought to 

have known that they could not be delivered or performed;  

ii. Representations of a roadmap, benefits, and accompanying utilities that 

used exaggeration, innuendo, or ambiguity as to a material fact or a failure 

to state a material fact that deceived or tended to deceive the Plaintiff and 

Class Members; 

iii. Representations that misrepresented the purpose or intent of any solicitation 

or communication with the Plaintiff and Class Members; and 

iv. Representations that the purpose of charges, namely the minting or 

secondary market royalties, were to develop and deliver on the roadmap, 

benefits, and accompanying utilities that had been promised to Boneheads 

NFT holders.  

89. At all material times, the Boneheads team were located in Ontario where the 

contract was formed, when transacting online with the Plaintiff and Class Members. 
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Competition Act 

90. The Boneheads team engaged in deceptive marketing practices under Part VII.1 of 

the Competition Act.  

91. The Boneheads team directly promoted the Boneheads NFT project for the purpose 

of promoting their own business interests. 

92. The Boneheads team made representations to the public that were both false and 

misleading. The Boneheads team represented to the public that minting or 

purchasing a Boneheads NFT on the secondary market guaranteed or promised 

performance of a roadmap, providing holders of the Boneheads NFT with extensive 

utility that was clearly laid out on the Boneheads websites and on social media 

platforms including Twitter and community platforms including Discord.   

93. The Boneheads team guaranteed or promised this extensive utility to minters and 

purchasers of the Boneheads NFT in a manner that was materially misleading or 

had no reasonable prospect that it would be carried out, such as the promises of 

entry into a $250,000 and $1 million giveaway. It was known to the Boneheads 

Team that members of the public, namely the Plaintiff and Class Members, would 

and did indeed rely on this guaranteed or promised roadmap in making a decision 

to purchase or mint a Boneheads NFT.  

94. After the Plaintiff and Class Members minted and/or purchased the Boneheads 

NFT, the Boneheads team failed to fulfil the guarantees or promises of the 

roadmap/utility associated with holding a Boneheads NFT.  

95. To date, the Boneheads team continues to deceive unsuspecting members of the 

public into purchasing their NFT with false promises of a roadmap. 

96. Plaintiff and Class Members are everyday consumers with limited financial means 

and time. By purchasing the Boneheads NFT as a result of inducements of the 

extensive roadmap and utility that would be provided to them, holders of the 
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Boneheads NFT decided to forego the purchase of other legitimate NFT projects in 

an extremely competitive environment. 

Unjust Enrichment 

97. Furthermore, or in the alternative, the Boneheads team was unjustly enriched at the 

expense of the Plaintiff and Class Members. 

98. The Plaintiff and Class Members were deprived of approximately $4,118,385.43 

CAD in value which was unjustly and unfairly passed to the Boneheads team. 

99. Given that Plaintiff and Class Members did not receive the benefits that were 

promised to them by the Boneheads team, there has been a failure of consideration, 

resulting in significant corresponding deprivation to the Plaintiff and Class 

Members.  

100. There is no juristic reason for the Boneheads team to retain the $4,006,313 CAD in 

mint proceeds or $112,072.43 CAD in royalties received to date, or any continued 

royalties from the sales of Boneheads NFTs.  

Misappropriation of Funds 

101. In addition, or in the alternative, the Boneheads team misappropriated funds that 

were intended to be used to deliver on the roadmap promises that had been made to 

the Plaintiff and Class Members. 

102. Immediately after the Boneheads NFT mint sold out, the Boneheads team drained 

the smart contract of all of its funds (950.5 ETH ((approximately $3,122,175 USD 

or $4,006,313 CAD)) on August 20, 2021, at 8:47:36 PM + UTC. 

103. These funds were not used to develop utility for the project, deliver on the roadmap, 

or for a community wallet as promised by the Boneheads team. 

104. The Boneheads team instead took a number of steps of obfuscate the source of these 

funds. 
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105. At least $555,611.35 CAD was moved between different cryptocurrency wallets 

and into centralized exchanges, including Kraken, Kucoin, and Coinbase.  

106. The Boneheads team also made a total of at least $1,786,169.95 CAD in extravagant 

NFT purchases for personal use.  

Piercing the Corporate Veil 

107. Profitly Incorporated and DMCB Holdings Inc. were incorporated for an illegal, 

fraudulent or improper purpose.  

108. As directors of the corporations in question, Ivan Avramenko and Alexandra 

Stinson had a duty to act in good faith and in the best interests of the corporation 

and shareholders. 

109. Instead, Ivan Avramenko and Alexandra Stinson acted to defraud the Plaintiff and 

Class Members.  

110. Ivan Avramenko and Alexandra Stinson were the directing minds, who had total 

control of the Corporations in question, and used the funds from the mint and 

royalties for personal gain, instead of the promised utility that was to be delivered 

to consumers. 

111. As a result of their actions, Ivan Avramenko and Alexandra Stinson should be held 

personally liable for the allegations contained herein.  

Punitive Damages 

112. The Boneheads team engaged in reprehensible conduct which was malicious, 

oppressive and high-handed, and demonstrated a marked departure from ordinary 

standards of decent behaviour. 

113. In response to both the NFTorney blog and ZachXBT’s allegations that the project 

was a rug pull, the Boneheads team responded by further defrauding the public and 
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inducing even more consumers to purchase their NFT on the secondary market with 

promises of utility to be provided by future specific date. 

114. The Boneheads team openly responded to criticism by blocking and “trolling” the 

Plaintiff and Class Members.  

115. In October 2021, in response to the NFTorney blog post, the Boneheads team 

tweeted “so if this wasn’t a rug then…what was it? Best answer wins a 

BONEHEAD giveaway winner announced…like never?”.  

116. In response to ZachXBT’s Twitter posts, the Boneheads team Tweeted the 

following:  

 

117. In addition to side-stepping and mocking the very serious allegations of fraud, the 

Boneheads team again induced Plaintiff and Class Members to purchase more 

Boneheads NFTs by teasing images of a new collection, including future dates 

where such utility would be delivered.  

118. The granting of punitive damages is required to punish the defendant and meet 

objective standards of retribution, deterrence and denunciation.  
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119. The Boneheads team defrauded thousands of consumers across the world with a 

contract that originated in Ontario.  

120. The Boneheads team continues to see no issue, moral or otherwise, with their 

actions, which have directly resulted in the loss of over $4,118,385.43 CAD in 

funds from the Plaintiff and Class Members.   

121. The Plaintiff proposes that this action be tried at the City of Ottawa, Ontario.  

 
 
May 25, 2023             DELAWYER PROFESSIONAL 

CORPORATION 
Suites of Somerset 
52 Bayswater Ave., Unit 1505  
Ottawa, ON, K1Y 4K3 
 
SOHAIB MOHAMMAD 
LSO#: 80696K 
Tel:     (647)-535-8706 
Email: sohaib@smhlaw.ca 
 
Lawyer for the Plaintiff
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Court File No. CV-23-00092340-00CP 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

 
B E T W E E N: 
 

TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 
Plaintiff 

 
and 

 
PROFITLY INCORPORATED, DMCB HOLDINGS INC., IVAN AVRAMENKO, 

ALEXANDRA STINSON and JOHN DOE 
Defendants 

 
                Proceeding under The Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

 
 

STATEMENT OF DEFENCE AND COUNTERCLAIM 

1. The Defendants, Profitly Incorporated, DMCB Holdings Inc., Ivan Avramenko, 

Alexandra Stinson and John Doe, admit none of the allegations contained in any of the 

paragraphs of the Statement of Claim. 

2. The Defendants, Profitly Incorporated, DMCB Holdings Inc., Ivan Avramenko, 

Alexandra Stinson, (collectively the “Defendants”), have no knowledge of the allegations 

contained in paragraphs 6-23, 28, 30-31, 35-36 of the Statement of Claim.   

3. The Defendants deny all other allegations contained in the Statement of Claim 

except as otherwise pleaded herein.  

4. The Defendants request that paragraphs 6-21 of the Statement of Claim be struck 

as they are irrelevant to the matters at issue. 
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Parties 

5. Profitly Incorporated (“Profitly”) is a corporation incorporated pursuant to the laws 

of Ontario.   

6. DMCB Holdings Inc. (“DMCB”) is a corporation incorporated pursuant to the laws 

of Ontario.   

7. Ivan Avramenko (“Ivan”) is an individual residing in the Province of Ontario. Ivan 

is, inter alia, an entrepreneur with experience in technology start up companies.  

8. Alexandra Stinson (“Alexandra”) is an individual who resides in the city of 

Belleville, Ontario. Contrary to the allegations at paragraph 27 of the Statement of Claim, 

Alexandra is not a co-founder of the Boneheads NFT project (“Boneheads”). 

Non-Fungible Tokens 

9. Non-fungible tokens (“NFTs”) are cryptocurrency-based assets which are created 

through a process called “minting”.  Minting is when the individual information of an NFT 

gets recorded onto a publicly accessible database, called a blockchain.   Once an NFT 

has been minted, it is given a unique identification number which allows it to be 

distinguishable from other NFTs. This identification number is what allows an NFT to be 

sold, exchanged, or traded between owners.   The NFT’s ownership details are also 

stored onto it, which includes the details of the individual or company that designed it.    

10. The value of an NFT (after the initial sale) is given to a token on a case by case 

basis since every token is considered unique, therefore, a single value/price cannot be 
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applied to an entire collection of tokens, rather only to a specific token or set of tokens – 

this price is determined by the customer. It is a free market. A floor price does not indicate 

value for an entire collection of tokens, it simply indicates the lowest available price for a 

specific individual token.   

The Boneheads NFT 

11. In or around early 2021, DMCB launched Boneheads.  

12. DMCB hired computer developers to assist with the engineering side of 

Boneheads. The developers built, inter alia, art designs, app designs, and website 

designs.  Alexandra was never involved in the development or conceptualization of this 

project and is in no way involved with Boneheads.  

13. Each Bonehead NFT represented a specific piece of art.  The sale was a surprise 

blind mint, which is the standard practice, therefore, none of the purchasers knew which 

specific piece of art they were getting. The surprise aspect is part of the appeal for 

customers, since they have an opportunity to have a rare token. The Plaintiff was well 

aware of this before the sale took place. That is the reason he purchased over 30 tokens 

with the hope of obtaining a bonehead NFT that is rare compared to the rest. There is an 

implicit risk in purchasing tokens that is well known to purchasers. Tokens varied in price.  

Some individuals who purchased a bored ape yacht club NFT, for example, were lucky 

as that NFT ended up being worth upwards of $500,000.00.  

14. DMCB marketed Boneheads primarily through the social media website Discord 

(“Discord” or the “Boneheads Discord”).  Discord allowed users to, inter alia, 
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communicate with the Boneheads community through via instant messaging, video calls, 

and voice calls.   

15. Many people share ideas and information through the Boneheads Discord.   

Boneheads’ Benefits (the “Benefits”) 

16. Boneheads marketed six benefits that customers could receive with each 

Boneheads NFT purchase. At the time the Benefits were presented, they were not yet 

completed.  Boneheads made it clear to the public that their Benefits were not yet ready 

to be launched, by posting a general description for each benefit as a way to inform 

potential Bonehead purchasers of potential Benefits once the Benefits were finalized. In 

no way was the marketing of these Benefits an official offer to potential purchasers.   

Benefit 1 – Lifetime Membership (“Benefit 1”) 

17. Benefit 1 would give purchasers lifetime access to the Bonehead cabana (as long 

as they held the asset in their wallet), digital collectibles, and access to the Bonehead 

forging headquarters, which is where purchasers could forge their own physical and 

digital collectibles.    

18. Boneheads is currently in the process of designing and finalizing apps for the 

release of Benefit 1. Further, Boneheads has not yet completed the domain purchase for 

Benefit 1. Without the domain, it is impossible to launch Benefit 1.  

19. The Boneheads Discord community was made aware of the fact that Benefit 1 is 

not yet complete.  As such, it would not be possible to rely on these Benefits when 
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deciding whether or not to purchase a Boneheads NFT as it was made clear that such 

Benefits were not yet finalized.  

Benefit 2 – Exclusive Forging (“Benefit 2”) 

20. Benefit 2 would give Bonehead purchasers exclusive forging rights.   

21. Boneheads made it clear that no timeline had been established with respect to 

when Benefit 2 would be available to the public.  Further, as an abundance of caution, 

Boneheads marked a “to be determined” indicator as to when Benefits 2 would be 

completed.   

Benefit 3 – Claimables (“Benefit 3”) 

22. Benefit 3 would allow Bonehead purchasers to claim specific physical Bonehead 

collectibles for free using their Bonehead NFT.  This benefit was designed to give 

purchasers an unprecedented experience with the purchase of their Bonehead NFT.   

23. It was made clear to the Bonheads Discord and Twitter community that there was 

no official timeline for completetion for Benefit 3.  

Benefit 4 – App Access (“Benefit 4”) 

24. Benefit 4 would allow Bonehead purchasers priority access in testing the upcoming 

apps before they would be made public.    

25. There was no publicly stated release date for Benefit 4.   
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Benefit 5 – Behind the Scenes (“Benefit 5”)  

26. Benefit 5 would allow Bonehead purchasers behind the scenes access to 

Bonehead products, including but not limited to, sculptures, accessories, playing cards 

and other Boneheads collectibles.   

27. Bonehead Discord users have been given previews of Benefit 5 physical items, 

although Boneheads has yet to release anything official.   

Benefit 6 – Voting Rights (“Benefit 6”) 

28.  Benefit 6 would allow Bonehead purchasers voting rights with respect to the 

manufacturing of various Bonehead products.   

29. Contrary to paragraph 37 of the Statement of Claim, at no time did Boneheads 

guarantee the release of any of their benefits, nor did they provide potential purchasers 

a specific release date.  As such, the Plaintiff could not have relied on any alleged 

representations made by Boneheads, since no representations were made.  The 

Defendants put the Plaintiff to the strict proof thereof.   

30. Contrary to paragraph 43 (i) and (ii) of the Statement of Claim, Boneheads did not 

promise the chance to win $1,000,000.00.  Boneheads had not listed any giveaways on 

their company webpage.  Further, these alleged giveaways were never included in the 

Boneheads Smart Contract (the “Smart Contract”), which is a digital contract that all 

Boneheads purchasers must agree to before purchasing their Boneheads NFT.  The 

Plaintiff signed the Smart Contract, and as such, was eligible to be a Boneheads NFT 
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purchaser. Boneheads intends on offering $250,000.00 worth of digital value for assets 

that will be available within the App, upon the App’s release.  

31. Contrary to paragraphs 45-47 of the Statement of Claim, the Boneheads Roadmap 

(the “Roadmap”) was by no means a finished product.  It was simply a roadmap into 

what Boneheads may create in the future.  In no way was the Roadmap to be relied upon 

by potential Bonehead purchasers.  This was made clear via Boneheads’ Discord and 

Twitter pages. In general, NFT purchasers are aware of the risks associated with NFT 

projects and that roadmaps are not guaranteed. Roadmaps do not constitute promises 

capable of being accepted.  

32. Contrary to paragraphs 51-54 of the Statement of Claim, as previously mentioned, 

the Benefits were not yet completed.  Boneheads informed potential purchasers as to 

what they could expect to be given.   

33. Contrary to paragraph 55 of the Statement of Claim, Boneheads did not guarantee 

the opening date for the Cabana Store. In fact, the Cabana Store opening was never a 

part of the sale, Benefits and/or Roadmap. This had no impact on the Plaintiff’s tokens. 

No loss or damage resulted from the allegations in the Statement of Claim, and 

particularly the allegations at paragraph 55 of the Statement of Claim.    

34. The Defendants deny the allegations made in paragraph 56 and 57 of the 

Statement of Claim.  The Plaintiff’s allegation that consumers relied on alleged promises 

and representations made by Boneheads is meritless. The Plaintiff is speaking on behalf 

of consumers he has no affiliation with, and as such, the Plaintiff’s allegations hold no 

weight. The Plaintiff is not a proper representative plaintiff and will be put to the strict proof 
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thereof. In the alternative, if the Defendants did make promises and representations about 

their skillset that consumers relied on, which is denied, the Defendants plead that the 

Plaintiff does not have enough knowledge and/or expertise in NFTs and as a result, the 

Plaintiff relied on alleged representations that were outside the scope of his knowledge.   

35. Contrary to paragraphs 62 and 64 of the Statement of Claim, the Defendants 

banned the Plaintiff from the Boneheads Discord server as a result of the Plaintiff 

engaging in inappropriate and disruptive conduct towards other server users. The Plaintiff 

would routinely post defamatory and abusive statements towards other users and the 

Defendants. Further particulars of the Plaintiff’s behaviour shall be provided for before 

trial. As a result of the Plaintiff’s disruptive behaviour, the Plaintiff’s Discord server was 

likely “slower” than other users as this is a safety mechanism Discord had put in place to 

protect other users from disruptive users.    

36. Contrary to paragraph 65 of the Statement of Claim, the Plaintiff has 

mischaracterized potential Bonehead NFT purchasers as “unsuspecting consumers”.  

There was no rug pull by the Defendants.  The Defendants put the Plaintiff to the strict 

proof thereof. 

37. Contrary to paragraph 66 of the Statement of Claim, the Defendants have not 

dissipated any funds from Bonehead sales. The Smart Contract was programmed to 

automatically disburse funds from the sale contact directly as follows: 

(a) 15% as payment to developers; and 
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(b) 85% to a wallet controlled by the Defendant. This wallet is also used to pay 

for other developments.   

38. Contrary to the allegations in the Statement of Claim, the funds were not moved 

from the Smart Contract. The funds were disbursed in accordance with industry standards 

and/or contractual terms. The project developers, who are world class developers and 

who have handled several projects, created the Smart Contract to automatically disburse 

the funds to the two wallets. This was the most efficient way to conduct the development.  

If the funds were not moved to a wallet controlled by DCMB, the funds would be 

inaccessible, which would impede on project development. In addition, as illustrated 

above, funds were moved in order to pay project developers. The Plaintiff has insufficient 

knowledge with respect to how NFT deposits work, and as such, the Plaintiff’s claims are 

unfounded.   

39. Contrary to paragraph 69 of the Statement of Claim, the alleged opening of the 

Boneheads Flagship Store in early 2022 was never a set deadline.  Boneheads made it 

clear to potential purchasers that any opening dates were subject to change.  In addition, 

the opening of the Flagship Store is in no way related to any of the Bonehead sale 

offerings and was never part of the Boneheads Benefits or the Roadmap. This was a new 

ambition that was never communicated before the sale of the NFTs.  

40. With respect to paragraph 74 and 76 of the Statement of Claim, the collections and 

drops cited by the Plaintiff have not yet been released because they are still in 

development. The Defendants have not defrauded the Plaintiffs. At all material times the 
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Defendants have provided updates to the public regarding ongoing developments. This 

does not constitute a “rug pull” as alleged by the Plaintiff.    

41. Contrary to paragraph 78-82 of the Statement of Claim, the Defendants have not 

breached any contract with the Plaintiff.  Boneheads has simply not completed the 

Roadmap due to the complexity of building an NFT.  The Roadmap is not an NFT. The 

Roadmaps are physical collectibles (physical products that need to be manufactured) and 

an App. Apps and physical collectibles can take years to develop. In addition to the 

physical collectibles and Apps, the DCMB have also been developing an app in stealth, 

which is a collection of 10,000 uniquely drawn characters. This development can easily 

take years to complete, especially when a single character can take upwards of one to 

three hours to create. For example, NFT projects that include 3-dimentional assets can 

take years to develop, and single assets/characters can take four to ten hours to develop, 

depending on the level of detail. BAYC is an example that development within this space 

can be lengthy, as BAYC has been working on developing a game for over two and a half 

years and have received over $450 million in funding, yet the game has not yet been 

delivered.  

42. Contrary to the allegations contained in paragraphs 83-84 of the Statement of 

Claim, the Defendants did not make any fraudulent misrepresentations. There was no 

false or misleading representation made by the Defendants.  In the alternative, if the 

Defendants did make false or misleading representations, which is denied, the 

Defendants were not aware that those representations were false, nor were the 

Defendants reckless in making them.  Further, the Plaintiff was not induced to act on the 

alleged false representations made by the Defendants.  Further, and in the alternative, if 
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false representations were made by the Defendants, which is denied, the Defendants 

plead that: 

(a) The Plaintiff failed to take any reasonable steps to mitigate damages; and 

(b) The Plaintiff did not suffer any damages as a result of the alleged false 

representations, and, in the alternative, if the Plaintiff did suffer damages, 

which is denied, the Plaintiff’s alleged damages are exaggerated, too 

remote, and not recoverable in law.  

43. Contrary to paragraph 85 of the Statement of Claim, the Defendants did not make 

any negligent representations. No duty of care exists between the Defendants and the 

Plaintiff, nor was any untrue, inaccurate or misleading representation made by the 

Defendants.  Further, if an untrue, inaccurate or misleading representation was made by 

the Defendants, which is denied, then that alleged representation was not reasonably 

relied on by the Plaintiff.  Further, and in the alternative, if the Defendants did make an 

untrue, inaccurate or misleading representation, which is denied, then the Defendants 

plead that the Plaintiff did not suffer damages as a result.  The Defendants put the Plaintiff 

to the strict proof thereof. 

44. Contrary to paragraphs 86-89 of the Statement of Claim, the Defendants plead 

that the Consumer Protection Act (the “CPA”) is not applicable to the facts of this action, 

and as such, no relief can be sought under that Act.  Further, the Defendants put the 

Plaintiff to the strict proof thereof.   
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45. Contrary to paragraphs 90-96 of the Statement of Claim, the Defendants plead 

that the CPA is not applicable to the facts of this action, and as such, no relief can be 

sought under that Act.  Further, the Defendants have not engaged in deceptive marketing 

tactics, as any alleged representations made by the Defendants were not false and/or 

misleading.  Further, and in the alternative, if any false and/or misleading representations 

were made by the Defendants, which is denied, the Plaintiff did not suffer damages as a 

result.   

46. Contrary to paragraphs 97-100 of the Statement of Claim, the Defendants have 

not been unjustly enriched through their alleged actions, nor have they have not received 

a benefit.  Further, the Plaintiff has not suffered a corresponding deprivation due to the 

Defendant’s alleged actions. If it is found that the Defendants have been enriched and 

the Plaintiff has suffered a deprivation due to the Defendants’ alleged actions, which is 

denied, the Defendants plead that there was a juristic reason for such enrichment.  

47. The Plaintiff’s allegations contained in paragraphs 101-106 of the Statement of 

Claim are meritless and ought to be dismissed. Ivan, acting on behalf of DCMB, removed 

the funds in accordance with the Smart Contract in order to ensure that the funds were 

not “stuck”, as well as to fund development, pay contractors and to fund other company 

deliverables and initiatives.   

48. The Defendants, Profitly Incorporated, DMCB Holdings Inc., Ivan Avramenko, 

Alexandra Stinson and John Doe, ask that this action be dismissed with costs. 
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COUNTERCLAIM 

49. The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim, Profitly Incorporated, DMCB Holdings Inc., Ivan 

Avramenko, and Alexandra Stinson (the “Plaintiffs by Counterclaim”) claim:  

(a) the sum of $500,000.00; 

(b) prejudgment interest in accordance with section 128 of the Courts of Justice 

Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, as amended; 

(c) postjudgment interest in accordance with section 129 of the Courts of 

Justice Act; 

(d) the costs of this proceeding, plus all applicable taxes; and, 

(e) such further and other Relief as to this Honourable Court may seem just. 

50. The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim, repeat and rely upon the allegations in the 

Statement of Defence in support of the Counterclaim. 

51. In or around July 2023, Taylan McRae-Yu (the “Defendant to the Counterclaim”) 

and/or his agents, using the Twitter username “ZachXBT” posted various defamatory 

statements and images in association with the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim.  

52. The Defendant to the Counterclaim wrongfully obtained personal and private 

photographs of Alexandra Stinson (“Ms. Stinson”) and posted them on Twitter, without 

her knowledge and/or consent.  This was in direct breach of Ms. Stinson’s right to privacy.  
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53. In addition to the foregoing, the Plaintiff used Ms. Stinson’s likeness without her 

permission and defamed her character. The photographs depicted Ms. Stinson in a 

negative light and tarnished her reputation.  

54. Further, the Defendant to the Counterclaim and/or his agenets posted defamatory, 

false and misleading posts on Twitter about the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim that have 

caused significant damage.  On July 7, 2023, the Defendant to the Counterclaim and/or 

his agents posted the following defamatory statements:  

“A class action lawsuit was filed in Canada against the Boneheads team for the 

$3.1M NFT rug pull. The team quickly disappeared and spent the mint funds on 

BAYCs, luxury goods, and other items never fulfilling the road map.  Yet another 

case where my research has been cited.  If you minted a Boneheads NFT please 

contact @0xTAY or leave a comment below as they are currently looking for 

additional victims.” 

55. Again, on July 14, 2022, the Defendant to the Counterclaim and/or his agents 

posted the following: 

“1/ Investigating the $3.1m rug pull @BONEHEADS and the breadcrumbs left 

behind by the team into how the money has actually been spent… 

2/ The project was launched by an anon team on August 20th 2021 with a supply 

of 10k NFTs and mint price of 0.1 ETH per NFT. It advertised various roadmap 

items such as physical collectibles, future NFT drops, item giveaways, gallery, & 

more…  
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3/ As you can guess with most rugs the team quickly became inactive just weeks 

after minting out This is evidenced by zero posts on the Instagram, zero tweets in 

almost 6 months, Banned holders in the discord, & Discord verification bot hasn’t 

been functional in almost 6 months…  

4/ A decent chunk of proceeds from the mint were sent to @krakenfx @coinbase 

exchange accounts…  

5/ The rest was used to purchase NFTs such as BAYC, Crypto Punks, MAYC, 

Clone X, and more. 0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F. 

Meanwhile the team hadn’t even paid @NFTLabTeam fully for contract dev work…  

6/ Now here’s where it gets interesting. A while back before launch the team had 

an email list you could subscribe to with an address listed for Boneheads…  

7/ The address on the site was linked to two entities in Canada with the same 

address ‘Profitly’ & ‘DMCB Holdings’ which had been registered just days after 

Boneheads minted out… 

8/ The corporation ‘Profitly’ listed two names, Alexandra (LexiBone) & Ivan 

(IvyBone) as the board of directors. Most damning of all was Alexandra posted 

about Boneheads on her TikTok before the project had been formally announced 

on June 18th 2021…  

9/ Other TikTok videos exist of her flexing luxury trips, designer clothes shopping, 

and a Gwagon all after the project had raised $3.1m… 
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10/ Earlier this week @0xTay_ reached out to me to share they were looking to 

potentially start a class action lawsuit against the Bonehead team.   

11/ If you are a victim please leave a comment below this thread. 

    **Disclaimer: advising Chainabuse and invested in Breadcrumbs** 

56. The Defendant to the Counterclaim’s published statements made on July 7 and 

14, 2023 contain false allegations against the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim. The statements 

portray the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim as having engaged in illegal activity. In addition, the 

posts plainly and/or by innuendo suggest that the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim improperly 

used the Defendant to the Counterclaim and other people’s funds. The aforementioned 

posts have been reviewed by thousands of Twitter users.  

57. The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim rely on the natural and ordinary meaning of the 

words which are prima facie defamatory and false.  

58. In addition, the statements and images published about the Plaintiffs by 

Counterclaim contain innuendoes that tend to lead the reader to believe that the Plaintiffs 

by Counterclaim have engaged in illegal conduct and have dissipated and/or squandered 

funds.  

59. The statements published by the Defendant to the Counterclaim about the 

Plaintiffs by Counterclaim are false and the innuendoes arising from those 

statements/images were maliciously published by the Defendants to the Counterclaim 

knowing that they are false or with reckless disregard as to whether they are true or not.  
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60. The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim state that the statements made by the Defendant to 

the Counterclaim are defamatory and libellous, and go far beyond fair comment and as 

such, the statements are malicious and designed specifically to impugn the Plaintiffs by 

Counterclaim’s character. 

61. The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim state that the defamatory statements have brought 

the Plaintiff by Counterclaim into ridicule, and they have suffered damage as a result.  

62. As a result of the Defendant to the Counterclaim’s statements, many people are 

reluctant to interact with the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim. In fact, people have contacted the 

Plaintiffs by Counterclaim regarding the aforementioned defamatory statements.  

63. The Defendant to the Counterclaim’s statements have negatively affected the 

Plaintiffs by Counterclaim’s business. The words/images expressed by the Defendant to 

the Counterclaim have lowered the reputation of the Plaintiffs to the Counterclaim and 

caused and continue to cause damage to the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim and their 

business.  

64. The Defendant to the Counterclaim acted with malice when publishing the 

defamatory statements and/or images, which entitles the Plaintiff to punitive and 

aggravated damages. Particulars of the damages shall be provided before trial.  

65. The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim request that this counterclaim be heard at the same 

time as the main action. 
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Court File No.: CV-23-00092340-CP  
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

 
B E T W E E N : 

TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 
Plaintiff 

- and - 

PROFITLY INCORPORATED, DMCB HOLDINGS INC., IVAN AVRAMENKO, 
ALEXANDRA STINSON, and JOHN DOE  

 
Defendants 

 
Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

 
REPLY AND DEFENCE TO COUNTERCLAIM 

 
1. Except as expressly admitted herein, Taylan-McRae-Yu (“Taylan”, “Plaintiff” and 

“Defendant by Counterclaim”), denies each and every allegation contained the Statement 

of Defence and Counterclaim (“Defence and Counterclaim”).  

2. The Plaintiff specifically denies that Profitly Incorporated, DMCB Holdings Inc., Ivan 

Avramenko, Alexandra Stinson, and John Doe (collectively, the “Boneheads team”, 

“Defendants” and “Plaintiffs by Counterclaim”), are entitled to the relief sought in 

paragraphs 49 and 64 of the Defence and Counterclaim.  

3. The Plaintiff denies the allegation contained in paragraph 4 of the Defence and 

Counterclaim as paragraph 6-21 of the Statement of Claim are directly material to the issues 

in this matter. The Bored Ape Yacht Club (“BAYC”) is directly pleaded in paragraphs 13 

and 42 of the Defence and Counterclaim. The term “roadmap” is directly pleaded in 

paragraphs 31, 33, and 49 of the Defence and Counterclaim.  
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REPLY 

The Parties 

4. With respect to paragraph 5 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff admits that 

Profitly Incorporated is a corporation but denies that it is incorporated pursuant to the laws 

of Ontario. Profitly Incorporated is incorporated pursuant to the laws of Canada. Profitly 

Incorporated is presently pending dissolution for non-compliance.  

5. With respect to paragraph 6 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff admits that 

DMCB Holdings Inc. is a corporation but denies that it is incorporated pursuant to the laws 

of Ontario. DMCB Holdings Inc. is incorporated pursuant to the laws of Canada.  

6. With respect to paragraph 7 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff admits that Ivan 

Avramenko (“Ivan”) is an individual residing in the Province of Ontario.  

7. The Plaintiff has no knowledge of whether Ivan has experience in technology start up 

companies but admits that Ivan represented himself as having experience and expertise in 

technology start up companies. In addition to being a Director for Profitly Incorporated 

and DMCB Holdings Inc., Ivan Avramenko was a Director for the following companies: 

i. “Midnight In Miami Inc.” – a Canadian corporation which was incorporated on 

June 24, 2015 and dissolved on May 19, 2016 under s. 210 of the Canada Business 

Corporations Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-44. Ivan was one of two Directors of this 

corporation; 

ii. “Dreams Money Can Buy Inc.” – a Canadian corporation which was incorporated 

October 2, 2015 and dissolved July 29, 2018 for non-compliance. Ivan was the sole 

Director of this corporation; 

iii. “Stradella Inc.” – a Canadian corporation which was incorporated March 15, 2016 

and dissolved January 18, 2019 for non-compliance. Ivan was one of two Directors 

for this corporation; 
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iv. “Tech-Sessories Online Inc.” – a Canadian corporation incorporated April 21, 2016 

and dissolved July 11, 2016 under s. 210 of the Canada Business Corporations Act, 

R.S.C., 1985, c. C-44. Ivan was one of two Directors for this corporation; and 

v. “Fixx International Inc.” – a Canadian corporation incorporated February 15, 2018 

and dissolved February 28, 2021 under s. 210 of the Canada Business Corporations 

Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-44. Ivan was one of three Directors for this corporation.  

8. With respect to paragraphs 8 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff admits that 

Alexandra Stinson (“Alexandra”) is an individual who resides in the city of Belleville, 

Ontario but denies that Alexandra is not a co-founder of the Boneheads NFT.  

Non-Fungible Tokens 

9. With respect to paragraph 9 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff admits that 

NFTs are created in a process called minting and each NFT contains a unique identification 

number making NFTs distinguishable from one another. The Plaintiff denies that 

ownership details are stored on an NFT because ownership details are stored on a 

blockchain, not the NFT itself. The Plaintiff further denies that NFTs contain the details of 

the individual or company that designed it because smart contracts can be launched 

anonymously.  

10. With respect to paragraph 10 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff admits that a 

floor price is not necessarily indicative of the value of any individual NFT but denies that 

the floor price is not indicative of the value for an entire NFT collection. 

The Boneheads NFT 

11. The Plaintiff admits (in part) and denies (in part) the allegations contained in paragraph 13 

of the Defence and Counterclaim as follows: 

i. Each Boneheads NFT did represent a specific piece of art but it further also 

represented a membership comprising extensive utility, the subject of which is 

outlined in the Statement of Claim; 
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ii. The Plaintiff admits that the surprise aspect of NFT minting is one part of the appeal 

for customers but denies that this was the reason he purchased 36 Boneheads NFTs 

for the reasons outlined in the Statement of Claim; and 

iii. The Plaintiff denies that “some” individuals who purchased a BAYC NFT were 

lucky that the NFT ended up being worth upwards of $500,000 as the BAYC 

collection exceeded a floor price of $500,000 in or around March 2022.   

12. With respect to paragraph 14 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff admits that the 

Boneheads NFT was marketed through Discord and that Discord allowed the Boneheads 

community to communicate via instant messaging, video calls, and voice calls. The 

Plaintiff denies that this was the primary or sole mode of marketing for the reasons outlined 

in the Statement of Claim. 

Boneheads’ Benefits 

13. With respect to paragraphs 16-29 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff admits 

that the Boneheads marketed benefits. The Plaintiff denies, for the reasons outlined in the 

Statement of Claim, that: 

i. The number of benefits were limited to six benefits; 

ii. That the description of each benefit encompasses the totality of benefit/utility which 

would flow to the consumer from each benefit;  

iii. Consumers did not rely on the description of benefits in deciding whether or not to 

purchase the Boneheads NFT(s); and 

iv. That the marketing of these benefits did not constitute an official offer to 

consumers. 

14. With respect to paragraph 16 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff specifically 

denies that descriptions were general in nature. Rather, the descriptions were incredibly 

detailed and often included specific dates for their delivery, as outlined in the Statement of 

Claim. 
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15. With respect to paragraph 25 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff specifically 

denies that there was no publicly stated release date for the application (“App”) in question 

as the Boneheads website specifically stated, in advance of the mint, that the Beta version 

of the App would be released in the “next 8-12 months”, corresponding to the period 

between April – August 2022, as follows:    

 

16. With respect to paragraph 30 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Plaintiff denies that 

giveaways must be included in the smart contract to constitute a binding offer to 

consumers.  

17. The Plaintiff denies the allegations contained in paragraph 34 of the Defence and 

Counterclaim. Specifically, the Plaintiff denies that he relied on representations outside the 

scope of his knowledge. Taylan has been involved in the blockchain and cryptocurrency 

ecosystem for nearly a decade and had purchased dozens of NFTs in advance of the 

Boneheads mint, including a BAYC NFT. Taylan currently works in the blockchain space. 

Taylan is a proper representative Plaintiff and had spoken to a number of other consumers 

who purchased the Boneheads NFT in advance of launching this class action.  

18. The Plaintiff specifically denies the allegation contained in paragraph 37 of the Defence 

and Counterclaim. There is a distinction between “dissipation of funds” and “smart contract 

programming”. Smart contracts can be pre-programmed to “move” funds to 
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cryptocurrency addresses at a pre-determined interval, such as following mint. Smart 

contract funds that are moved to these addresses can subsequently be dissipated, which is 

what the Boneheads team did, as outlined in the Statement of Claim. 

19. The Plaintiff denies the allegations in Paragraph 38 of the Defence and Counterclaim. 

There is no distinction between “moved” and “disbursed” and puts the Defendants to the 

strictest proof thereof. 

Causes of Action 

20. The Plaintiff specifically denies the allegations contained paragraphs 41-48 of the Defence 

and Counterclaim and puts the Defendants to the strictest proof thereof. 
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DEFENCE TO COUNTERCLAIM 

The Alleged Defamatory Statements  

21. Twitter (“X”) user @zachxbt (“ZachXBT”) is a respected blockchain investigator 

dedicated to uncovering and reporting on fraud within the blockchain space. 

22. In July 2022, Taylan reached out to ZachXBT to provide information related to the 

Boneheads NFT sale. 

23. Unbeknownst to Taylan, ZachXBT had already been investigating the Boneheads NFT 

sale, including reaching out to the Boneheads NFT launch partners and consumers who 

had purchased the Boneheads NFT.   

24. After exchanging messages and information regarding the Boneheads NFT, ZachXBT 

released a set of Tweets on July 14, 2022 (“First Post”), reproduced below: 
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25. On July 7, 2023, following the filing of this action, ZachXBT released another Tweet 

(“Second Post”) as follows: 
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Standing 

26. The Defendant by Counterclaim specifically denies the allegation contained in paragraph 

51 of the Defence and Counterclaim and puts the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim to the strictest 

proof thereof.  

27. The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim have no standing to sue Taylan based on postings on the 

@zachxbt Twitter account.  

28. ZachXBT is an independent blockchain investigator who controls the @zachxbt Twitter 

account.  

29. ZachXBT had already been investigating the Boneheads NFT sale in advance of being 

contacted by Taylan.  

30. Taylan is not ZachXBT and has no control, directly or indirectly, over the @zachxbt 

Twitter account or what is posted there. There is no agency relationship between ZachXBT 

and Taylan.  

31. Taylan did not author any of content that was posted on the ZachXBT Twitter account nor 

did he review it in advance of its publication. Taylan is not a publisher of any of the content 

posted by the @zachxbt Twitter account.   

32. Taylan collaborated with ZachXBT to the extent that he provided information regarding 

his own investigation into the Boneheads NFT sale to ZachXBT.  

33. The Defendant by Counterclaim requests that the counterclaim be dismissed for lack of 

standing.  

Alexandra Stinson  

34. The Defendant by Counterclaim denies the allegation contained in paragraphs 52 and 53 

of the Defence and Counterclaim and puts the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim to the strictest 

proof thereof. 
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35. ZachXBT’s posts, shown in paragraphs 24-25 of the Reply and Defence to Counterclaim, 

do not contain any images of Alexandra.  

36. The Defendant by Counterclaim did not post any images of Alexandra on Twitter. 

Content 

37. With respect to paragraph 54 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Defendant by 

Counterclaim admits the contents of the Second Post as reproduced but denies that the 

content was posted by the Defendant by Counterclaim or his agents. The Defendant by 

Counterclaim further denies the postings were defamatory, false, misleading, or that they 

caused significant damage to the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim and puts the Plaintiffs by 

Counterclaim to the strictest proof thereof. 

38. With respect to paragraph 55 of the Defence and Counterclaim, the Defendant by 

Counterclaim admits the contents of the First Post as reproduced but denies that the content 

was posted by the Defendant by Counterclaim or his agents. 

39. The Defendant by Counterclaim specifically denies the allegations contained in paragraphs 

56, 57, 58, 59, and 60 of the Defence and Counterclaim, and puts the Plaintiffs by 

Counterclaim to the strictest proof thereof. 

Damages 

40. The Defendant by Counterclaim specifically denies the allegations contained in paragraphs 

61, 62, and 63 of the Defence and Counterclaim pertaining to damages suffered by the 

Plaintiffs by Counterclaim. 

41. ZachXBT’s Twitter thread is not the first instance where the Boneheads team was publicly 

accused of being a rug pull.  

42. On October 2, 2021, in response to numerous allegations of being a rug pull, the Boneheads 

team posted the following on Twitter: 
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43. The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim wore the allegations of rug pull as a badge of honour and 

used them to market Boneheads and further induce consumers into purchasing the 

Boneheads NFT.   

44. Any lowering of the reputation of the Boneheads team, which is specifically denied, if it 

did occur, was self-inflicted and not the product of ZachXBT’s Twitter posts.  

45. The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim responded on July 14, 2022 to the First Post as follows:  

 

46. The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim also posted the following Tweet on their account on July 

15, 2022 admitting the “free publicity” they had received from ZachXBT’s Twitter thread: 
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47. On July 15, 2022, the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim joked about rug pull allegations and stated 

they would be releasing some “insaneeeee rugs” as follows:  
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48. The Defendant by Counterclaim specifically denies any business damages flowing from 

ZachXBT’s Twitter post.  

49. The Boneheads NFT has garnered approximately 416 ETH in secondary volume since its 

launch. Approximately 367.0749 ETH of this secondary volume took place prior to 

October 31, 2021 which is when delivery of the “3D Convergence Event”, and other 

deliverables in the fall of 2021 were promised by the Boneheads teams to consumers.  

50. The main cause of the considerable reduction in sales volume in the months proceeding 

October 31, 2021 is due to the Plaintiffs by Counterclaims’ own actions, including due to 

non-delivery of deliverables to consumers as detailed in the Statement of Claim.  

Defences 

51. If ZachXBT’s Twitter posts are found to be defamatory, which is specifically denied, and 

Taylan is found to be a publisher of the defamatory content, which is also denied, then the 

Defendant by Counterclaim relies on the following defences, precluding the Plaintiff by 

Counterclaim to the relief sought in paragraphs 49 and 64 of the Defence and Counterclaim. 

ZachXBT’s Twitter Posts Were Justified 

52. The Defendant by Counterclaim relies on the defence of justification.  

53. The statements made on ZachXBT’s Twitter account on July 12, 2022 and July 7, 2023 

were true or substantially true in substance and in fact. 

54. The sale of the Boneheads NFT was a “rug pull” for the reasons outlined in the Statement 

of Claim. 

55. Alexandra posted publicly available images on social media, including TikTok, showing 

the Boneheads NFT mint. Following the Boneheads mint, Alexandra posted more images 

showing extravagant luxury purchases, including a Mercedes-Benz G-Wagon SUV and 

designer clothing. This supports the inference that the funds from the Boneheads NFT sale 

were used to fund these luxury purchases.  
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56. In addition to immutable on-chain transactions showing that a minimum of $1,786,169.95 

was used to fund extravagant NFT purchases such as BAYC and Cryptopunk NFTs, a total 

of approximately $963,474.80 has been moved by the Boneheads team into centralized 

exchanges. This supports the inference that the Boneheads team used funds obtained from 

the NFT mint to fund luxury purchases.  

ZachXBT’s Twitter Posts Constitute Fair Comment 

57. The Defendant by Counterclaim relies on the defence of fair comment. 

58. ZachXBT’s Twitter posts relating to the Boneheads NFT sale are comments on a matter of 

public interest, aiming to inform and protect consumers from being further defrauded by 

the Boneheads team.  

59. The Twitter posts in question are comments based on fact or inferences of fact, and are 

recognizable as such. 

60. Objectively, any person would honestly express the same opinions as those on these proved 

facts. In fact, there were numerous allegations of rug pull levied against the Boneheads 

team, well in advance of ZachXBT’s posts, by consumers who had purchased the 

Boneheads NFT. 

ZachXBT’s Posts Constitute Responsible Communication on Matters of Public Interest 

61. In addition to the above or in the alternative, ZachXBT’s posts should be viewed as 

journalistic in nature. 

62. The communications by ZachXBT were responsible publications on matters of public 

interest, namely consumer protection.  

63. ZachXBT conducted due diligence, including gathering information from sources other 

than the Defendant by Counterclaim.  
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64. Having regard to the seriousness of the allegations, ZachXBT conducted their own 

investigation on the “Breadcrumbs” application, tracing how funds obtained from the 

Boneheads NFT sale were used.  

No Malice  

65. The Defendant by Counterclaim denies the allegation contained in paragraph 64 of the 

Defence and Counterclaim. The Defendant by Counterclaim did not act maliciously and 

puts the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim to the strictest proof thereof.   

66. On the contrary, the conduct of the Boneheads team is reprehensible. 

67. In addition to defrauding consumers around the world, including in Canada, Europe, the 

United Kingdom, the United States, and the Middle East, for which particulars will be 

provided, the Plaintiff by Counterclaim has sued Taylan, the class representative, who has 

acted for the purposes of achieving justice for thousands of consumers like himself around 

the world. 

68. The defamation claims levied against Taylan are baseless, completely lack standing, and 

are intended to silence legitimate criticism against an individual acting for the public 

interest. 

69. The Defendant by Counterclaim specifically denies the allegation in paragraph 65 of the 

Defence and Counterclaim. The defamation claim against Taylan is frivolous, vexatious, 

abusive, made in bad faith and intended prolong the proceeds unreasonably while the 

Plaintiffs by Counterclaim make themselves judgment proof or so that they can half-

heartedly deliver utility in the time it takes for the matter to be resolved in an attempt to 

evade liability for fraud.  

70. The Defendant by Counterclaim requests that the Counterclaim be dismissed with full costs 

and any other relief this Honourable Court deems just.  

Dated this 8th of September, 2023. 
         

      DeLawyer Professional Corporation 
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      52 Bayswater Ave., Suite 1505 
      Ottawa, ON, K1Y 4K3 

 
Sohaib Mohammad  LSO#: 80696K 
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Court File No.: CV-23-00092340-00CP 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE  

 

THE HONOURABLE     )                       FRIDAY, THE 23rd 
        ) 
JUSTICE       )                           DAY OF JUNE, 2023 
 
HOOPER 

B E T W E E N: 
(Court Seal) 

TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 
- and –  

PROFITLY INCORPORATED, DMCB HOLDINGS INC., IVAN AVRAMENKO, 
ALEXANDRA STINSON, and JOHN DOE 

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

ORDER 
(MAREVA INJUNCTION) 

NOTICE 

If you, the Defendant, disobey this order you may be held to be in contempt of 
court and may be imprisoned, fined or have your assets seized.  You are entitled 
to apply on at least twenty-four (24) hours notice to the Plaintiff, for an order 
granting you sufficient funds for ordinary living expenses and legal advice and 
representation. 

Any other person who knows of this order and does anything which helps or 
permits the Defendant to breach the terms of this Order may also be held to be in 
contempt of court and may be imprisoned, fined or have their assets seized. 

A MOTION, made by the Plaintiff, Taylan McRae-Yu, on their own behalf and on 
behalf of the proposed class as defined in Statement of Claim, for an interim Order in the form of 
a Mareva injunction restraining the corporate Defendants, Profitly Incorporated and DMCB 
Holdings, and the individual Defendants, Ivan Avramenko, Alexandra Stinson, and John Doe 
(collectively, the “Boneheads team” and “Mareva Respondents”), from dissipating assets and 
for other relief, was heard this day at the Ottawa Courthouse.  

MONIZAA
Court Seal
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ON READING the Motion Record of the Plaintiff dated June 7, 2023 (Mareva 
Injunction), the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu sworn June 6, 2023, and the Factum of the 
Plaintiff dated June 7, 2023 (“Motion Materials”). 

AND ON HEARING the submission of counsel for the Plaintiffs; 

WHEREAS THIS COURT made an interim Mareva Order for a period of ten (10) days 
dated June 15, 2023, which order is appended hereto as Schedule “C”; 

ON READING a subsequent agreement between the parties, the Order dated June 15, 
2023 is amended as follows; 

Mareva Injunction  

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Defendants, and its servants, employees, agents, 
assigns, officers, directors and anyone else acting on their behalf or in conjunction with any of 
them, and any and all persons with notice of this injunction, are restrained from directly or 
indirectly, by any means whatsoever: 

(a) selling, removing, dissipating, alienating, transferring, assigning, encumbering, or 
similarly dealing with any assets of the Mareva Respondents including but not 
limited to the assets and accounts listed in Schedule “A” hereto; 

(b) instructing, requesting, counselling, demanding, or encouraging any other person 
to do so; and 

(c) facilitating, assisting in, aiding, abetting, or participating in any acts the effect of 
which is to do so. 

2. THIS COURT ORDERS that paragraph 1 applies to all of the assets listed in Schedule 
“A” to this Order, whether or not they are in the Mareva Respondents’ own names, whether or 
not they are solely or jointly owned and whether or not the Mareva Respondents have exclusive 
control over the asset.  For the purpose of this Order, a Mareva Respondent’s assets include any 
asset which he or she has the power, directly or indirectly, to dispose of or deal with as if it were 
his own.  The Mareva Respondent is to be regarded as having such power if a third party holds or 
controls the assets in accordance with his direct or indirect instructions. As outlined in Schedule 
“A”, this paragraph does not extend to corporate bank accounts, credit cards and/or other credit 
facilities, and does not affect the individual defendants’ personal bank accounts, credit cards and 
other credit facilities. 

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that if the total value free of charges or other securities of the 
assets listed in Schedule “A” to this Order exceeds $4,118,385.43 Canadian Dollars (CAD), the 
Defendant may sell, remove, dissipate, alienate, transfer, assign, encumber, or similarly deal with 
them so long as the total unencumbered value of the Mareva Respondent’s assets remains above 
$4,118,385.43 CAD.  

Undertaking as to Damages 
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4. THIS COURT ORDERS that the requirement in Rule 40.03 of the Rules of Civil 
Procedure for the moving party to make an undertaking as to damages potentially arising from 
the granting and enforcing of this Order is hereby dispensed with at this time subject to 
submissions from the Defendants.  

Ordinary Living Expenses 

5. THIS COURT ORDERS that any Mareva Respondent may apply for an order, on at 
least twenty-four (24) hours notice to the Plaintiff, specifying the amount of funds which the 
Defendant is entitled to spend on ordinary living expenses and legal advice and representation.  

Disclosure of Information 

6. THIS COURT ORDERS that should the Court dismiss the Defendants motion to set 
aside and/or vary the Mareva Order, within 7 days from the Decision of the Court to dismiss the 
Defendants motion, each Mareva Respondent shall prepare and provide to the Plaintiff, a sworn 
statement describing the nature, value, and location of his assets worldwide as defined in 
paragraph 1 and Schedule A of this order [whether in his/their own name or not and whether 
solely or jointly owned].  

7. THIS COURT ORDERS that each Mareva Respondent submit to examinations under 
oath within 7 days of the delivery by the Defendant of the aforementioned sworn statements 
referred to in paragraph 6, should the Defendants motion to set aside and/or vary the Mareva 
Order be dismissed. 

8. THIS COURT ORDERS that if the provision of any of this information in paragraph 6 
is likely to incriminate the Mareva Respondent, he or she may be entitled to refuse to provide it, 
but is recommended to obtain legal advice before refusing to provide the information.   

Intermediaries 

9. THIS COURT ORDERS that the entities listed in Schedule “B” as well as any  
cryptocurrency exchanges or platforms, digital asset or non-fungible token (NFT) marketplaces, 
or custodians of any cryptocurrency wallets (collectively, the “Intermediaries”) shall, upon 
being provided with notice of this Order, forthwith freeze and prevent any removal, dissipation, 
alienation, transfer, assignment, encumbrance, transaction, or similar dealing with any of the 
assets identified in Schedule “A” to this Order.  

10. THIS COURT ORDERS that should the Court dismiss the Defendants’ motion to set 
aside and/or vary the Mareva Order, the Intermediaries shall forthwith disclose and deliver up to 
the Plaintiff any and all records held by the Intermediary concerning the Mareva Respondents’ 
assets and accounts, including the existence, nature, value and location of any monies or assets or 
credit, wherever situate, held on behalf of the Mareva Respondent by the Intermediaries. 

Alternative Payment of Security into Court 

11. THIS COURT ORDERS that this Order will cease to have effect if the Mareva 
Respondent provides security by paying the sum of $4,118,385.43 CAD into Court, and the 
Accountant of the Superior Court of Justice is hereby directed to accept such payment. 
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Variation, Discharge or Extension of Order 

12. THIS COURT ORDERS that anyone served with or notified of this Order may apply to 
the Court at any time to vary or discharge this order, on four (4) days notice to the Plaintiff. 

13. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Order will continue on an interlocutory basis unless 
the Mareva Respondents successfully move to have this Order set aside and/or varied or until 
further order of the court;   

14. THIS COURT ORDERS that this Order is and shall be immediately in effect upon 
issuance regardless of whether it has been formally entered.  

15. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Defendants’ motion to set aside and/or vary this Order 
shall be heard before the Honourable Justice Hooper on July 27, 2023, or at a later date, on the 
consent of the parties and/or further Order of the Court.  

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

 
Justice J. Hooper

Issued on June 26 2023



SCHEDULE “A” 

Boneheads team: 

1. Assets of the Boneheads team, including funds in cryptocurrency or NFT or any other 
digital asset format, or any of its affiliated or payment processors, where such funds were 
raised in connection with the sale of Boneheads NFTs and are held in cryptocurrency 
wallets owned or controlled by or held for the benefit of the Boneheads team or in 
cryptocurrency exchanges or NFT marketplaces under the name of the Boneheads team 
or held for the benefit of the Boneheads team. For clarity, this Order does not affect the 
Boneheads team’s use of corporate bank accounts, credit cards and/or other credit 
facilities. The Order also does not affect the individual defendants’ personal bank 
accounts, credit cards and other credit facilities. The Order does affect tangible assets and 
real property, such as vehicle, houses, apartments and land that has been generated or 
raised in connection with transactions of the Boneheads NFT 

2. Any and all digital assets or cryptocurrency held in the following digital wallets of or 
controlled by any member of the Boneheads team including but not limited to the 
following: 

  No.  Wallet Address 

Ethereum  
(ETH) 

1 0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F  
2 0xa8c2bc23c4d51642c7c8767e1d2d6647f7281317 
3 0xa1e43fcb51656354931d47458eceadbc6545df57 
4 0x3acef2d359f430cee5e205262a884d6087dda4fa 
5 0xbaf331f090320502380ea975562c0c72e2da3c85 
6 0x17cA15f1FD9593aE035b9fe5B5aCAB95402B1518 
7 0x652aa165Ee33ba02570C4FC7d41B0a05B4fD8147 
8 0x82ef36b1c710e4384eb20d70074bc972972d58b8 
9 0xd697255b298cf5d90f3f0c9a0e525ba8e829c952 
10 0x0bc42633195913892c48a224a846ddae067898ed 
11 0xea415b3b5e02b2259019763e2e81c48668b80f0e 
12 0x7D7e14Fd2b185d9A0ADA62Ae4b59A5Ea8Ab7Ec05 
13 0xca5a943044d32fc18c4487195A2Bf9D60918cD55  
14 0x270c21bfb99a14e41408568570c3a4f481253ee6 
15 0xc59ef925b947473b85b85f7583d29487ee2e8620 
16 0xe66f9e497e1b83959f319b133ecf88feaa8b82ac 
17 0x6ce6afb735ddc2d6c3ac0187a1919fc20b720991 
18 0xf38269dae289dcf9b2d3372c26181ce473c940fc  
19 0x05B0e921728378b1a7CB2bfaBf68558E6AE4bc8c 
20 0x4ad64983349c49defe8d7a4686202d24b25d0ce8 

 



Profitly Incorporated 

3. Any and all funds, digital assets, cryptocurrency or NFTs, held in cryptocurrency wallets,  
cryptocurrency exchanges, or NFT marketplaces, generated or raised in connection with 
transactions of the Boneheads NFT. 

DMCB Holdings Inc.  

4. Any and all funds, digital assets, cryptocurrency or NFTs, held in cryptocurrency wallets, 
cryptocurrency exchanges, or NFT marketplaces, generated or raised in connection with 
transactions of the Boneheads NFT 

Ivan Avramenko 

5. Any and all funds, digital assets, cryptocurrency or NFTs, held in cryptocurrency wallets,  
cryptocurrency exchanges, or NFT marketplaces, generated or raised in connection with 
transactions of the Boneheads NFT. 

Alexandra Stinson 

6. Any and all funds, digital assets, cryptocurrency or NFTs, held in cryptocurrency wallets, 
cryptocurrency exchanges, or NFT marketplaces, generated or raised in connection with 
transactions of the Boneheads NFT. 

John Doe 

7. Any and all funds, digital assets, cryptocurrency or NFTs, held in cryptocurrency wallets,  
cryptocurrency exchanges, or NFT marketplaces, generated or raised in connection with 
transactions of the Boneheads NFT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SCHEDULE “B” 

Digital Asset (Cryptocurrency) Platforms/Exchanges 

Coinbase 

Kraken 

Kucoin 

Robinhood 

 

NFT Marketplaces: 

Opensea 
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Court File No.: CV-23-00092340-00CP 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

THE HONOURABLE     )                THURSDAY, THE 15th  
        ) 
JUSTICE HOOPER     )                           DAY OF JUNE, 2023 

B E T W E E N: 
(Court Seal) 

TAYLAN MCRAE-YU 
- and –  

PROFITLY INCORPORATED, DMCB HOLDINGS INC., IVAN AVRAMENKO, 
ALEXANDRA STINSON, and JOHN DOE 

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

ORDER 
(MAREVA INJUNCTION 

NOTICE 

If you, the Defendant, disobey this order you may be held to be in contempt of 
court and may be imprisoned, fined or have your assets seized.  You are entitled 
to apply on at least twenty-four (24) hours notice to the Plaintiff, for an order 
granting you sufficient funds for ordinary living expenses and legal advice and 
representation. 

Any other person who knows of this order and does anything which helps or 
permits the Defendant to breach the terms of this Order may also be held to be in 
contempt of court and may be imprisoned, fined or have their assets seized. 

THIS MOTION, made without notice by the Plaintiff, Taylan McRae-Yu, on their own 
behalf and on behalf of the proposed class as defined in Statement of Claim to be filed, for an 
interim Order in the form of a Mareva injunction restraining the corporate Defendants, Profitly 
Incorporated and DMCB Holdings, and the individual Defendants, Ivan Avramenko, Alexandra 
Stinson, and John Doe (collectively, the “Boneheads team” and “Mareva Respondents”), from 
dissipating its assets and other relief, was heard this day at in person at the Ottawa Courthouse.  
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ON READING the Motion Record of the Plaintiff dated June 7, 2023 (Mareva 
Injunction), the Affidavit of Taylan McRae-Yu sworn June 6, 2023, and the Factum of the 
Plaintiff dated June 7, 2023 (“Motion Materials”).

AND ON HEARING the submission of counsel for the Plaintiffs;

Mareva Injunction  

1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Defendants, and its servants, employees, agents, 
assigns, officers, directors and anyone else acting on their behalf or in conjunction with any of 
them, and any and all persons with notice of this injunction, are restrained from directly or 
indirectly, by any means whatsoever: 

(a) selling, removing, dissipating, alienating, transferring, assigning, encumbering, or 
similarly dealing with any assets of the Mareva Respondents including but not 
limited to the assets and accounts listed in Schedule “A” hereto; 

(b) instructing, requesting, counselling, demanding, or encouraging any other person 
to do so; and 

(c) facilitating, assisting in, aiding, abetting, or participating in any acts the effect of 
which is to do so. 

2. THIS COURT ORDERS that paragraph 1 applies to all of the assets listed in Schedule 
“A” to this Order, whether or not they are in the Mareva Respondents’ own names, whether or 
not they are solely or jointly owned and whethere or not the Mareva Respondents have exclusive 
control over the asset.  For the purpose of this Order, a Mareva Respondent’s assets include any 
asset which he or she has the power, directly or indirectly, to dispose of or deal with as if it were 
his own.  The Mareva Respondent is to be regarded as having such power if a third party holds or 
controls the assets in accordance with his direct or indirect instructions. 

3. THIS COURT ORDERS that if the total value free of charges or other securities of the 
assets listed in Schedule “A” to this Order exceeds $4,118,385.43 Canadian Dollars (CAD), the 
Defendant may sell, remove, dissipate, alienate, transfer, assign, encumber, or similarly deal with 
them so long as the total unencumbered value of the Mareva Respondent’s assets remains above 
$4,118,385.43 CAD.  

Undertaking as to Damages

4. THIS COURT ORDERS that the requirement in Rule 40.03 of the Rules of Civil 
Procedure for the moving party to an undertaking as to damages potentially arising from the 
granting and enforcing of this Order is hereby dispensed with at this time subject to submissions 
from the Defendants.  
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Ordinary Living Expenses

5. THIS COURT ORDERS that any Mareva Respondent may apply for an order, on at 
least twenty-four (24) hours notice to the Plaintiff, specifying the amount of funds which the 
Defendant is entitled to spend on ordinary living expenses and legal advice and representation.  

Disclosure of Information 

6. THIS COURT ORDERS that each Mareva Respondent prepare and provide to the 
Plaintiff within 7 days of the date of service of this Order, a sworn statement describing the 
nature, value, and location of his assets worldwide [whether in his own name or not and whether 
solely or jointly owned.  

7. THIS COURT ORDERS that each Mareva Respondent submit to examinations under 
oath within 7 days of the delivery by the Defendant of the aforementioned sworn statements 
referred to in paragraph 6. 

8. THIS COURT ORDERS that if the provision of any of this information in paragraph 7 
is likely to incriminate the Mareva Respondent, he or she may be entitled to refuse to provide it, 
but is recommended to take legal advice before refusing to provide the information.  Wrongful 
refusal to provide the information referred to in paragraph 6 herein is contempt of court and may 
render the Defendant liable to be imprisoned, fined, or have his assets seized. 

Intermediaries 

9. THIS COURT ORDERS that the entities listed in Schedule “B” as well as any banks, 
financial institutions, money service businesses, fundraising platforms or websites, 
cryptocurrency exchanges or platforms, digital asset or non-fungible token (NFT) marketplaces, 
or custodians of any cryptocurrency wallets (collectively, the “Intermediaries”) shall, upon 
being provided with notice of this Order, forthwith freeze and prevent any removal, dissipation, 
alienation, transfer, assignment, encumbrance, transaction, or similar dealing with any of the 
assets identified in Schedule “A” to this Order.  

10. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Intermediaries forthwith disclose and deliver up to the 
Plaintiff any and all records held by the Intermediary concerning the Mareva Respondents’ assets 
and accounts, including the existence, nature, value and location of any monies or assets or 
credit, wherever situate, held on behalf of the Mareva Respondent by the Intermediaries.
Alternative Payment of Security into Court

11. THIS COURT ORDERS that this Order will cease to have effect if the Mareva 
Respondent provides security by paying the sum of $4,118,385.43 CAD into Court, and the 
Accountant of the Superior Court of Justice is hereby directed to accept such payment. 

Variation, Discharge or Extension of Order 

12. THIS COURT ORDERS that anyone served with or notified of this Order may apply to 
the Court at any time to vary or discharge this order, on four (4) days notice to the Plaintiff. 
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13. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Plaintiff shall apply for an extension of this Order 
within ten (10) days hereof, failing which this Order will terminate. 

Statement of Claim  

14. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Plaintiff will issue the Statement of Claim forthwith 
but for the purposes of this Order, they may serve the draft Statement of Claim, as outlined in 
paragraphs 15 and 16.  

Service of this Order 

15.  THIS COURT ORDERS that service of this Order, Motion Materials and draft 
Statement of Claims shall be made on the Mareva Respondents through at least one of the 
following means, as applicable: 

(a) On the Mareva Respondent, Ivan Avramenko, by delivering a copy to his email 
address at ivan@profitly.app and legal@profitly.app; 

(b) On the Mareva Respondent, Alexandra Stinson, by delivering a copy through 
social media to Alexandra Stinson’s Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/lexi.stinson.1 and Alexandra Stinson’s Instagram page 
at https://www.instagram.com/llexixoxo/.  

(c) On the Mareva Respondent, John Doe, by delivering a copy through social media 
to John Doe’s Twitter at https://twitter.com/nikkibonee?s=20.  

(d) On the corporate Mareva Respondent, Profitly Incorporated, through service 
according to paragraph 18(a) or 18(b) above; 

(e) On the corporate Mareva Respondent, DMCB Holdings Inc., through service 
according to paragraph 18(a) above; and 

and that such service shall be deemed valid and effective upon the earlier of (a) 
confirmation of receipt of the Order, Motion Materials and draft Statement of 
Claim or (b) 24 hours from the time the Order and Motion Materials and draft 
Statement of Claim are sent in accordance with paragraphs 15(a) to (e) above.  

16. THIS COURT ORDERS that service of this Order and the draft Statement of Claim 
shall be made to the following Mareva Respondents through the following means, as applicable:  

(a) On the Mareva Respondent, John Doe, by airdropping an NFT to John Doe’s 
Ethereum cryptocurrency wallet with address: 

- 0xca5a943044d32fc18c4487195A2Bf9D60918cD55; 

(b) On the Mareva Respondents, by airdropping an NFT into the following Ethereum 
cryptocurrency wallet addresses:   
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- 0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F; 
- 0xa8c2bc23c4d51642c7c8767e1d2d6647f7281317; 
- 0xa1e43fcb51656354931d47458eceadbc6545df57;
- 0x3acef2d359f430cee5e205262a884d6087dda4fa; 
- 0xbaf331f090320502380ea975562c0c72e2da3c85;
- 0x17cA15f1FD9593aE035b9fe5B5aCAB95402B1518;
- 0x652aa165Ee33ba02570C4FC7d41B0a05B4fD8147; 
- 0x82ef36b1c710e4384eb20d70074bc972972d58b8; 
- 0xd697255b298cf5d90f3f0c9a0e525ba8e829c952;
- 0x0bc42633195913892c48a224a846ddae067898ed;
- 0xea415b3b5e02b2259019763e2e81c48668b80f0e; and 
- 0x7D7e14Fd2b185d9A0ADA62Ae4b59A5Ea8Ab7Ec05. 

and that such service shall be deemed valid and effective upon the earlier of (a) 
confirmation of receipt of the Order and draft Statement of Claim or (b) 24 hours 
from the time the Order and draft Statement of Claim are sent in accordance with 
paragraphs 16(a) to (b) above.  

17. THIS COURT ORDERS that this Order is and shall be immediately in effect upon 
issuance regardless of whether it has been formally entered. 

18. THIS COURT ORDERS that the return of this motion will be heard on June 23, 2023 at 
10 a.m., unless agreed upon between the parties. 

_______________________________ 

JUSTICE J. HOOPER



SCHEDULE “A”

Boneheads team:

1. Any and all assets of the Boneheads team, including but not limited to any and all funds, 
including in cryptocurrency or NFT or any other digital asset format, or any of its 
affiliated or payment processors, where such funds were raised in connection with the 
sale of Boneheads NFTs and are held in cryptocurrency wallets or bank accounts owned 
or controlled by or held for the benefit of the Boneheads team.

2. Any and all digital assets or cryptocurrency held in the following digital wallets of or 
controlled by any member of the Boneheads team including but not limited to the 
following: 

No. Wallet Address

Ethereum  
(ETH) 

1 0x8C0fF426dFa77A87Be3729456D1D27fdC8F2DE5F  
2 0xa8c2bc23c4d51642c7c8767e1d2d6647f7281317
3 0xa1e43fcb51656354931d47458eceadbc6545df57 
4 0x3acef2d359f430cee5e205262a884d6087dda4fa
5 0xbaf331f090320502380ea975562c0c72e2da3c85 
6 0x17cA15f1FD9593aE035b9fe5B5aCAB95402B1518
7 0x652aa165Ee33ba02570C4FC7d41B0a05B4fD8147 
8 0x82ef36b1c710e4384eb20d70074bc972972d58b8 
9 0xd697255b298cf5d90f3f0c9a0e525ba8e829c952 
10 0x0bc42633195913892c48a224a846ddae067898ed 
11 0xea415b3b5e02b2259019763e2e81c48668b80f0e
12 0x7D7e14Fd2b185d9A0ADA62Ae4b59A5Ea8Ab7Ec05

Profitly Incorporated

3. Any and all funds, digital assets, cryptocurrency or NFTs, held in bank accounts and/or 
cryptocurrency wallets or cryptocurrency exchanges generated or raised in connection 
with transactions of the Boneheads NFT. 

DMCB Holdings Inc.  

4. Any and all funds, digital assets, cryptocurrency or NFTs, held in bank accounts and/or 
cryptocurrency wallets or cryptocurrency exchanges generated or raised in connection 
with transactions of the Boneheads NFT. 

Ivan Avramenko

5. Any and all funds, digital assets, cryptocurrency or NFTs, held in bank accounts and/or 
cryptocurrency wallets or cryptocurrency exchanges generated or raised in connection 
with transactions of the Boneheads NFT. 
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Alexandra Stinson 

6. Any and all funds, digital assets, cryptocurrency or NFTs, held in bank accounts and/or 
cryptocurrency wallets or cryptocurrency exchanges generated or raised in connection 
with transactions of the Boneheads NFT. 

John Doe 

7. Any and all funds, digital assets, cryptocurrency or NFTs, held in bank accounts and/or 
cryptocurrency wallets or cryptocurrency exchanges generated or raised in connection 
with transactions of the Boneheads NFT. 
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SCHEDULE “B” 

Digital Asset (Cryptocurrency) Platforms/Exchanges

Coinbase 

Kraken 

Kucoin 

Robinhood 

NFT Marketplaces:

Opensea 
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Court File No.: CV-23-00092340-00CP 

Taylan McRae-Yu            Profitly Incorporated et. al.  

Plaintiff - and -  Defendant 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(COMMERCIAL LIST) 
PROCEEDING COMMENCED AT OTTAWA 

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

ORDER 

 
 
 

 
DELAWYER PROFESSIONAL  
CORPORATION 

             Suites of Somerset 
             52 Bayswater Ave., Suite 1505 
             Ottawa, ON  K1Y 4K3 
 
            Sohaib Mohammad 
             LSO#:  80696K 
            Tel: (647)-535-8706 
             Email:  sohaib@delawyer.io 
 
             Lawyer for the Plaintiff 
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